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For over ten years, thousands of accountants and tax professionals have relied
on CPAid for excellence in computer software
and customer service. Now, based on your requests, CPAid is proud to announce the release of
its newest product, the CPAid Fixed Asset Program.
Extensive research, programming and product
testing have gone into the CPAid Fixed Asset Program to make it the best on the market today!

Comprehensiveness

• Projection module with TWO report formats to
choose from, a three -year spread of all assets or the
history of a single asset.
• Ten different report categories for asset tracking.
• Calculates both financial and taxable depreciation.
• Tremendous asset storage capacity 32,000 assets
per client (number of clients is unlimited).
• Choose between four different books in which to
enter an asset.
• Automatically determines whether the mid - quarter
convention applies.

Ease of Use

• Easy -to -use help windows, warning messages

and extensive error trapping protect the integrity of
your data.
• Allows you to preview all calculated depreciation.
• Totally compatible with our entire line of tax software to save you hours of unnecessary data re- entry.
And, with a price of only $650, the CPAid Fixed
Asset Program is well within your reach!
For more information or to purchase a demonstration version for only $55 (plus shipping & handling),
call or write today.
*For use with all IBM PCs and 100% compatibles.
1- 800 - 227 -2437
1 -216- 678 -9015
1061 Fraternity Circle
Kent, Ohio 44240

CPAiD

Trusted by Accounting Professionals
Since 1978.
A Warren, Gorham & Lamont Company

Some of the best features of our copiers
don't come in the box.
When you buy a copier, don't forget
you're also buying a company.
.And when the name on the box is
Xerox, you get a lot more than a copier.
You get a company dedicated to your
complete satisfaction.
For example, only Xerox offers a three year warranty on all desktop copiers
that it makes — that's 12 times longer
than any other manufacturer.
Xerox also guarantees copy quality.
So you can be sure your 20.000th copy
will be just as good as your first.
Equally unique is our guarantee to
provide parts and service for all our

copiers for up to seven years.
Add to that the fact that every Xerox
copier is backed by the best supplies
and the best service organization in the
business.

For information about any
Xerox copier, call 1 -800
TEAM -XRX, Ext. 250A.

iMC r

And that —when it comes to documents
—no company has more experience than
Xerox.
All of which are just a few of the
reasons that Xerox was recently honored
with the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award.
So make your next copier a Xerox.
And get the best features in a copier —
plus the best features in a company.

D 1990 XEROX Corporation. XEROX*ie ■ tridemuk of XEROX CORPORATION.
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PASTPRESIDENTS
ONETHICS

BY HOWARD L. SIERS
These former leaders of
the Association share
their views on NAA's
ethics program and what
its responsibilities are in
promoting ethical
practices in business,
industry, and academe.

Cover: Ethics codes must be
implemented and enforced to
avoid the whistle - blowers. See
p. 23. Photo by AFI/Joa. Palmieri.

30
APERSPECTIVE
FROMEDUCATION:
BUSINESSETHICS
BY WILLIAM G.

SHENKIR.
Senior corporate
management must
recognize that maturing
ethically is a lifelong
process that begins in
school and is nurtured
throughout an
individual's career.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
(ISSN 0025 -1690) is published
monthly by the National
Association of Accountants, 10
Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, 1. 800 - 638 -4427. Price
$10.00 per copy. Subscription
rates, per year: $55 (included in
dues, nondeductible);
nonmembers, $110.00. Second
class postage paid at Montvale,
N.J., and additional mailing
offices. To ensure uninterrupted
mail service, send present
address label and new address
including ZIP number to
Membership Records Dept., NAA,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow
six weeks for change. NAA's telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile
number is 201 - 573 -8185.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING,@ Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760.
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34
SURVEY:ETHICSIN
CORPORATE
AMERICA

BY DOUG ADAMS
This convicted felon —
who participated in a
special ethics program
at NYU— describes the
consequences of
violating his ethical
upbringing and looting
millions from investors.

BY ROBERT B.
SWEENEY AND
HOWARD L. SIERS
Only 56% of companies
have corporate codes of
conduct, and many do
not administer them
correctly. This survey
shows that ethics
programs vary from
company to company.
41

GHOSTSOF
CHRISTMASFUTURE
BY JEFFREY M.
KAPLAN
How do you make
someone feel the risks of
white - collar crime? One
answer is to have
persons who have been
convicted of such crimes
speak to groups and
describe the
consequences. The
director of the Business
Ethics Study Team, Inc.
(BEST) at the Stern
School of Business,
NYU, describes how this
program works.

Editor's Note:
Readers Respond to
Accounting Ethics Case

Study, originally
scheduled for the June
ethics issue, has been
postponed to the July
issue.
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ETHICS IN THE
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
CURRICULUM
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47
BUSINESS
ACADEME:FORGING
ANETHICS
PARTNERSHIP
BY GARY B. FRANK,
MOSTAFA H. SARHAN,
AND STEVEN A.
FISHER
Students are not ready
for the ethical dilemmas
they are certain to face
in business. The
solution, according to
these professors, is to
invite practitioners into
the classroom to share
their real -world
experiences.
,50

ETHICS INBUSINESS:
ANESSENTIAL
ELEMENTOFSUCCESS
13Y ROGER B. SMITH
General Motors'
chairman and chief
executive officer
explains why ethical
practice is good
business.

BY STEVEN M. MINTZ
With ethics abuses
occurring almost daily,
accounting educators
and professionals need to
consider how to
integrate ethics into
management accounting
classes so that future
management
accountants are
encouraged to act
ethically.
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Views expressed herein are
authors' and do not represent
Association policy unless so
stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and
service information does not
constitute an endorsement by the
Association of the advertiser or
the product or service.
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indexed in the Accountants' Index
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publication is available in other
forms of media through
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obtained from Special Order
Department, NAA, 10 Paragon
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This Association year, 1989 -90, has been one of
the most eventful in our long history. We saw
the culmination of a reorganization process that
started four years ago when the Committee on
Long -Range Strategy was established. We were
faced with number of new factors involving
societal and technological changes. Our
membership reflected the turmoil going on in
the manufacturing sector of the economy which
was struggling mightily to compete in a very
competitive world market. There were questions about business
ethics as a wave of bankruptcies, takeovers, LBOs, and extensive
cost cutting washed over the economy. It became apparent that your
Association, which was originally founded to promulgate and
implement cost accounting techniques, had to take a long look at its
structure and mission. In effect, we had to retool for the `90s.
Among the actions taken this year were:
1. We put in place a new structure of the volunteer organization
designed to bring the Association's delivery system of educational services and products right down to the grassroots.
2. We strengthened and increased our relationships with students and accounting professors as the initial step in developing and implementing our long -term plan to dramatically
increase the number of graduating college students who join
NAA and become CMAs.
3. We merged the Institute of Certified Management Accountants into NAA in order to bring the full resources of the Association into the development and growth of the CMA program.
4. We continued the installation of a new mainframe computer
and association software package in order to develop a comprehensive, versatile database on NAA membership to enhance delivery of services.
In addition, as a most noteworthy accomplishment this year, we
created an Ethics Committee and established the Ethics
Counseling Service. I regard this step as an immensely significant
milestone in the NAA'S efforts to increase the stature of
management accountants and to strengthen the ethical dimension
of our profession. The importance we attach to ethical standards is
reflected in this issue which is devoted to discussions of ethical
issues in business and academe.
It has been an exciting and rewarding year and I am grateful to
my colleagues for entrusting me with the leadership of our
Association during this important time. With the decisions your
officers and directors have taken and implemented, we are now
positioned to face the challenges of the '90s.

THOMAS M. O'TOOLE
President, 1989 -90
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Commander-FDC:
The PC -based financial consolidation software that lets you

Consolidate with Confidence
f you're looking for a software
solution to the complex task
of collecting, consolidating and
reporting financial data for a
multidivisional, multinational
corporation, you should look at
Comshare's Commander FDC.
Unlike spreadsheets and general purpose software often used
for this task, Commander FDC
(Financial Data Consolidation)
is a PC /LAN -based software
package specifically designed to
handle the unique logistical and
accounting demands of consolidation and financial reporting,
so you can be confident about
the information it provides. It
works the way you do, with
financial schedules (income
statements, etc.) and includes
the accounting intelligence to
assure accuracy. It's a cost effective solution that puts you
in complete control both of the
consolidation process and of
this important financial data.
And it's from Comshare, the
market leader in financial consolidation and executive information systems.

I

Commander FDC not only supports the
financial data needs of corporate headquarters,
it can meet the information needs of your
reporting units as well. Easy to implement
and to use, it can adapt to different organizational structures, reporting requirements,
and accounting systems, even within the same
company.

Currency translation, intercompany eliminations, re- statements, adjustments and journal
entries are performed simply and automatically. Not only are your books closed more
quickly, they are more accurate as well, with
built -in audit trails and data integrity
requirements.

Designed for maximum user flexibility,
Commander FDC lets you respond to change
— in your organization, in account structures,
in report formats and in budgets. It also
handles the complex task of comparative
reporting after changes have been made.

Commander FDC includes capabilities for
budget preparation and financial analysis as
well as statutory and management reporting.
In addition to printed reports, you can deliver
key financial information to executives electronically on- screen. Powerful tools for
modeling and ad -hoc investigation are also
included.

CommanderFDC
PC-based Software for Financial Data Consolidation
For an eye opening introduction to
Commander FDC, and information about a
Commander FDC Seminar in your area,
call Chris Kelly at Comshare, toll free:

800 - 922 -7979.
In Michigan: 313- 994 -4800,
In Canada: 800 -541 -1780
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ROBERT F. RANDALL, EDITOR

HIGHPRAISE
am a sophomore majoring in international accounting at the
College of International Business at Shanghai University. By
chance I found a copy of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@ at my
library and was immediately
attracted by its informative, concise, authoritive and timely
nature.
I read "Managing Your Career"
(I Can't Write A Resume) several
times and found it very helpful.
This excellent article exactly
explained why many people who
had received higher education from
some of the most distinguished
universities still had some
difficulties writing a resume. It
also showed us several ways for
solving this problem.
I hope MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGS can carry more
articles of this kind.
Lu Hong Zhi
Shanghai University
Shanghai, P.R. of China

ANUNHEALTHY
OBSESSION?
In "Enriching the Corporate
Ethics Environment" (April 1990),
former E.I Dupont de Nemours
and Co. general auditor Mr.
Howard Siers discusses some
important issues regarding the
development of corporate ethics
policies. In advocating the importance of corporate ethics policies,
Mr. Siers and others have been
missing two important points.
First, using a better bottom line
as a justification for ethical

behaviors is misdirected and
incomplete reasoning. The concept
of ethics transcends any concerns
of materiality. Assuming people
want to exist within an ethical
society, people should strive to be
ethical in life in a total sense, for
only then can they begin to expect
and to deserve to live within an
ethical society. If we accept the
charge to exist as ethical beings
period, we obviously have covered
all aspects of our lives, including
anything related to our careers.
Using the bottom line as the
justification for doing anything
and everything has become an
unhealthy obsession in the U.S.
Secondly, ethics is a very
complete and pervasive concept
which covers much more than
business interactions with
employees and customers. It
encompasses everything about our
business activities, including the
types of products a business
manufactures and the types of
marketing techniques used to sell
those products.
Thus, we must ask whether
deception, which is very evident in
many sales strategies today, is
ethical. In light of our increasing
recognition of the earth's
dwindling natural resources, we
must ask whether it is ethical to
use marketing strategies to create
product demand when no natural
demand exists. We must ask
whether it is ethical to develop and
market products which are known
to be harmful.
Thus, we might feel compelled to
ask Mr. Siers, an obvious believer
in the importance of ethics, to
defend DuPont's longstanding
practice of producing great
quantities of chloroflourocarbons
when there was significant and
increasing suspicions that these
and other chemicals do serious and
long -term harm to the
environment. An unhealthy
obsession with the bottom line
most likely explains such behavior.
Kenneth R. Earnest
Associate Professor
University of Wisconsin- LaCrosse

line as justification for practicing
ethical behavior. A careful reading
of the article will reveal that I
view good ethical practices in
corporate America as essential,
and submit that such practices add
value and coincidentally
contribute to a better bottom line.
As to his comment about
DuPont, the public record speaks
for itself. DuPont's announced
intention to make an orderly
withdrawal from the marketplace
concurrent with developing a
substitute product that is essential
for the health and well -being of
vast segments of the world's
population is a model of ethical
corporate citzenship at work. I am
proud of my almost 39 -year
association with DuPont and
attribute part of my strong
commitment to helping others deal
with ethical matters to my DuPont
emphasis on ethical conduct.
Ethics should not be used as a
vehicle to promote private agendas.
Students should be taught to
recognize ethical dilemmas and
allowed to apply their personal
values to make ethical
determinations based on all of the
facts pertinent to the matter under
consideration.
Howard L. Siers

AVOIDMISUNDERSTANDING
In February 1990, you published
an article entitled "Measuring
Performance with Synchronous
Management" by Victor Lippa.
Mr. Lippa was associated with
our firm from August 1987 to
November 1989, when he voluntarily terminated his relationship
with us. Mr. Lippa has been
advised that he is no longer
authorized to represent
Synchronous Management, to use
the name Synchronous Management, or to market or conduct any
of the programs developed by us.
The performance measures
proposed by Mr. Lippa in his
article do not represent the views
of Synchronous Management.
Don Guild, Principal
Synchronous Management

AUTHORRESPONDS
Contrary to Mr. Earnest's
interpretation of my article, I did
not advocate using a better bottom

Is this article of interest
to you? If so, circle
appropria te numbe r on
Reader Service Card.
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WEUNCAPPED
ExTRAPROHTsFoRTiiis
COCA-COLABOTTLER
WITH OUR SIGNATURE" ' PAYROLL SERVICES.
With its franchise acquisitions producing dynamic
growth , this Coca-Cola bottling company is on a fast
track. Maintaining this kind of expansion means integrating all its resources profitably, including the human ones.
So this regional Coca -Cola bottler selected Control
Data's Signature Payroll Services, the system that delivers
much more than checks.
Signature automates and speeds your payroll operations. So payrolls are paid accurately and on time as you
would expect. But Control Data also monitors labor and
job costs, tracks absenteeism and attendance, and gives
management updated reporting on your work force
with each payroll.
And Control Data keeps up with all the tax law
changes, so payroll operations are precise, timely, and in
full compliance with government and other third -party
requirements. And with nearly 50 locations in 11 states,
that 's important to this Coca-Cola bottler.
The payoff: operations streamlined, tax penalties
avoided, overtime saved... in short, more profitability
Coca -Colais a registered trademark of The Coca-Cola Company.
Signatttrc is a trademark of Cont r o l Data Corporation.
® 1989 Contr o l Data Corpora tion

for more growth.
Signature can make payroll pay off for you, too.
C a ll us . We n pr ove it. 7

1- 800-PAYROLL
r
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'HAVE NETWORKING RULES CHANGED ?'
ROBERT HALF,EDITOR
Since graduating from college 14 years ago with a degree in accounting, I've
held four different jobs and am seeking my fifth. I was taught when 1 entered
the workplace that networking was the most important and effective way to
find a job. That proved to be true for me, at least early in my career. But, as I
now seek this fifth job, I get the feeling that my network, as carefully built
and maintained as it has been, isn't coming through as it d id in the past.
Have the rules changed for networking? Is there a new twist on the old game
that I've missed?
efore an s we r i n g
yo u r q u e s t i o n , l et
me t a k e a mo men t
to c o m me n t u p o n
wh e t h e r c h a n g i n g
jobs as frequently as
you have represents
a l iabi li ty. Th e way empl oyment
was viewed in your father's day certainly has changed, and for a variety of reasons. I stress in my books,
including the most recent, How ?b
Get A Bett er Job In This Cr azy
World, that loyalty to employees by
companies, and employee loyalty to
those companies, no longer exists.
That is, of course, unfortunate. At
the same time, it represents the reality of our highly competitive busines s cl imat e wh ere d o wns i zin g,
mergers , t ak eo vers, and acqu is itions have necessarily eroded the
nice concept of a two -way obligation
between employer and employee. I
now define employee loyalty as expending maximum effort while receiving a check and always
representing the company in a positive light to others.
Where loyalty h as truly d iminished is in how long employees stay
with companies and how long employers choose to retain employees.
It has become necessary for companies to p are do wn st aff. At the
same time , it has become necessary
for employees to often look outside
their present employment for better opportunities. I hasten to say,
however, that it behooves every man
and woman t o attempt to advance
their careers at their present place
of employment. It's become so fashio n ab l e t o ch an ge j o b s t h at t o o

many people overlook the rich possibilities available to them where
they are.
Networking always has been a
valuable tool in the arsenal of job seek in g men an d wo men. What's
hap p en ed i s t h at b ecau s e i t h as
been reco gni zed as a vit al ingredient in seeking employment for so
many years, it has been overused.

The result? Too many people have
been "networked to death." What
th at m e a n s t o th e jo b seek er, o f
co u r s e , is h a v i n g t o ap p ly ad d itio n al in g en u i t y wh en u s i n g a
n e tw o r k.
I t c o u ld b e t h a t y o u 've o u t live d
s o m e o f t h e c o n t a c t s w i t h in y o u r
o wn n et wo rk. I f y ou've c om e to the
sam e p eo p le over the course of your
career, y o u po ssibly sense a waning
o f in ter es t. Do n't b la m e th os e ind i-
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viduals on your network; as I said,
we all have just so much time available to respond to requests from
n et wo rk s in which we've been
included.
No ti ce th at I've made n etwork
plu ral . As we ad van ce in ou r careers, the number of networks we
end up on increases , sometimes to
the point where it becomes practical to respond to only networking
requests involving relatives or close
friends.
Of course, you must evaluate how
helpful you've been to others who've
come to you as p art of th ei r netwo rk . So met imes we view a n et work as only something to use. This
street, however, runs two ways. If
you've been conscientious in responding to requests for help from
job seekers networking you, you
stand a much better chance of having those same people come to bat
when you have a need.
It's also possible that you're asking too much of your network. I'm
an advocate of approaching people
f r o m t h e s t a n d p o in t o f a s kin g a d -

vice. We're all flattered when someo n e s e e k s o u r a d vi c e . Mo re
important, we are not being asked
to do something tangible at the moment, which takes some of the pressure off us. Try approaching people
in y ou r n et wo rk o n t his ba s is . Yo u
m i g h t b e s u r p r i s e d how a d v ic e
turns to con crete help.
Fin ally, wh ile n e t w o r kin g is a n
im p o rt a n t a s pe c t o f se e kin g a n e w
jo b, it m u st n ever b e view ed a s th e
only tec hnique . Use eve ry oth er avenue available to you —com bing the

help wanted ads, preparing a compelling resume, taki ng advant age
of the services offered by leading
p e r s o n n e l s e r v ic e o r ga n iz a t io n s ,
and working as hard at finding a
new job as you would if you were
em ployed.
And , find a ll t he t im e yo u po ss ibly can to respond to those m en and
wom en who call upon you as part of
thei r ne tw o rk.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half
I nt ernati onal, I nc., a fi nanci al and
dat a processi ng recrui ti ng fi rm
wi th 150 offices on three cont inents.
Hi s latest book is How To Get a
Bet ter Jo b in This C ra zy Wor ld
(Crown Publi shers).
Is this artic le of interes t
to you? If so, circle
a p p r o p r ia t e n u m b e r o n
Read er Service Card .
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A Xerox plain paper
fax will do a lot of things.
This isn't one of them.
With Xerox plain paper fax machines,
you get your faxes on ordinary cut sheet paper. The same paper you use
in your office copier.
That means faxes that don't curl.
Faxes that don ' t smudge. Faxes, in
short, that look as good as originals.
What's more, you can write on them,
file them, distribute them —all
without having to copy them.
But plain paper is only one of the
reasons you should get a Xerox fax
machine. Our Xerox 7033, for
example, not only gives you plain
paper faxes, it gives you all kinds of
advanced features that make faxing
faster and easier than ever. Like one

of the fastest transmission speeds
in the business. And up to 2,400
pages of memory.

We think you'll agree the advantages
are plain.

Then there's our Xerox 3010, an
extraordinary plain paper machine
that combines high - quality faxing,
digital copying, and image editing.
All in one machine.

4
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And these are only two of a growing
line of Xerox plain paper fax
machines. Which means you're sure
to find the machine you need, at a
price you can afford.
lei
Call us at 1 -800 TEAM -XRX, ' "
Ext. 295F (1 -800- 832 -6979, Ext.
295F) or fax us at 1- 716 -244 -1998
to learn all the advantages of

O 1990 XEROX CORPORATION. XEROX! 7033 and 3010 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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Xerox plain paper faxing.

Xerox

Send for your
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TAXES

PASSIVE ACTIVITY
AND CASUALTY
LOSSES

ISRAEL BLUMENFRUCHT, EDITOR
he Tax Reform Act of
1986 created a new
tax concept called
"passive activity" and
provisions relating to
passive activity losses
(PALS). Since its enactment, the
IRS has issued hundreds of pages of
regulations explaining specific aspects of the PAL rules. Although
the regulations are still not complete or finished, the IRS recently
decided to issue Notice 90 -21 that
amends a previously issued regulation relating to PALS as they apply
to casualty losses. The amended
regulation gives the taxpayer significant tax breaks.
In general, taxpayers cannot deduct losses incurred in the current
year from a passive activity, but
rather they remain "suspended."
The taxpayer can deduct these
losses in a future year only if.
• The taxpayer has income from a
passive activity, or
• The activity is disposed of. (In
the year the activity is disposed
of, all "suspended" losses from
the previous years are freed and
can be deducted against all types
of income.)
Prior to the issuance of the IRS
amendment, a casualty loss from a
passive activity, such as rental real
estate property, could not be deducted in the year the casualty was
realized. If the taxpayer had a casualty loss in an area designated as a
disaster area, such as the area affected by the 1989 San Francisco
earthquake, the taxpayer could be
prevented from taking advantage
of the special provisions allowed for
taxpayers in disaster areas.
Specifically, a taxpayer may elect
to deduct the casualty loss incurred
in a disaster area in the year immeMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJUNE 1990

diately preceding the year in which
the disaster occurred. Thus, a taxpayer incurring a casualty loss in
the 1989 San Francisco earthquake
could get immediate tax relief by
electing to amend his or her 1988
income tax return and apply for a
tax refund based on the additional
casualty loss deduction.
Previously, if the property destroyed in a disaster area was part
of a passive activity, the taxpayer
would be unable to receive any relief. Because of the PAL rules, the
casualty loss would not be deductible either in the current year or in
the prior year.
Accordingly, the IRS issued this
amended regulation that states, in
general, "casualty and theft losses
are not passive activity deductions"
even if they occur in a passive activity. Thus, taxpayers can now deduct their passive activity casualty
losses in the current year against
ordinary income or, if the losses occurred in a disaster area, they can
be deducted against the prior year's
ordinary income.
Officially, the effective date for
this new regulation is for tax years
beginning as of 1990. But the IRS
will allow taxpayers incurring a casualty loss prior to 1990 to elect to
either treat their casualty loss under the old rule as a passive activity deduction, or treat the loss
under the current new rule as a
nonpassive activity deduction.
This new rule, however, raised
other questions. Particularly, how
does the taxpayer treat the reimbursement received, such as insuranc e proce eds, arisi ng from a
casualty? What happens if the reimbursement exceeds the casualty
loss and results in a taxable gain?
Is the reimbursement or the gain
treated as a passive activity income
or a nonpassive activity income?
Clearly, a taxpayer would rather
have the reimbursement or gain
treated as passive activity income
because it can be used to offset
otherwise nondeductible PALS.
The new regulation apparently
gives the taxpayer another break.
To the extent that the reimbursement exceeds the deductible casualty loss, the amount is treated as
passive activity income.
For example, assume the taxpayer owns a residential rental
apartment building with a basis of
$200,000 and a fair market value of
$1 million. The building is com-

pletely destroyed by a fire and is
covered by insurance for its full fair
market value. The casualty loss deduction that may be claimed is limited to the adjusted basis of the
building or $200,000. Thus, of the
$1 million of insurance proceeds received, the first $200,000 is offset
by the casualty loss, and the remaining $800,000 is considered
passive activity income.
The new regulation allows the
taxpayer to have his cake and eat it,
too. If the taxpayer has a casualty
loss deduction, it is treated as a
nonpassive activity loss. If, however, the taxpayer has adequate insurance coverage so that a gain
results from the casualty proceeds
received, the gain is considered passive activity income that can be offset by passive activity losses!

In a case recently reviewed by the
Tax Court, a taxpayer claimed a casualty and theft loss when he discovered his wife had withdrawn
$60,000 from their joint bank account without his knowledge or permission. He claimed an additional
deduction for the household furnishings she removed. Finally, he
also claimed a casualty loss as a result of selling his new car for $25 to
a dealer. The taxpayer claimed he
was forced to sell the car because he
believed his wife's brother, who had
the car keys, would steal it.
The Tax Court disallowed all
three parts of the deduction. The
court pointed out that it was not a
crime under state law for either
party to withdraw funds from a
joint bank account, and ruled that
the removal of the household furnishings was not a theft because it
appeared that the taxpayer had
consented to the removal of the
items if the wife wished to do so.
Finally, selling a car at a steep loss
for fear of it being stolen is not considered a casualty or theft loss. Obviously, the ta xpayer was not
involved in a casualty but rather
with a nondeductible tragedy! ■
Israel Blumenfrucht is associate
professor of accounting at Queens
College.
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ACCOUNTANTSARE
ETHICAL
ccountants and engineers are considered
the most ethical pro fessionals, according to
the results of a recent
telephone survey of executives of 200 of the
nation's 1,000 largest
companies. Thirty -four
percent of the executives
(vice presidents or personnel directors) ranked
engineers the most ethical, and 24% ranked
CPAs as tops. Investment
bankers, on the other
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hand, finished last with
only 1 % of the tally.
Other professionals included in the survey
ranking were doctors,
lawyers, and dentists.
The survey was
developed by Robert Half
International, Inc., the
world's largest recruiter
of accounting,
information systems, and
banking professionals,
and was conducted by an
independent market
research firm.

THRIFTCEO
COMPENSATIONUP
hief executive officers at many public
thrifts are receiving higher salaries and
bonuses even though a
large number of the savings associations posted
a'decline in earnings
last year. These conclusions were drawn
from a study of public
thrifts by the MCS Associates Division of Grant
Thornton, a major accounting and management consulting firm.
The firm tracked 97
publicly held savings
associations — nearly a
quarter of all publicly
held thrifts —from 1987
to 1989, during which
time the industry was
marked by steadily
deteriorating earnings
and larger, more
widespread losses, the

MANUFACTURERS
OPTIMISTIC FOR
1990 PROFITS
.S. manufacturers
forsee a bright
profit outlook for
1990, but they are divided in their opinions
on the economy at large.
In recent telephone interviews with 250 top
manufacturing executives of companies with
annual sales between $10
million and $200 million, 46% said they
expect their corporate
profits to increase in
1990, while another 36%
anticipate their earnings
will remain at 1989 levels. Only 18 %v say their

pro fits will de cre as e.
The m aj ority ( 59
see
%n)

NEWS

firm said. Still, the
majority of savings
associations studied
reported increases in
compensation for their
chief executives, in one
case as much as 46 %,
even though there was
more than a 40 decline
in the median earnings
reported during those
two years.
"To be fair," says Jon L.
Rosenbaum, senior
manager in charge of the
study, "not everyone
shared in the largesse."
Although nine percent of
the CEOs enjoyed pay
hikes of 20 %, and 31%
garnered increases of
more than 10 %, some
32% of those queried
earned less in 1989 than
in 1988. In 1988, 28% of
the group saw their
compensation slashed.
Even though 88% of
the thrifts surveyed
posted declines in
earnings last year as
compared to 73% in 1988,
84% instituted incentive
packages for their
executives last year,
compared with 78% in
1988 and 69% in 1987.

no dramatic change in
the rate of inflation, 5%
predict a decline, and
36% forecast an increase.
On the question of a recession this year, 52% of
the executives say a recession is likely, but 47%
say no.
"Although manufacturers differ on the
likelihood of a recession,
their optimistic profit
outlook reflects a belief
in the strength of their
companies to withstand
a slowing down of the
economy," Michael N.
Cantwell, chairman of
Grant Thornton's
National Manufacturing
Industry Committee,
said.
The survey was
conducted for Grant
Thornton by the
Wirthlin Group, a
national opinion
research organization in
McLean, Va.

JOBSEEKERSPICK
SMALLCOMPANIES
Mob seekers in the
1990s are turning to
smaller companies,
especially for the psychic
income they receive.
"The recognition factor
for the individual is
often greater in the
small to medium -sized
firm than in the large
company. The person's
ideas are likely to be
welcomed, and credit for
the ideas is extended immediately," explains
James E. Challenger,
president of Challenger,
Gray & Christmas, Inc.,
international outplacement consulting firm.
Other benefits found
in smaller companies are
entrepreneurial spirit,
quick response, and old fashioned ingenuity.
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accountants are reacting to their new and changing environment. A proactive stance has been revealed in the carrying out
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the current directory. This is the
root directory. Any subdirectory
names also are displayed. The
bottom line of the screen shows the
function key settings, and the next
line up is the DOS prompt.
What happens when you push
Enter is what you would expect. If
the cursor is highlighting the
name of a subdirectory, the current
directory is changed to that
directory and its files are
displayed. If the cursor is
highlighting the name of an
executable file, for example
CHKDSK.COM, that program is
loaded into memory and run. The
Commander gives up control of the
screen while any program is
running. If the cursor is
highlighting the name of any other
file, the program that created that
file will begin to run and begin
processing the file. Fbr example, if
you push Enter when a Lotus data
file is highlighted, you
automatically invoke Lotus 1 -2 -3
and load the file.
Copying and moving files also
are automated. Pushing Alt -Fl
opens a second panel of
information on the left half of your
screen. You can use the left panel
to move to any subdirectory you
choose. When both panels are
displayed, the Commander
logically assumes that one panel is
showing the source directory and
the other is showing the target
directory. Just in case it isn't, the
program asks you.
Pushing Enter initiates the
copying process. You can modify
the program's assumptions by
typing over them. Moving a file
from one directory or one disk to
another works just like the Copy
command. If you have long
directory names, such as
C: \LOTUS\DATA \1STQTR, you
will appreciate avoiding the
typing.
Erasing a file is also easy. Just
highlight its name and push F8,
the Erase key. For safety's sake, the
Commander writes the name of the
file to be deleted on the screen and
asks you to confirm your action by
pushing the Enter key.
Other features can save you
time. Suppose you are working in
the aforementioned
C:\LOTUS \DATA \1STQTR
subdirectory and want to go to the
root directory. You could type CD\
on the DOS command line and

COMPUTERS
&ACCOUNTING
HARDWAREISOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

ATONCE!
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AtOnce!
Albert D. Widman, CFO,
V1SIONSISeniices for the Blind,
New York, N.Y.
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NORTONCOMMANDER
f you treat your hard disk like a
large floppy, you lose most of the
convenience a hard disk offers.
A shell is a program that can help
manage your hard disk. It lets you
move easily from one subdirectory
to another, and it can send frequently used commands to DOS
with just one or two keystrokes.
Many good shells are available,
and performance has little to do
with price. Selecting a shell
program is usually a matter of
finding one that is to your liking—
one that feels natural to you.
The Norton Commander is such
a program. It uses the right half of
the screen to display its
information, a list of the files in
'

tOnce! is a capable accounting
program that runs on the Mac intosh family of computers.
The program makes good use of
the Macintosh interface to integrate four accounting modules —
general ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, and payroll —in
complete synchronization. In what
is described by its publisher as
"seamless integration," the program allows windows from each
module to be open and visible at
the same time.
The AtOnce! manuals are well
prepared and offer extensive help.
The program comes with an
excellent training and tutorial
simulation that runs with Apple's
Hypercard and provides
interactive help on -line from
within the program. The help files
not only describe the computer
operations but offer a reasonably
good explanation of various
accounting processes as well.
The program accommodates
divisional and departmental
accounting needs and grants the
user almost infinite control over
the financial reports that can be
produced. The program provides
high -speed data entry screens and
the power to handle most small
business needs. It is meant for use
both by professional accounting
firms with many clients and by
individual businesses. While the
program's screens may be slightly
confusing at first, most users will
find AtOnce! to be intuitive after a
little practice.
AtOnce! is published by Layered,
Inc., 529 Main St., Boston, MA
02129, (800) 622 -4436; it has a list
price of $395.
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push the Enter key, but simply

pushing CtrlA will get you there
in an instant.
If you wish to move to a
subdirectory whose name you can't
quite remember or whose path
name is very long, you can push
Alt -F10 and a graphic display of
the entire disk's directory
structure appears on the screen.
Use the cursor keys to highlight
the subdirectory you want. Push
Enter and you are there. If you
wish to find a file but can't
remember which subdirectory it's
in or can't remember its exact file
name, one keystroke invokes a "file
find" command.
Eliminating the typing of
previous commands is another
timesaver. Suppose you printed a
file and then decided you needed
another copy. The Commander can
display the last 15 commands you
sent to DOS. Pick the one you want
with your cursor, push Enter, and
it is sent to DOS again.
You can easily program the keys
"a" through 'Y' to represent
lengthy commands. Two
keystrokes then substitute for
typing many characters.
Two small programs that come
with the Commander let you
examine files from Lotus, dBASE,
or other applications. You can't
modify files with these editors, but
that isn't their purpose.
Learning the commands and
function keys is easy because the
program has been designed in a
logical fashion. There is a quick
introduction to teach you the
basics. You can work your way
through it in about 15 minutes and
cover 80% of the features you will
use frequently. A well- written and
well - illustrated manual documents
the features available. There is
also a help screen called via the Fl
function key.
This program runs on any IBM compatible computer. Version 3.0
requires 320K of memory and a
hard drive. The Commander will
work with any monitor, and a
mouse can be used for input.
The program does have its
limitations. The help file called by
the Fl function key displays only
limited information. With one
exception, the information is
generic and not context sensitive.
If you invoke help while you are
using the built -in text editor, you
do see help information that
MANAG EMENT AC C O UNT ING /JUNE 1990

time and can be mastered quickly.
Version 3.0 retails for $149. For
more information, contact Peter
Norton Computing, Inc., 100
Wilshire Blvd., 9th floor, Santa
Monica, CA 90401 -1104; (213)
319 -2000.

applies strictly to the editor.
The Commander does not use
expanded memory even if it is
available on your machine. You
cannot reprogram the function
keys used by this program. If I use
a word processor most of the day
and it uses the F2 key to recall my
last command, for consistency's
sake, I would like to be able to use
the same function key in a shell
program to recall my last
command.
Aside from these limitations, the
Norton Commander is a wellwritten shell that can save you

James Holmes,
University of Kentucky,
Lexington, Kentucky
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HOWARD L. SIERS, EDITOR

KPMG PEAT
MARWICK'S
"CODE OF
CONDUCT"
BY LARRY D. NORNER
very business that develops a
code of conduct has to work out
what best suits its own history,
operations, and needs, so I do not
offer my firm's experience as a
model for others to copy. Certainly
large public accounting firms are
very different from other businesses and differ from one another,
as well. Nevertheless, there are
common problems that each business faces in putting together a
code, and I want to share how we
coped with those we faced.

E

All personnel must
understand the
firm's code of
conduct and how it
applies to their
responsibilities.
The first problem was to define
our objectives. One of the strongest
reasons a business organization
could have for adopting a code is to
make obvious and explicit what
employees need to know to avoid
mistakes. But in light of the
extensive manuals governing
employee behavior that KPMG
Peat Marwick already had, in
addition to the AICPA's code of
16

Larry D. Horner

ethics and the AICPA's professional
standards on how to perform
services, our professionals did not
lack rules on appropriate conduct.
We defined three objectives:
• First, we wanted to facilitate
understanding and observance
of our requirements by reducing
them to a brief, generalized set
that covered all behavior. A
concise set of rules can be
internalized more easily than
lengthy, elaborate directives
and would complement the
manuals already in place.
• Second, we wanted to have a
code that also served a symbolic
function —to convey what we
stand for. That meant the code
would have to contain some
type of philosophical statement.
• Third, we wanted a code that
would promote firm unity.
Although this unity also would
result from successfully stating
what we stand for, we felt it was
important to define it as a
separate objective.
We started by synthesizing the
ethical and behavioral directives
from professional sources and our
manuals to a set of very brief
statements. The basic theme was
the relationship between assumed
responsibilities and the
fundamentals that ensure quality
performance in fulfilling those
responsibilities. That meant our
professionals had to act with

integrity, obey relevant rules and
regulations, be committed to
developing their skills, be objective
in making judgments, and give
their best to their work. The set of
statements we came up with was
the precursor of the 12 principles
in our code.
The initial draft of behavioral
principles enabled us to see
something that helped shape our
philosophical statement. We
realized that the clarity and
brevity of behavioral directives
could never alone be enough to
achieve our goal of facilitating
understanding and observance. We
needed to express the rationale for
the principles, meaning that our
philosophical statement had to
supply the rationale as well as be
the primary element expressing
what we stand for.
For this reason, we chose as the
format for our philosophical
statement/rationale a preamble
that would be an integral part of
our code. The idea behind the
preamble was to state several
truths about what we stand for
that, if accepted, would make
adherence to the principles
necessary. The truths are:
• Our firm serves the public
interest by providing our
clients with the highest quality
of services.
• Both the usefulness of our
services and the viability of our
practice both depend on our

Our professionals
must give their best
to their work and act
with integriti .
credibility with those who rely
on our work.
• High- quality work is the most
important factor in achieving
and maintaining credibility.
• Anything that undermines our
reputation for dedication to the
public interest diminishes our
credibility.
The principles follow from the
preamble because they are
necessary to ensure our ethical
purpose (serving the public
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1990
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are told in orientation sessions
that they, too, by supporting the
provision of our professional
service are covered by the code.
They must understand it, uphold
it, and be conscious of the ways it
applies to their particular
responsibilities.
Other firms that set out to
develop a code must define their
own objectives and determine the
relationship between the
behavioral directives they have
already communicated and those
they wish to express. However, I
believe everyone who pursues

these endeavors gains a rewarding
sense of renewed links with his or
her firm's traditions and the
satisfaction of reaching into the
future to assure the continuity of
these traditions.
■
Larry D. Horner is chairman and
chief executive of KPMG Peat
Marwick.
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interest), providing high - quality
service to our clients, our
credibility, and our economic
success.
When we stepped back to
examine what we had drafted, it
became clear that some of the
obligations in the principles
applied to the firm. We also saw
that for almost every obligation we
had defined for individuals, there
was a parallel obligation for the
firm to fulfill to ensure that we
were going to live up to the
preamble's four truths. Fbr
example, if individuals were to be
obligated to fulfill their
responsibilities in accordance with
applicable regulations, KPMG Peat
Marwick had an obligation to
adopt the policies necessary to
achieve the objectives of those
regulations. And if no one in the
firm could act in a way that
damaged the firm's credibility,
KPMG Peat Marwick should not
tolerate such actions.
We concluded that we needed two
parallel sets of principles, one for
individuals and one for KPMG
Peat Marwick. Moreover, the
parallel sets emphasized that those
with any authority over others had
to exercise that authority in a way
that furthered the same principles
their subordinates were
supporting.
Of course, the principles for
individuals apply to superiors as
well as to subordinates. And the
obligations specified for KPMG
Peat Marwick obviously apply to
those individuals with authority to
set firm policy, commit the firm's
name, hire, and supervise others,
and so forth.
One may think of individuals
with such authority as
management, but we deliberately
chose to avoid this term. We
wanted every member of the firm
to be aware that KPMG Peat
Marwick is an institution with
vastly greater significance and
performance than its management
and that management members
are bound by that institution's
obligations.
The counterpart to our decision
to use KPMG Peat Marwick was to
refer to the individuals covered by
the other principles as KPMG Peat
Marwick people. This inclusive
term applies to every person in our
firm. When administrative
personnel are newly hired, they

p
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he rec en t co l l ap s e
i n t o b an k r u p t cy of
Drexel B u r n h a m
co mman d ed q u i t e a
bit of press on its own.
But, coinciding as it
did
wi t h
the
end of a decade, and symbolizing as
it did the junk bond market and the
corporate takeovers associated with
that market, the commentary took
on t h e s en t ent i o u s o vert on es o f
those who t ry to attri bute cosmic
significance to ordinary events.
In truth, I believe that financial
markets are simply following their
turn around the wheel, which alternately brings fear and greed to the
top. In the process, many managers
and financial officers are concerned
about the soundness of their financial structure and t heir abili ty to
access needed capital in the months
to come. In some cases, these fears
are well founded, but not because
the junk bond market collapsed.
On at least two earlier occasions
in t his century, Wal l St reet markets boomed and the lu re of easy
riches stimulated "creative financing." Most notable still— despite
th e i nt erven i n g years — was t h e
boo m of th e 1 92 0s wh ich culminated in the great crash of 1929.
Durin g th ose head y years, new
securities proliferated, and the corpo rate s tructu re t hat symb ol izes
the era was the multilayered utility
holding company. These extraordinary creations saw operating companies owned by holding companies
which in turn were owned by other
ho l di n g co mp ani es , s o met i mes
three or four layers deep. Each layer
i s s u ed d eb t , an d b y al t ern at i n g
public and private companies, nobody but the creator was able to assess the full extent of the leverage.
When operating revenues fell off in
t h e D ep re s s i o n , t h e s t ru ct u r es
collapsed.
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The 1960s brought the next big
ch ange, i n clu d i ng a b u l l mark et
that lasted for most of the decade.
Indeed, the biggest blue chip stocks
didn't break until 1972.
Capitalization norms for various
ind ust ries gave way t o n ew stand ard s fo r co n gl o mera t es wh i ch
would in theory support higher leverage by generatin g stable revenu es i mmu n e fro m i n d u s t ry
cycl ical i ty. On ce agai n, revenu e
stability failed to live up to expectations, markets collapsed, and we
entered a period of housecleaning
and divestitures. For most of the follo win g d ecad e, cred i t s t an d ard s
were reas sert ed in t he co rp orat e
marketplace.
But this in terval was relatively
short- lived. Two important changes
had been developing qu ietly over
the preceding 20 years:
• The gradual institutionalization
of secu ri t ies mark et s t h rou gh
the growth of pension funds, mutual funds, and insurance companies, and
• Th e d evel o p men t o f co mp u t er
and communications technology
that vastly increased analytical
power, speeded the dissemination
of information, and reduced the
cost of market transactions. The
stage was set for liquidity- driven
investment management.
Junk bo nd s, LB Os, and Highly
Levera ged Tr ansact ions (HLTs).
Drexel's Mike Milken came onto the
stage at exactly the right time. In
essence, he and his co- workers created a market for junk bonds (bonds
which were initially rated below investment grade) by offering investo rs ex t remel y h i gh retu rn s an d
promising them that Drexel would
always provide liquidity for their
investments by making a market in
them.
T h e p h e n o me n a l gr o wt h of
Drexel's market gradually brought
in o th er fi rms as parti ci pan ts i n
underwri ting and market making.
The process worked because inves-

Junk bond king Michael Milken was
arraigned on securities fraud charges.

tors were willing to substitute the
promise of liquidity for credit judgment. So long as the risk of failure
could be averted by selling the investment before it got into trouble,
or by participating in a timely recapitalization, investors believed
t h a t t h e ri s k s were wo rt h t h e
reward.
For most of the decade, the economy was exp and i ng, an d i nvest ment dollars were readily available
to finance an increasing volume of
high- leverage transactions. Banks
also geared up to finance leveraged
buyouts and other HLTs. As time
went by witho ut maj or pro blems,
credit standards were relaxed further. Many banks took substantial
subordinated positions (mezzanine
fin ancin g) an d even s ome equi ty
positions.
You could argue that during the
'20 s, invest ors di dn't u nderst and
the risks they were taking because
they couldn't get the information.
During t he '60 s, th e i nformati on
was t here, but they bel ieved new
management st rategy reduced the
leverage risk. In the '80s, investors
had the information and knew the
ri sk was t here b u t beli eved t hey
coul d es cap e th at risk
through t he ast ute us e o f mark et
liquidity —that is, by selling their
investments in advance of any real
problems.
Onl y no w are i nves tors un derstanding that the premise of liquidity on which this strategy depends
is not always su stainabl e. Tho se
wh o beli eved t hey co ul d us e th e
greater fool theory and win found
th at th ey were i n fact p l ayi n g a
personally

THE JUNK BOND
COLLAPSE AND
BUSINESS CREDIT
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costly game of musical chairs.
What are the likely consequences
for financial markets? First, investors in junk bonds have lost a lot of
money and are likely to lose more.
This is the direct result of revaluati on in t h e market t o reflect th e
current perception of risk. Thus far,
actual defaults are less than 10% of
th e more t h an $2 00 bi l li o n o ut standing, but any significant weakening in the economy would cause
this figure to rise sharply.
Even so, junk bonds represented
only o n e t en t h o f al l corpo rate
bonds underwritten in 1989, and
th es e h ol d i n gs are s u rp ri s i n gl y
concentrat ed. Holdi ngs are o verwhelmingly institutional and concen trated in a limit ed nu mber of
mu t u al fu n d s , i n s u r an ce companies, and pension funds. Holdings by savings and loans, despite
the press accounts, are estimated to
be only about $15 billion.
Second, new junk bond financing
will be a long time in coming. At
present, many investors, including
the Resolution Trust Company and
savings and lo ans are sel lin g o ff
their portfolios. Many investment
bankers are also reducing inventories. And because there are no major market makers replacing Drexel
yet, even real quotations are hard
to get. Only after the marketplace
has cl eared an d so me t ra d i n g
mech an is m is reest ab li sh ed wil l
there be a chance for new issues to
be brought to market.
Third, recent experience with the
ju nk b on d mark et and LBOs has
raised major concerns about bondholder rights. These concerns arise
in view of high grade bonds being
transformed into junk through reorganizations, newly private compani es aband o ni n g rep ort in g o n
their performance, and high pressure tenders for outstanding bonds
at very deep discounts. Until some
progress is made on these issues,
man y maj o r b u yers wi l l be un usually restrictive in their appetite
for corporate bonds.
Last, borrowers are seeing a retu rn t o t i gh t er cred i t s t an d ard s
and lo wer leverage. More equi ty
will be requ ired i n t ran sactio ns,
and innovations such as PIKs (payment in kind) will disappear. Further, the r e q u i r emen t th at
borrowing be serviced comfortably
by forecasted cash flow from normal bu si ness o perati on s has returned. A conservative approach to
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granting of business credit has also
returned to banking.
How should financial managers
react to these developments? If your
company may need to borrow any
time in the next year, I recommend
immed iat e att ent io n t o t h e mos t
li k el y so u rces i n t h e mark et t o day — bank s and i ns urance co mpanies. According to the Wall Street
Journal, a J an u ary s u rvey b y t h e
Fed showed that 60% of banks surveyed had tightened standards for
loans to small and medium -sized
businesses.
Even so, there is no indication of
a credit crunch on the horizon. According to Commerce Department
figures, the percentage of debt in
the capitalization of all manufacturing companies increased gradually over the 1980s, rising from 25%
in 1980 to 35% in 1988 (most recent
data). B u t mo s t o f t h e i n creas e
came in the last two years, concentrated in buyouts and recapitalizati o n s of t h e larges t comp an i es ,
thereby distorting the averages. It
is true that debt of the average company also has increased, but not to
a level that will preclude financing
wit h goo d earni ngs and a decent
forecast.
Financial managers should initiat e di scus si on s wi t h po t en t i al
lenders in ad vance of their needs,
giving particu lar emphasis to the
qualit y o f t hei r p erformance and
their information reporting. Both
banks and insurance companies are
looking for ways to invest consistent with prudent risk standards.
Look for local business - oriented
banks or larger banks with a small
business focus. After a battering by
real estate loans and highly leveraged transactions, many banks are
seriously interes ted in b u si n es s
lending. And, concentrate on insurance companies that specialize in
private placements in the size you
need. In personal discussions, they
can be assured of the kind of working relationship that is not availab le fr om syn d i cat ed loan
purchases or the public market. ■
T. Carter Hagaman is a consultant
with Oxxford Information Technology, Ltd., New York, N.Y.
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ANNOUNCING A
RE VO LU TI ON AR Y
AUDIT TOOL
FOR YOUR PC!
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Flagstaff Enginee", working with
one of the world's largest accounting
firms, has worked for two years to
produce a professional tool designed
by auditors for auditors.
Solve the problem of capturing audit
information from a computer, with the
revolutionary software solution called
Prospector. At last, you can open the
world of mainframe and minicomputer
information to your PC. Request a
data file from the MIS department and
read the file into your PC, without
programmer assistance. You don't
need to ask the MIS department
"What's the format of the file?" or
"Can I have a copy of the record
layout?" Just say, "Please, give me a
copy of the Capital Equipment file on
a 1600 BPI tape" or "Get me a copy
of the Payroll file on diskette".
Using an IBM PC running Windows,
Prospector will find the structure of
the file using pattern analysis and
artificial intelligence rules to let you
see the data fields on the screen. You
can then select the data fields and
specify the output file format deeded
for your audit program such as Lotus.
It's that simple — no programmer
needed. Data files can be read from a
9 -track magnetic tape, 3480 or QIC
cartridges, any size diskette including
8 ", optical or hard disks.
Flag*W Engineering is one of
the largest manufacturers of OCR,
document storage, diskette, optical and
magnetic tape conversion systems for
the IBM PC. Working with thousands
of customers in over 100 countries, we
are experts on understanding how data
files and text documents are stored
by computers. Call us today at 602
779-3341 or send us a FAX at 602
779 -5998 for more information on our
products.
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FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

1120 Kalbob Lane
Flagstaff. AZ 86001
Circ le No. 4
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THE ONLY r
RETIREMENT
PROGRAM
ENDORSED BY
THE NAA
Last year, the National Association of
Accountants (NAA) began endorsing a
tax- qualified retirement program designed
to meet the particular needs of accountants. The Association Members Retirement�Program�offers�yo� t�control�of�your
own personal program, flexibility, timesaving service and a choice of investment
options to suit your particular needs.
The Association Members Retirement
r�ti■

Program is open to new plans or transfers of assets from existing plans with
no loss of tax benefits. The Program features a broad range of investment options and a variety of benefits which take
the work, worry, time and expense out of
ch oo sin g a retirem ent plan. And, be-

cause it's the only plan endorsed by the
NAA, you can feel confident in your
choice.

r�9 � �0 Pfo P

Take two minutes now to call our
Retirement Program Specialists or
fill out the below coupon for
complete plan information.
For a free personal consultation,
stop by our booth at the 71st Annual
NAA Conference, June 17 -20, in
Orlando, FL.

■ NAA�-�ASSOCIATION�MEMBERS�RETIREMENT�PROGRAM�■.�■1
� �Sorry,�I�couldn't�make�it�to�your�booth. But
I would like to find out more about the program.
Please send me my program materials.

Name

,

Firm name (if different)
Addres s

,
Business telephone

'

City

State

Zip
Number of Employees in Firm
O I do not have an existing tax -qualified plan.
� I currently have a tax - qualified retirement plan.

1
For Fast Action, call a NAA
Retirement Program Specialist
toll free

'
Q
V

0

0

=

=1125

1

What is your firm's business structure?
❑

�
�
�

Sole Proprietor
Professional Corporation (one shareholder)
Professional Corporation (more than one shareholder)
Partnership (with or without incorporated partners)

Ask for EXT. 5622, 9 am. to 5 p. m. Easte rn time any business day .

Information�Distribution�Center�■�P.O.�Box�2011�■�Secaucus,�New Jersey N 07096 -2011
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CMA
NEWS
BE YER MEDAL
WINNERS
ANN OUN CED

JAMES BU LLOCH, CMA, EDITOR
e Institute of Certified
Management Accountants
(ICMA) has announced the
award winners for the
December 1989 CMA exam.
Mark A.
Trombley of
Seattle, Wash.,
has earned the
Robert Beyer
Gold Medal for
attaining the
highest score
on the exam.
The Robert
Beyer Silver
Medal,
recognizing
the second
highest score,
Mark Trombley
will be
awarded to
Richard Clifford of Fountain
Valley, Calif.
Dale K. Erickson of Denver,
Colo., will be presented with the
Robert Beyer Bronze Medal for the
third highest score.
The Robert Beyer Medals are
sponsored by Deloitte & Touche in
honor of the former managing
partner of the firm and past
president of the National
Association of Accountants.
The Student Performance Award
will be presented to Leigh
Williams of New Haven, Conn.
This award is sponsored by
Monsanto Company of St. Louis to
acknowledge the highest score
achieved by a student.

WINNER PROFILES
The Gold Medal winner, Mark
Trombley, is a graduate student
working towards his Ph.D. at the
University of Washington. His
major is Financial Accounting,
and minors include Finance,
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Economics, and Research
Methods. He possesses a B.S. in
Accounting and an MBA in
Finance, both from the University
of California at Berkeley. Mr.
Trombley's many awards include
the UW School of Business Dean's
Achievement Award, the Boeing
libundation Endowment for
Excellence Award, and the AAA
Doctoral Fellowship Award. The
topic of Mr. Trombley's doctoral
dissertation is "The Effect of
Corporate Merger Transactions on
the Information Content of
Earnings Announcements." He
expects to complete his doctoral
studies this
year.
Richard
Clifford, the
Silver Medal
winner, is
employed as
director of
Information
Systems
Consulting at
Integrated
Business
Technologies,
Richard Clifford
Inc. He
received his
MBA from UCLA in Los Angeles,
where he was a merit scholarship
recipient. Mr. Clifford also
graduated magna cum laude with
a BSE from the College of
Engineering at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor. He was
elected to the Eta Kappa Nu and
Tau Beta Pi engineering honor
societies.
The Bronze Medal winner, Dale
Erickson, is a graduate student at
the University of Denver. Mr.
Erickson
graduated
summa cum
laude from the
University of
North Dakota
in Grand
Forks, where
he belonged to
several
accounting
groups,
including Beta
Alpha Psi and
Beta Gamma
Dale K. Erickson
Sigma. Mr.
Erickson was
awarded the Arthur Andersen
Academic Scholarship and was on
the President's List for four years.

The recipient of the Student
Performance Award, Leigh
Williams, is a graduate student at
the Yale University School of
Organization and Management. He
expects to receive his master's
degree in
Public and
Private
Management
in June. Mr.
Williams
received his
B.A. in
Economics
from Rice
University in
Houston,
'Ibxas, where
he earned
Leigh Williams
Omicron Delta
Epsilon
Honors in Economics, the Parkhill
Award in Political Science, and the
Wilbanks and Meyer Awards for
Academic Excellence. As of
September 1990, Mr. Williams will
be employed as an associate in the
Strategic Services Group of
Andersen Consulting in Houston,
Tex.

CERTIFICATES
AWARDED
Five candidates will receive
Certificates of Distinguished
Performance, awards sponsored by
the ICMA Board of Regents. This
year's recipients are:
Ann E. Bublitz of Ames, Iowa,
manager of business development
for Pioneer Hi -Bred International;
Mark S. Davis of Monroe, La., who
is assistant controller at Northeast
Louisiana University; Alan D.
Chute of Manchester, N.H.,
financial analyst with Digital
Equipment Corporation; Gregory
C. Swinehart of Chicago, Ill.,
executive consultant with
Peterson & Company; and
Tsunglin G. Tseng of Sunnyvale,
Calif., who is cost accounting
manager with Signetics
Company.
Cathy Reilly

Cathy Reilly is ICMA marketing
manager.
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WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHEN BARLAS, EDITOR

CONSIDER HIKE IN
CORPORATE
UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE TAX
e Ho u s e Ways & M ean s
Committee is considering an
i n c rea s e i n t h e unemployment in surance t ax pai d b y companies. Rep. Tom Downey (D.- N.Y.),
acting chairman of the House Human Reso urces Su bcommitt ee —
wh i c h ap p r o ve d HR 3 8 9 6 i n
March —is leading the effort. The
Co mmit tee wil l co ns id er rais in g
from $7,000 to $10,000 the salary
base on which employers pay .8%,
scheduled to decrease to .6% this
year. S ixt een states alread y h ave
bases above $10,000, so employers
t h e r e wo u l d no t be af fe ct ed .
Ratcheting up the wage base would
allow the federal government to collect an additional $4.3 billion over
three years. That money would be
us ed t o p ro vi d e an ex t en d ed 1 3
weeks of unempl oyment benefits
(after the normal 26 weeks expire)
to workers in states where the economy i s in parti cularly b ad sh ape.
Also, for the first time, a governor
could allow workers in a particular
city or region to receive extended
benefits if certain conditions having to do with the local unemploymen t rat e wer e met . C u rren t l y,
federal law mandates a 6.2% gross
tax rate on employers on the first
$7,000 of each employee's salary. Of
that 6.2 %, employers generally are
allowed to take a 5.4% credit, leaving a .8% rate. Of that, .2 percentage p o i n t s ar e a s u r t a x t h a t i s
scheduled to expire in 1990. In 1989,
a bill similar to th e Downey proposal lost by one vote in Ways &
Mean s . Th e full Ways & Means
Committee is expected to vote on
HR 3896 when it considers its portion of the bud get reconci liat ion
22

bill. That b ill co nsists of federal
budget "savings" within each committee's jurisdiction, savings that
go t o ward meet i n g t he Gramm Rudman- Hollings budget deficit reduction target for fiscal 1991, which
starts October 1.

tary tax system by setting the record s traight o n who 's n ot payi ng
their fair share," says Rep. Pickle.
"T h e S u b c o mmi t t ee i n t e n d s t o
move beyond the traditional analysis o f th e si ze o f the tax gap and
focus on its specific components and
ways to improve compliance and enforcemen t." Rep. Pi ck l e was th e
driving force beyond the reform of
civil tax penalties passed by Congress in 1 989. Thos e ch anges incl u d e pro vi d i n g i n cen t i ves for
companies to correct erroneous tax
returns and elimination of so- called
"s t a ck i n g" of t ax penal ti es . So
wh a t e ve r "c o r p o r a t e t a x co mpliance" legislative package Pickle
introduces —and there is no question h e wil l introduce one — it is
cert ain t o b e t aken s eri o u sl y b y
hi s co ll eagu es i n th e Senate and
House.

CORPORATE
SENTENCING
REFORM DELAYED

Rep. Tom Downey

CORPORATE TAX
NONCOMPLIANCE
EXAMINED
A key House s ubcommittee is investigating corporate nonpayment
of income taxes. Rep. JJ Pickle (D.Tex.), ch a i rman of t h e Ways &
Mean s Overs ight S ub commi tt ee,
began a series of hearings in April
on that subject. Pat Heck, an aide to
Pickle, says the hearings will try to
determine s uch things as whether
compan ies d el iberat el y wit hho ld
taxes, whether they take advantage
of l oo ph ol es , or wh et her th e tax
laws are too complex to understand.
At the first hearing on April 19, the
General Accounting Office (GAO)
released a report that looked at the
types o f co mp ani es wh ich t radi tionally fail to pay sufficient taxes,
the reasons those companies underpay, and what the Internal Revenue
Service should be doing. "The time
has come to take stron g action to
preserve the integrity of our volun-

Reco mmen dati ons fro m a federal
p an el t h a t co u l d h ave p u t U. S .
judges in charge of co rporat e accounting will not lead to action, at
least not yet. The U.S. Sentencing
Commission, created by Congress
in 1984, was set to recommend that
s o me c o mp a n i e s t h a t co mmi t
fed eral cri mes be pu t on "prob at i o n , " wh i ch would me an t h at
fed eral j ud ges would s u p ervi s e
their balance sheets. That was only
one of many recommendations from
the Commission, which is supposed
to develop a schedule of corporate
fines that could be used by judges
nationally. Business groups have
criticized the proposed fine schedu l e, wh i ch t h e C o mmi s s i o n h as
scaled back in su ccess ive draft s,
and other proposals, such as corporate probation . Now it look s like
none of these proposals will go to
C o n gres s d u ri n g t h e s c h ed u l ed
time period. The reason is that the
Commission only has four of its requisite seven members.
■

Stephen Barlas is a journalist with
more than 12 years of experience
reporting from Washington, D.C.
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PASTPRESIDENTS
ONETHICS
Former leaders of NAA support Association's ethics programs.

Joseph L. Brumit

BY HOWARD L. SIERS
e strength of any
olunteer organization is
he quality of its volunteer
adership. From its
inception in 1919 to the present,
the NAA has been blessed with a
strong cadre of volunteer leaders.
Our organization structure
assists and encourages the
development of leadership
capabilities among our members.
Starting at the chapter level, our
members can assume important
leadership responsibilities at the
regional and national level.
Each year, one of our volunteer
leaders is elected to the position of
national president of the
Association. Traditionally, this
individual is a proven leader with
a thorough working knowledge of
the Association gained through
years of active leadership
responsibility in every facet of
Association activity.
After a year of intense and
committed service as our national
president, he or she serves the first

T
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year following the presidency as
chairman of the Association.
Although not as demanding as the
year spent as national president, it
is a year of significant activity on
behalf of the Association. At the
end of this two -year period, the
individual becomes a member of a
very select group of NAA
members —past national
presidents.
Our past national presidents
represent a strong reservoir of
knowledge and experience
available to the leadership of our
Association. Our Association is
particularly fortunate in having 27
past national presidents that
continue to play an active role in
the leadership of the Association.
As of July 1, 1990, they will
represent over 1,000 cumulative
years of NAA membership.
At some time during their
careers, one or more of these past
national presidents has been a
member of or has chaired each of
the committees of the Association.
Many of our past national
presidents have been called upon to
use their experience and
leadership talents to chair ad hoc
or other special study activities to
provide assistance, guidance, and
counsel to our current leadership.
They have also represented our
Association in various capacities
around the world.
Recently I had the opportunity
to interview our past national
presidents about the NAA's ethics
program and its role in the
promotion of ethical practices in
business and education.
The NAA Standards of
Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants
were promulgated in 1983 after

Grant Meyers

several years of effort. The Association started in 1919. Why
did it take so long to codify the
Standards that all of you have
endorsed and complied with
during your professional
careers?
Joe B rumit: Our Association
started as a cost accountants'
group and evolved over time to its
present status. Our members grew
up in a generation that accepted
ethical standards as "granted."
Ethical problems always have been
there —but there is more
awareness today.
Grant Meyers: Ethics always
has been part of the character of
the Association. In 1919, the
founders established 12 standing
committees, one of which was a
"Committee on Ethics." Ethics was
an important ingredient of the
accounting discipline— taught in
schools and practiced in business.
The management accountant was
considered the "watchdog of the
treasury." Ethics was understood
and accepted. Therefore, the need
23

R. Leslie Ellis

for codification was not apparent.
Drastic changes in the corporate
environment over the past 15
years, caused by the intense
pressure resulting from emphasis
on earnings, corporate takeovers,
"get- rich - quick" schemes, and a
variety of questionable accounting
practices made it apparent that
there was a breakdown in the
previously accepted principles and
standards of the profession. The
Association recognized that the
management accountant needed
support. An ad hoc committee was
appointed in 1981, and its members
determined quickly that the
profession needed a written code of
ethics.
The Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management
Accountants developed by the ad
hoc committee was approved by the
NAA Executive Committee in
October 1982 and published in
final form by the MAP Committee
(Committee on Management
Accounting Practices) in June
1983.
Les Ellis: For most of those
years between 1919 and 1983, most
of us thought that reducing ethical
standards to writing was
unnecessary, if not downright
naive. We assumed our country's
economic system was working as
intended. We believed it provided
great freedom for institutional and
individual action, with legal
recourse against those who would
abuse the freedom and/or fail to
serve the common good. Rules of
ethical business conduct,
responsibility, and
accountability —rules going beyond
basic legal requirements —were
handed down orally from
24

generation to generation.
We saw the system serving us
well, although, over time, we had
increasing concern about those
who exploited the excesses of our
system's virtues and violated the
spirit, if not the letter, of the law.
The violations served as the basis
for many of the shouts and protests
of the '60s, continued as we
staggered through the '70s, and
arrived at what we hope was the
peak in the '80s— the "decade of
greed." All of us began thinking
more about the problems and what
it means to be ethical. Finally we
came to recognize the need to
codify ethical standards.
Bob Donachie: Your first
question implies that NAA may
have been delinquent in
promulgating the standards of
ethical conduct. I don't believe this
is the case at all. The term
"accounting" and the title
"accountant" historically have
carried a very strong implicit
assurance of integrity, truth, and
accuracy in the recording and
disclosure of data essential to the
evaluation of business for both
management and investment
purposes. Fbr many years that
implicit assurance and general
acceptance of this concept seemed
to be all that was necessary.
In the early '70s, three major
circumstances began to evolve.
Each had an adverse effect on the
perception of accounting and
accountants and the credibility of
data provided. They were:
government agencies using their
power to foster social engineering
and encourage /discourage certain
types of transactions; the demise of

Robert I Donachie

Louis Vlosho

the APB (Accounting Principles
Board) and formation of the FASB
(Financial Accounting Standards
Board); and the rash of LBOs,
corporate takeovers, and mergers
predicated on real values rather
than accounting values. The
reliability, credibility, and
integrity of accounting information
were called into question in a
highly public way, and the utility
of information for management and
investment purposes was called
into question.
Lou Vlasho: From the
beginning, ethics has been key to
our Association. In the past, it
wasn't always necessary to
document things. Today,
unfortunately, we need to put
things into writing so that
everyone understands the code we
should use to guide our careers.
Charlie Smith: It seemed
necessary to Finally do something.
The media were focusing on
political corruption, illegal
political contributions, foreign
corrupt practices, payoffs,
unethical business practices, and
so on. In prior years, many people
wondered what good a code of
ethics would do because everyone
knew right from wrong anyway.
They thought a code of ethics was
strictly damage control and/or a
public relations ploy. As various
codes have been developed and
implemented, they have been well received and helpful.
Herb K nortz: Accounting is
acknowledged as an art practiced
by professionals. As such, it is
perceived as being based in fact, in
truth, and in realism. Inherently
we see these things as absolutes.
This orientation seems to indicate
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that propriety should be recognized
easily and practiced undeviatingly
by understanding men. Under such
a delusion of thought, a
codification of rules of conduct
seemed unessential. Happily, we
have now recognized the need for
the enlightenment of confused
professionals.
The Association is spending a lot of time and effort
X_Xto educate members on
acceptable ethical conduct. Are
these efforts a benefit of
membership?
Grant Meyers: The time and
effort spent by the Association on
ethics is an important member
education activity and, therefore,
is a member benefit. Principles
and standards no longer can be
taken for granted. The Association
has a responsibility to restore the
integrity of the profession to its
previously high esteem through
the behavior of its membership.
The independence of the
management accountant is
essential to corporate management
decision making. But integrity
must be understood, earned, and
practiced. Therefore, ethical
standards must be continually in
the forefront and emphasized.
Ettore Barbatelli: It is a
member benefit because it
strengthens the profession and
gives added status to management
accounting. But, we must balance
cost and effectiveness.
Les Ellis: This is definitely one
of the most important benefits
NAA can offer members in today's
complicated and competitive

Charles T. Smith, Jr.
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business society. As the emphasis
continues on the need for more
ethical behavior and the
presentation of suggestions as to
how conflicts can and should be
addressed, I believe our members
will welcome the effort and
respond positively.
Lee Brummet: NAA's concern
about ethics is appropriate for the
Association and its members. I do
not think we should "educate"
about "acceptable" ethical conduct.
Using the word "educate" implies
that NAA knows the right
behavior in all cases and that the
NAA member is very naive in the
area of ethical practices. That is
not true. Using the word
"acceptable" implies that in every
instance there is a right behavior
and a wrong behavior. That is not
true. We should say: The NAA is
concerned about the ethical
behavior of accountants and their
organizations and about ethical
behavior of businessmen and
businesswomen and their
companies and organizations. The
Association has developed a Code
of Ethics, it conducts seminars to
enable members to discuss ethical
questions related to their
professional activities, and it is
developing educational materials
for the profession. The ethics
problem is not simple; it is not a
science. It is an underdeveloped art
and will remain so. All that we can
do is call attention to ethical
practices and encourage better
ethical behavior for accountants
and business people. This will be
an endless process.
Bob Donachie: I don't believe
the formation of a standard of
ethics can be viewed as a direct

member benefit, but I do believe
that the formulation of such a
statement is very important to our
Association and its image. It may
provide some indirect comfort to
the member who can at least
identify with the standards and
cite them to third parties.
Lou Vlasho: Education is the
only way we will be able to get our
members to understand the need
for abiding by the code of ethics.
However, I feel that you can't teach
ethics —you can only make people
aware of the need to operate in a
professional and ethical manner. I
believe the programs we are
working on add to the professional
image of our members and our
Association.
Charlie Smith: Absolutely! Top
management often does not
practice what it preaches regarding
ethics. A well- informed and ethical
accountant can provide the
"internal control" to "help" top
management adhere to acceptable
ethical conduct. I believe the
accounting function, more than
any other, can perceive and uncover
unethical practices and actions.
Herb Knortz: Education is
obviously a valuable asset. To the
extent that a clarification of
ethical standards isolates and
encourages the application of
usable precepts for action, it
constitutes a significant benefit to
society in general and to our
members in particular.
Ernie Huband: Yes! But it
involves more than a member
benefit. It is our responsibility as
leaders of the Association and the
profession to make our members
aware of ethical considerations. If

Ettore Barbatelli
,

we talk about and write about
ethics, we will make our members
more aware of ethics. I use "aware"
because we know right from wrong
through our education and career
development.
Why must we have written
Standards of Ethical Conduct? After all, aren't all
of our members ethical?
Bart B artholomew: There are
always some bad apples in any
association, partnership, or
corporation. The problem is that
these bad apples, who appear in
the press, court, and jail, won't be
educated in ethical practices no
matter what the program does.
The people who go to church may
not need the sermon, but the
people who need the sermon don't
go to church.
Les Ellis: I believe we do need
written standards, not so much to
deter unethical behavior but
rather as a common basis of
understanding and communication
throughout the organization. We
need the constant reminder of a
positive value - related program of
which we can be very proud.
Lee Brummet: NAA has
written Standards of Ethical
Conduct in order to get its
members to think seriously about
the ethics problems in their
professional experiences and to
cause them to take the high road
in these situations. This is a
relative matter, but not all of our
members are ethical. I doubt if any
member is 100% ethical.
Bob Donachie: The Standards
are necessary to eliminate
confusion between compliance and
ethical considerations. Compliance
refers to standards or legal rules
that permit a practice or
disclosure, and ethical
considerations refer to activities
that may be permitted by law or an
accountant, but the treatment is
misleading, incomplete, or
otherwise harmful.
Lou Vlasho: Generally, I believe
people are ethical. But sometimes
a few bad apples can spoil a
profession. As I mentioned earlier,
we need to put things in writing.
That wasn't always necessary in
the past. Having a written code is
something like going to church.
Many people say, "I am very
religious, but I don't need to go to
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church." Most of us need to renew
our religious beliefs on a regular
basis. Hence, having a written
code in front of us helps.
Charlie Smith: The Standards
serve as a constant reminder and
help explain what ethics means.
They establish parameters,
guidelines, a thought process, and
a culture. Unfortunately, not all of
our members are ethical. Ethics
means different things to different
people.
Herb K nortz: Evidence
indicates that the members of
professional groups are basically
ethical. However, there are always
naive individuals who, without
evil intent, are led to substitute
expedience for rigorous moral
conduct. Also, there are the rare
individuals who intentionally seek
personal benefit from violating the
standards of acceptable practice.
The one group needs authoritative
guidance, and the other needs to
be disciplined for breaching
identified norms.
Will the Standards of Ethical Conduct help promote
the Association
to existing or prospective members? How will our members'
employer organizations
respond?
Bart B artholomew: It should
influence both groups. Publicity
familiarizes the various audiences
with NAA's efforts. The Standards
must be enforced, violators must be
punished, and the public must
become aware that the Code works.
Les Ellis: NAA's program may
be particularly appealing to CEOs.
It's generally accepted that without

CEO dedication and support
(real —not lip service) no
organization will have an ethical
"atmosphere" that will ensure
compliance with the Standards
under situations involving conflict
or pressure.
Lee B rummet: NAA's activities
in promoting ethics will promote
the Association to prospective
members and the members'
employer organizations. The
existence of the Standards of
Ethical Conduct is an important
part of NAA's efforts.
Bob Donachie: The Standards
may provide some reassurance, but
I don't think we should overwork
the promotion idea. It's a bit like
saying we used to be "sinners" but
now we're not.
Lou Vlasho: As management
accountants, we have a
responsibility to be leaders in all
aspects of our profession. Our code
of ethics should aid in securing
new members and maintaining a
good image with employer
organizations. Companies today
need leadership in ethics. We can
supply it.
Charlie Smith: I would like to
say it will, but probably it would
influence only a small percentage
of individuals and organizations. It
definitely will appeal to those who
are currently experiencing ethical
problems or questions in their jobs.
It will help with members'
employer organizations if they are
ethical employer organizations. I
believe the majority are.
Herb Knortz: In my opinion,
the internal discipline of the
Association will have very little
effect on the great mass of
members or employers.
Nevertheless, if only a few are
directed into the path of identified
virtue, the emphasis on ethical
standards will have been justified.
Do you believe the NAA
has a role to play in ethics
education for members
and or the general public?
Les Ellis: Probably both. But we
need to concentrate on members
and the CEOs of members'
companies. NAA is developing a
comprehensive "ethics awareness"
program to meet the needs of
CEOs, middle managers, and
students. We need to point to the
essential role of CEOs as the key to
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unethical acts.
The Association has undertaken a number of
NXeth ics i ni ti a ti ves . Are we
doing enough? Should we be
doing anything more?

A.P. Bartholomew, Jr.

the ethical base. The importance of
the role of the CEO cannot be
overstated.
Middle managers are the most
vulnerable group. We need to talk
about value conflicts —the need to
understand and talk about ethical
issues —not just technical or
economic issues. Finally, for
students and employees at the
entry level, we need to address the
same issues we cover with middle
managers and impress them with
the fact they don't have to bend
their principles to find success.
They can help change a system or
business environment. One small
voice can have impact.
Clem Erdahl: We should
continue u sing MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTING® and the media to
educate these groups. NAA
seminars, self -study programs,
and courses should focus on ethics
as well.
Lee B rummet: I think NAA has
a major role to play in the ethics
area for its members. We have no
direct role to play for the general
public, but any influence by NAA
on the general public will be all to
the good.
Herb Knortz: I believe NAA
should persist in its education of
professionals. I don't think it
should presume to offer guidance
to the general public or even the
total business community. The
Association should follow
approaches that are concisely and
pointedly targeted rather than
those that are mushy or broadly
projected.
Ernie Huband: I don't think we
can teach our members ethics. We
just have to keep our members
aware of what may be perceived as
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Bart B artholomew: I think it's
an area that deserves more than a
"normal" emphasis. A professional
organization must have ethical
standards if it truly is a profession.
I.would vote for added emphasis —
certainly no less emphasis.
Les Ellis: Keep on going! It
should be a major emphasis at our
national conferences with
concurrent sessions, speakers,
displays of current resources, and
available books. At the Regional
Council level, we should sponsor
programs. There should be point
credit for ethics seminars and for
speakers at the chapter level. We
should emphasize the positive.
Ethical codes and/or programs are
not so much to prevent unethical
behavior as to create a sense of
pride in ethical behavior.
Lee B rummet: I find NAA's
concern for ethics in the last few
years satisfying. I hope the
Association will continue its
efforts. I am not in a position to
know whether this concern is
enough or too much. I will leave
this determination up to the NAA
Executive Committee and the
Board of Directors.
Lou Vlasho: Sometimes I think
we are doing too much. This seems
to be a hot topic now, and we are on
the bandwagon. I hope we can have
a long and continuing "next 50
years" emphasis on ethics, not a
short - term -- couple of years —
heavy emphasis.
Charlie Smith: I really don't
see how we can do enough. You can
never win this battle, but you have
to keep fighting it. We can do only
what we can afford. Joint ventures
with other associations,
businesses, and universities might
be considered.
Herb K nortz: In the pursuit of
"good," one can never do enough.
The Association should look for
creative ways to popularize ethical
understanding. Perhaps, to
stimulate a useful thought process,
"every" member should be asked to
write and submit several
paragraphs on the subject of
professional ethics.

R. Lee Brummet

Woody Woodson: I feel we are
doing a fantastic job in this area.
However, we probably should be
doing more to create the public
image that NAA is a leader in this
field. We should do whatever it
takes to get the job done. How
about establishing a recognized
standard code of ethics for all
business, government agencies,
and industry groups that would be
authored by NAA.
Is ethics a fad? Will it continue to be an important
NW business factor in the
1
s?
Grant Meyers: No, it is not a
fad. It will be important in the
1990s, and in the 21st Century. We
should do everything possible to
prevent any future breakdown.
Bart Bartholomew: No. I think
it will be an increasingly
important factor. There is no
question where the general public
stands. When the shoddy ethics in
government are revealed, there is
great desire that the miscreants be
punished. Ditto for the Wall Street
crowd. Recently judges and juries
have become tougher on white
collar crimes. There is also an
upsurge of classes on ethics in the
business schools.
Les Ellis: Someone pointed out
that in the 1990s the protesters
from the 1960s will be CEOs. We
should pay close attention to
them —NAA can help CEOs with
more than the technical expertise
their firms need.
Lee B rummet: The concern for
ethics is not a fad. Like most
things, the magnitude of this
concern will increase and decrease
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through the years. It will continue
throughout the 1990x.
Charlie Smith: No, but some
businesses are not very serious
about it. They say the right words,
but they don't practice what they
preach. I believe ethics will become
more important. The SEC
(Securities & Exchange
Commission) is looking at the
ethical considerations regarding
"golden parachutes" and so on. Are
many of the current business
practices fair, equitable, and
ethical? My answer is NO! I
believe there will be more
litigation on this.
Herb Knortz: Ethics is not a
fad. Opportunities for undesirable
practices are persistently at hand.
With publicity being the current
talent of America, ethical failures
are likely to become notorious. If
they do, the lack of an existent
professional program could spark a
call for regulated cures. Ethics,
therefore, must be a constant
concern.
Ernie Huband: It is not a fad!
The emphasis will come and go.
Each time we have a serious
violation, the emphasis will
resurface.
The NAA has expelled
several members convicted of a felony. Do you
agree with this type of action?
Should the Association be more
aggressive in monitoring membership compliance with our
Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants?
Grant Meyers: Yes. It is not
possible to monitor the activities of
90,000 members, but we must
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encourage self - discipline by
reporting questionable accounting
practices. Some actions become
self - evident. Constant vigilance is
mandated. It also must be
recognized that the Standards are
dynamic. They must be reviewed
and altered periodically to meet
changing conditions and corporate
environment.
Bart B artholomew: Yes.
Standards are not good unless they
are aggressively enforced. There
are problems with possible
lawsuits, and the enforcement
process is often long and difficult.
Note the history of the
enforcement activities of the
AICPA and state societies. But
that's the cost of having a Code.
Les Ellis: It's an unpleasant
action —but it must be taken. In
the business community, research
has found that employees expect to
be disciplined for unethical
behavior. It means that
management cares enough to
maintain standards. To ignore
violations of standards is worse, by
far, than having no standards at
all. Hypocrisy of pretending can be
very contagious in an organization.
And so can the pride of
ownership — owning a job in a
company that holds the ethics
banner high and follows the slogan
with action.
Bob Donachie: No, we cannot
possibly do this, and, if we say we
do, we create a false assurance to
third parties that we police
ourselves and that all is well. I
don't believe we can accept that
responsibility.
Lou Vlasho: I agree with what
we've done but might also suggest
that we have handled the obvious
cases where really no decisions had
to be made. The courts made it for
us. I'm not sure we can do any
more.
Charlie Smith: Cost
effectiveness may prohibit our
activities. We have a good start
and can and should add more teeth
in the future as more opportunities
and ideas are developed. Fbr
example, we could request NAA
members to report any
noncompliance they become aware
of Periodic requests of this type
could be placed in NAA
publications, dues notices, and so
on.
Herb Knortz: I support the
rigorous punishment of the guilty.

Glen E. Woodson
However, I also believe that the
Association's reaction to "felony"
should be applied selectively.
Nonfinancial felonies are
reprehensible, but they fall outside
the province of the Association
concern. I also believe that a
moratorium rule should give
tolerant aid to a reformed and
punished felon. The Association
should be a force for good, but it
should not become a social court or
a vindictive oppressor.
Ernie Huband: Yes, I agree
with the expulsions, but we don't
want to become policemen. This
will turn off members.
In your role as an elder
statesman of this Association, do you have any
wor s of wisdom for the student member, the recent college
graduate, the chapter officers,
the Regional Council members,
our volunteer leaders at the national level, and to our paid
NAA staff?
Ettore B arbatelli: Include
ethics in everything you do and
every place you go. Honest, fair,
and proper dealings know no age,
wealth, geographic, or ethnic
origin.
Les Ellis: Recent college
graduates/students don't believe
all business lives in the shadows.
All businessmen aren't crooked —
success is not proportionate to one's
ability to cheat. Remember that
business management is like the
U.S. postal system. It's only really
noticed when it's bad. Only the
Boeskys get the big headlines —not
all the good guys. And Boesky said
after his sentence hearing: "I have
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Ma n a g e m e n t ac c o u n t an t s ha v e an o b l ig ati o n to the
o rg anizat io ns the y s e rve , the ir pro f es s io n, the p ub lic , and
themselves to maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct.
In rec og nitio n of this o bligation, the I ns titute o f Manage m ent
Accountants has pro mulgated the following standard s of e thical
c o nd uc t f o r manage ment ac c o untants . Ad herenc e to thes e
standards is integral to achieving the Objectives of Management
Ac c o unting . Manage m e nt ac c o untants s hall no t c o m m it ac ts
c o nt ra ry t o th e s e s t an d a rd s no r s h al l t h e y c o n d o n e the
commission of such acts by others within their organizations.

Co mp etence
Management accountants have a responsibility to:

• Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence by
ongoing development of their knowledge and skills.

• Perform their professional duties in accordance with relevant
laws, regulations, and technical standards.

• Prepare complete and clear reports and recommendations

after appropriate analysis of relevant and reliable information

Co nfid entiality
Management accountants have a responsibility to:

• Refrain from disclosing confidential information acquired in the
course of their work except when authorized, unless legally
obligated to do so.

• Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the

confidentiality of information acquired in the course of their
work and monitor their activities to assure the maintenance of
that confidentiality

• Retrain from using or appearing to use confidential

information acquired in the course of their work for unethical
or illegal advantage either personally or through third parties.

Integ rity
Management accountants have a responsibility to.

• Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise all
appropriate parties of any potential conflict.

• Retrain from engaging in any activity that would prejudice their
ability to carry out their duties ethically.

• Refuse any gift, favor, or hospitality that would influence or
would appear to influence their actions.

• Retrain from either actively or passively subverting the
attainment of the organization's legitimate and ethical
objectives.

• Recognize and communicate professional limitations or other
constraints that would preclude responsible judgement or
successful performance of an activity.
•

Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable information
and professional judgements or opinions.

• Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity that would
discredit the profession.
Ob jec tivity
Management accountants have a re sponsibility to
• Communicate information fairly and objectively
• Disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably
be expected to influence an intended user's understanding of
the reports, comments and recommendations presented.
Re s olutio n o f E thical C o nf lic t
In ap p lying the s tand ard s o f e thic al c ond uct, m anag e me nt
ac c ountants m ay e nco unte r p ro ble m s in id entifying une thic al
be havio r o r in re s o lving an e thic al c o nf lic t. W he n f ac e d with
s ig nif ic ant e thic al is s ue s , m anag e m e nt ac c o untants s ho uld
follow the established policies o f the organization bearing on the
reso lution o f such c onflict. If the se polic ies do no t res olve the
ethical co nf lict, manage me nt acc ountants s ho uld co ns id er the
following courses of action.
Discuss such problems with the immediate superior except
when it appears that the superior is involved, in which case
the problem should be presented initially to the next higher
managerial level. It satisfactory resolution cannot be achieved
when the problem Is initially presented, submit the issues to
the next higher managerial level.
It the im m ed iate s up erior is the chief e xe c utive o ff ice r, o r
equivalent, the ac ce ptab le re viewing autho rity m ay be a g ro up
suc h as the audit c om m itte e , exe c utive co m m itte e , board of
directors, board of trustees, or owners. Contact with levels above
the im m e d ia te s u p e ri o r s h o u ld be initiate d o n ly wi th th e
superior's knowledge, assuming the superior is not involved.
•

Clarify relevant concepts by confidential discussion with an
objective advisor to obtain an understanding of possible
courses of action.

• If the ethical conflict still exists after exhausting all levels of
internal review, the management accountant may have no
other recourse on significant matters than to resign from the
organization and to submit an informative me morandum to an
appropriate representative of the organization.
Exc e p t whe re le g ally pre s c rib ed , c o m m unic atio n o f s uc h
problems to authorities or individ uals not emplo yed o r eng aged
by the organization is not considered appropriate
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spent the last year trying to
understand how I veered off
course. I would like the
opportunity as I go forward to
redeem myself and leave this earth
with a good name."
Lee Brummet: The concept of
ethics relates to human behavior
based on individual value
judgments that reflect human
motives. This is a general
statement, but we need a finite
definition of the word ethics. The
management accountant should
concentrate on his or her own
conscience as a human being,
recognizing that ethical behavior
is much more complicated and goes
much further than legal behavior.
In a specific case, it is useful to
think of what people outside the
framework of your professional
situation, without your self interest in mind, would think of
you if they knew of your action or
nonaction. If you think that most of
these people would think that you
showed a lack of will, based on
your own personal interest, then
you should change your
contemplated action or nonaction.
NAA and its members have a
role to play in the area of ethics.
We should also recognize that all of
our legal systems, schools,
religious organizations, and
families have a major role to play
in this area as well. The problem of
ethics will continue as a major
problem for society. We should do
better in the ethics area when
conducting all of our activities.
Lou Vlasho: Ethics is not
simply something that we bring to
bear in our business dealings. It's
the way we live our lives. If it's not
"right," don't do it regardless of
what aspect of your life is involved.
Charlie Smith: I believe:
• Only you can protect your own
individual integrity, conscience,
and self - image.
• To protect your own intellectual
integrity, you must have the
courage to do what you believe
is right.
• Don't allow the fear and greed
(or the golden handcuffs) style
of management so apparent
today to control you, your
morals, ethics, and life.
• Ethics in our profession is
probably a little better than
average. But the increased
competition for good jobs,
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NAA'S ETHICS PROGRAM
The National Association of
Accountants has always considered
ethics a cornerstone of its
organization and has recognized
the importance of providing
members with appropriate
guidance in this area. The
Standards of Ethical Conduct for
Management Accountants was
published in June 1983. An Ad
Hoc Ethics Committee was
appointed in July 1984 and was
given responsibility to implement
the Standards as an essential
element of the NAA's activities.
As a result of NAA's initial
effort, compliance with the
Standards became a condition for
membership in good standing, and
monitoring and enforcement
procedures (limited to expulsion of
members convicted of a felony)
were incorporated into the
Association's Bylaws. Enforcement
procedures have been broadened to
include a program of disciplinary
actions ranging from letters of
censure to suspension or expulsion
of any member found (after formal
due process procedures) not to be
in compliance with the Standards.
An internal NAA Code of Ethics,
applicable to paid staff and all
NAA members involved in the
conduct of Association affairs, has
now been formally adopted, and an
ethics counseling service is now
being provided to members.
salaries, sales productivity, and
clients easily can result in
weakening ethical practices in
the future. We must guard
against this for the survival of
our free enterprise system and
our own peace of mind, good
health, and happiness. We need
more than money to enjoy our
journey through life.
Herb Knortz: Ethical judgment
must stand as a way of life in
dealing with all segments of social,
political, and business endeavors.
Unfortunately, marginal situations
do arise. Marginal cases must
always be resolved in the direction
of perceived moral propriety —even
when it hurts.
Woody Woodson:The word is
the same for all groups —they
should all become fully aware of
the policy and live by it. Ethics is a

very difficult thing to legislate.
Dishonest people do not pay much
attention to this subject. However,
if enough is written on the subject,
that will translate into a much
higher level of compliance.
Ernie Huband: I have the
following recommendations:
■ Recent graduates/student
members need to be aware of
the situations they may face in
the business world. Be alert,
know what is right, and stand
up for it.
■ Councils and chapter officers
should set the example, play the
rules, and do what is right and
expected. When the year is over,
feel good about your
accomplishments because you
did it right.
■ Volunteer leaders and staff
should hold their heads high
and do what is right at any
price. You are looked upon as
the Association hierarchy. Be
proud, honest, and ethical!
SUPPORTIVE OF PROGRAM
ur past presidents fully support the program and its
current status. As you would
anticipate in such a group of
proven leaders, they are not unanimous in their views on all aspects
of the program. Their responses include strong support for the
program in its present form and
offer both substantial encouragement and several cautionary
messages about the parameters of
the program.
■
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Author's note: On behalf ofthe members ofthe Association and the Ad
Hoc Ethics Committee, we express our
deep appreciation to the past national
presidents for taking time from their
busy schedules to respond to our
ethics questionnaire and share their
views with the Association. My only
regret is that space limitations precluded publication of all remarks.
Howard L. Siers previously served
as general auditor of E.I. DuPont
de Nemours and Co., Inc. He is

chairman of the NAA Ad Hoc
Committee on Ethics and is a
member of the Delaware Chapter.
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A Perspective from Education:

BUSINESS
ETHICS
Ethics should be taught in a climate of honor and trust.
?
a
e

T

of future businessmen and
businesswomen?
■ What can an organization do to
continue the moral development
of its people?
CAN ETHICAL BEHAVIOR
BE TAUGHT?

At the University of Virginia, exams are given without proctors.

BY WILLIAM G. SHENKIR
"Fairness and integrity are full time principles that cannot be
turned on and offto suit
momentary desires or needs.
Sometimes we will have to
sacrifice sales and earnings in
order to make these principles
stick. But we know that we cannot
compromise them and remain the
kind of company we want to be.'
"Greed ... is good. Greed is right.
Greed works. "-'
lie ethical values embodied
in the first statement, by a
CEO, have been greatly
overshadowed in recent
years by those embodied in the
second, taken from the movie Wall
Street. The press has brought to
the public's attention numerous

T
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instances of unethical and illegal
behavior by leaders on Wall Street,
in industry, and in government.
Not mentioned in the many daily
headlines is employee theft, which
is estimated to cost American
businesses as much as $120 billion
annually.'
Given the enormity of today's
ethical problems., interest in ethics
education is at an all -time high. A
growing chorus of concern for more
ethics instruction raises three
critical questions:
• Can ethics instruction have an
impact on behavior when taught
at the college /professional
school level, or is ethical
instruction a province of the
home, the church, and precollege education?
• What can higher education do
to aid in the moral development

A n argument against ethics
%l education in the college /proI{essional school is that
"character and personality are already so determined by the age of
20 that attempts in school to
change a person's ethics are
doomed to failure. "` Proponents of
business ethics instruction, on the
other hand, have begun to dispute
this view by citing recent psychological research, which indicates
that the development of "character"
does in fact continue through an
individual's entire educational experience. For example, it is argued
that "students in professional
schools are in a very important formative period of ethical
development, that formal schooling
is a powerful catalyst to ethical development..., and that even rather
modest and low cost educational interventions can produce significant
results."
A person must have some special
training to function, for example,
as a management accountant, and
integrity of character cannot
substitute for that necessary
training and preparation. By the
same token, a person must be
educated in the ethical dilemmas
he or she is likely to encounter in
order to function ethically in
professional situations, and
technical training is no substitute
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1990

for that education.
The belief that ethics instruction
is necessary, as well as beneficial,
in the college/professional school
experience has received increased
attention from professional groups
and in professional reports. The
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB)
requires some coverage of "ethical
considerations" in the curriculum
of undergraduate and graduate
business programs but leaves to
faculty how it will be
accomplished.
The Report of the National
Commission on Fraudulent
Financial Reporting (The
Treadway Commission)
recommends that " [blusiness
schools should include ethics
discussions in every accounting
course." Also, the American
Accounting Association Committee
on the Future Structure, Content,
and Scope of Accounting Education
notes that "...accounting
education must not only emphasize
the needed skills and knowledge, it
must also instill the ethical
standards and the commitment of
a professional." More recently, the
chief executives from the nation's
largest accounting firms have
stated jointly that practitioners
must "be able to identify ethical
issues and apply a value -based
reasoning system to ethical
questions."
While we may never be certain
whether business ethics education
leads to a more ethical business
environment, it is, as Harvard's
President Derek Bok has observed,
an effort that is well worth trying.
Ethics education may not make
people act ethically who want to
act unethically. However, ethics
education can help people act
ethically who want to do so.
A FRAMEWORK FOR
ETHICS INSTRUCTION
second question raised in the
recent debate on ethics eduation is "What can higher
education do to aid in the moral development of future businessmen
and businesswomen ?" Two contributions that higher education
might make are instructing students in a framework for moral
development and conducting learning in a climate that fosters honor
and trust between fellow students
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGOUNE 1990
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Students benefit from ethics education and from good examples.

and between faculty and students.
Whether ethics education occurs
in a university classroom or in the
workplace, a comprehensive
framework for ethics education is
needed that will explain how what
is taught will lead to more ethical
behavior. A great deal of recent
research in ethics has been devoted
to moral psychology.
The most widely known work in
the area is that of Lawrence
Kohlberg,' who has identified six
progressive stages of moral
development. Each stage may be
characterized by the reasons a
person gives for making what he or
she considers the "right" or
"moral" decision when confronted
with an ethical dilemma.
Though Kohlberg's work has
been criticized on a number of
significant counts,' his theory of
moral development can serve as a
model for ethics education.
Utilizing his theory, ethics
education should recognize that
different students will be
operating at different stages of
moral maturity —that is, they will
have different motives for acting
morally —and ethics education
should enable students, regardless
of their stage, to develop their
skills and knowledge in dealing
with ethical dilemmas. Basing
ethics education on a
comprehensive understanding of
what motivates people to act
ethically may enable ethics
education to actually influence the
later behavior of the college/
professional school's graduates.
The first motive people have for

doing right is fear of punishment/
fear of authorities. People at this
stage act ethically because they
fear the consequences of unethical
or illegal behavior. But for such a
motive to be compelling, the unjust
behavior must be identified and
consistently punished. Discussion
of business ethical dilemmas can
make students aware of the various
controls found in an organization
and of the external legal and
regulatory controls. Furthermore,
educators can elaborate on the
penalties that are likely to be
incurred from violating any of
these controls.
The second motive is self gratification, one's desire to obtain
benefits for oneself. People in this
category are motivated to act
ethically when they see that doing
so will be more beneficial to them
personally than not doing so.
Operating at this stage,
individuals enter into "deals" in
order to reach their goals, offering
to scratch others' backs in order
that their own be scratched.
Certainly, the ethics educator may
be able to provide insight into how
individual performance affects the
organization's success and society's
well -being and how they, in turn,
reward the organization's or
society's contributing member.
The third motive is role
expectation or approval from
others. People in this stage are
stimulated to act according to a
particular role. They seek approval
from others by acting in ways that
are expected of them by others. In
a business setting, this motive is
31

invoked when we speak of
"professionalism," of acting "in a
professional manner." By this we
imply that certain standards of
behavior are associated with a
businessperson who conducts his or
her life with integrity. We express
approval of people who adhere to
such standards.
One opportunity for invoking
this concern in the business school
curriculum is through the values
and value orientations that
business faculty themselves bring
to the classroom. Faculty must be
conscious that students learn a
great deal more from them than
knowledge and information and
that the attitudes and value
orientations they bring to the
classroom and to the subjects they
teach are going to be absorbed to
some extent by students. Business
faculty can and should do a great
deal to foster a sense of
professional ethos through their
own interaction with students.
The fourth motive is adherence
to moral codes, or codes of law and
order. People in this stage
recognize that certain laws, rules,
bylaws, and obligations are
necessary to assure organizational
and social cohesion. Adherence to
these codified expectations means
"doing what's right." Specific codes
of ethics and an understanding of
why and how these codes emerged
must be explicated for people
swayed by this motive. By
providing information regarding
codes of ethics and stimulating
students to consider them, the
educator will enhance the ethical

development of students influenced
by this motive. Fbr example,
gaining an understanding of the
NAA's Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management
Accountants and modeling one's
behavior accordingly would
manifest this concern.
The fifth motive is concern for
others and for broader social
welfare. Individuals at this stage
recognize that they have a "social
responsibility" to act ethically and
justly for the welfare of society.
People motivated by this concern
need to understand noneconomic,
social consequences of business
activities. An understanding of the
ever - changing social
responsibilities of business is a
prerequisite to operating at this
stage, and educators can certainly
devote some of their pedagogical
attention to examining such
responsibilities.
The sixth and final motive that
Kohlberg identifies is the concern
for moral principle. Individuals at
this stage are motivated to do what
is right simply for the sake of
doing what is right. Knowledge of
underlying principles of
philosophical and religious ethics
is imperative for individuals in
this stage. Ethics education can
provide these persons with
knowledge of the major traditions
of philosophical ethics, including
those based on the concepts of
individual rights, moral duty,
justice, and social utility.
To summarize, the first thing a
college /professional school can do
to aid in the moral development of

its students is to consider more
closely why people act in ways they
consider ethical. Identifying the
various motives people have for
doing so can lead to an
identification of specific concepts
and subjects that need to be
included in the curriculum. In
presenting these concepts and
subjects, educators can enhance
the likelihood that what students
learn in the classroom will
positively affect their behavior
after they leave it.
The second contribution that
higher education can make to the
moral development of students is to
provide a climate supportive of
such development. In this vein,
business school faculty and
students should consider
establishing a student -run honor
system for their business school.
The Treadway Commission
Report states that 1a] written
code of corporate conduct
strengthens the corporate ethical
climate by signaling to all
employees standards for
conducting the company's affairs."
Similarly, a student -run honor
system in the business school
would signal to all— faculty and
students —that standards of
integrity and honor are in force in
the learning environment. It would
be ironic for faculty to include in a
course a discussion of ethical
issues, then later have to proctor
an exam on ethics in order to
assure that students do not cheat.
Over the past 20 years I have
taught at the University of
Virginia, where the student -run
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Students at the University of Virginia proudly uphold their honor system of ethical behavior.
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
A lthough the college /professional school experience
fight include discussions of
ethical dilemmas as a regular part
of most classes, learning in ethics
must be lifelong. As Kenneth Andrews has written in the Harvard
Business Review, "No matter how
much colleges and business schools
expand their investment in moral
instruction, most education in
business ethics (as in all other aspects of business acumen) will
occur in the organizations in which
people spend their lives."
Ethical instruction in an
organization begins with the
behavior of the CEO —what the
Treadway Report refers to as the
"tone at the top." Far more
important than written policies
are the examples set by the
behavior of senior management. As
Andrews has said further, "Policy
is implicit in behavior." No amount
of ethical training can assure that
individuals will maintain their
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJUNE 1990

A LIFELONG PROCESS
uring the 1980s, numerous
instances were revealed in
which senior managers fell

short of society's expectations for
ethical behavior. In response, business schools experimented with
including ethical instruction
across the business school curriculum, and such a response has been
gaining momentum.
If organizations in the 1990s are
to be examples of ethical behavior,
senior management must
recognize that maturing ethically
is a lifelong process that can
benefit from training during the
college /professional school years
but that also must be nurtured
throughout an individual's career.■
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personal ethical integrity if the
organizations in which they work
are "unethical" or have little or no
concern for ethics.
It is not the case that every
individual necessarily acts at the
organization's lowest common
moral denominator, but the vast
majority of ethically questionable
actions people in business find
themselves undertaking or
considering seem to result from
organizational pressures to do so.
A survey published in Business
Week several years ago indicated
that 59% and 70% of the managers
at two major U.S. corporations
considered themselves frequently
"pressured to compromise personal
ethics to achieve corporate goals."
The CEO, along with senior
management, must set a tone to
reduce the pressures on
individuals to act in ethically
questionable ways.
One of the growth areas
resulting from the increased
interest in business ethics is the
establishment of codes of conduct
by professional groups and
corporations. Many of these are
stated so broadly as to be seen
merely as window dressing by
employees and thus will probably
not be, in and of themselves,
effective in discouraging unethical
behavior. The ethical climate of an
organization, however, can be
enhanced with a code of conduct
when the code is accompanied by
the establishment of a corporate
ethics committee, an ombudsman
function, and an internal audit
group that includes compliance
with corporate ethical standards
as part of its normal work.
Incorporating ethics training
into its continuing education
programs is certainly another way
a company can enhance its ethical
climate. Because a manager has to
deal with a diversity of values and
perspectives, knowledge of
Kohlberg's stages of moral
development can be beneficial. A
manager or employee who
understands that there are
different motives from which to
deal with ethical dilemmas should
be more effective.'

of

honor system is a much cherished
tradition. Initiated in 1842, the
University of Virginia honor
system rests on the premise that
lying, cheating, and stealing are
breaches of the spirit of honor and
mutual trust and are not tolerated.
The system "promotes a spirit of
community conducive to mutual
trust among students.'"
The honor system is under
constant and welcomed analysis by
each generation of students, and its
procedures have been altered many
times over the years to reflect
changing concerns. If such scrutiny
ever ceases, the system will be in
jeopardy of losing its viability.
Exams are given without proctors
and may be taken in student
residences. The system has
remained intact because each
generation of students has found it
an invaluable part of the learning
experience at the University.
University of Virginia alumni
consistently have indicated that
four years of study under the honor
system made them very sensitive
to ethical issues. If we want to
teach ethics, we should do so in a
climate of honor and trust among
students. It might be a worthwhile
goal to foster development within
business schools of student -run
honor systems.
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manuscript of7bny Crunk, lecturer in
business ethics at the McIntire School
of Commerce.
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SURVEY:

E THICS IN
CORPORATE AMERICA
Only 56010 of companies have a corporate code of conduct.
BY ROBERT B. SWEENEY AND HOWARD L. SIERS

been used to promote ethics in corporate America, we
surveyed management accountants. Respondents represented co mpani es rangin g from a net worth of more
than $100 million to a net worth of less than $5 million
and held positions ranging from senior management to
staff level.

n 1987, the Report of the National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting (Treadway Commission) recommended that companies develop and
implement their own codes of conduct. The Commission also noted that "the tone at the top" is a vital ingred i en t t o mai n t ai n i n g a n e t h i c al e n vi r o n me n t i n
CORPORATE CODES OF CONDUCT
business.
ccording to our study 56% of the respondents'
Corporate codes of conduct provide all employees with
companies have corp( gate codes of conduct. As
a common foundation for use in administering the comight be expected, cc des are more prevalent in
pany's ethical policies. In order for a code to promote
larger companies. Over twc - thirds of those companies
and maintain an ethical climate, however, it must be
in our study with codes
implemented effectively,
have h ad th em for more
monitored continuously,
than five years. Only 4 %
revi ewed p eri o d i cal l y,
'
of these co mpanies had
an d , i f n ec es s ar y, reicURE 1/CORpORA TE CODE OF CONDUCT
developed their code
vised , and enforced unCompanies with Code
within the last year (see
10 0%
eq u i vo c al l y . P eri o d i c
- —
Figure 1).
audits should be made to
77 °r�
Development of Code.
a s c e r t a i n co m p lia n ce
56%
'
In order for a corporate
with the com p an y's o bjec50%
code of co n du ct to be
tives and correct any de24%
effective, the "tone at the
viations from the code.
top" must be positive and
Ou r exp eri ence indi0
reflect a proactive mancat es t h at a co mp an y's
$100m+
$1 00M -5M $51A or less All Companies
Worth of Company
Surveyed
agement. Optimally, deethics statements or polve l o p m e n t a l e f f o r t s
icies can be self - standing
How Long in E xistence
shou ld reflect th e comdocu m en ts, in co rp o rated
100%
as part of the corporate
m is s io n s t a t e m e n t , o r a
collection of different
d o c u m e n t s t h a t c o l le c t ively re p re s en t s t h e
co m pa n y ' s e t h ic s p o licy .

Thes e p oli cies range in
nature from printed documen ts t o vague o r impl ied gu i d el i n es t h a t
reflect the personal
views or operat ing ph ilosophies of the top
executive.
To find out how corporate codes of conduct and
NAA's Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accou nt an ts h ave
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69%
50%
27%
4°�

0

less than

1 to 5 years

5 +years

one year

Companies with Disciplinary Pro visions in Code

100%
62%

90%

70%

$1 oom+

$1 ooM 5M $5M or less All Comp
Net Worth of C mmnan2d & ; Surveyed

50%
0

pan y's m is s io n s t at em e n t . To p m a n a g e m e n t
m u s t n o t o n ly s t r o n gly
support the ethical
th r u s t , bu t it s ho u ld e n sure that cus tom e rs, suppliers, and e m ploye es are
a w a r e o f t h e c o m p a n y 's
em p has is on and su ppo rt
for an ethical environm en t.
Em ployee invo lvem ent
in t h e d e ve lo p m e n t o f a
co de co n tr ibu te s s ign ific a n t ly t o w a r d e n s u r in g

th at it is well recei ved
and implemented effectively. Our study reveals
that in 63% of the cases
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companies do provide for employee participation in developing codes. This involvement , however, extends to
the staff level only 15% of the time. In 42% of the cases,
middle management employees participate in the development of a code of ethics . Significantly, participation is limited to senior management 58% of the time.
Assigning responsibility for developing the code is
critical . Some contend that responsibility should be retained by general management because this group exercises leadership over the total business . Others have
EE 21REA RESPONSIBLE FOPC RPORA

cau s e o f l egal rami fi cat i o n s t h e l egal d ep art men t
should be responsible. The finance department may be
given implementation responsibility due to the financial aspects of a code. Our survey revealed that in most
cases general management was responsible (Figure 2),
with legal and finance departments ranking a significant second and third . The "Other " category included
the pers onnel depart ment , the human resources department, and in one case the ethics director.
Communicating the Corporate Cod e of Ethics. If a
company is to develop an
et hi cal en vi ro n ment , i t
mu s t h ave t o p man ageCODE OF C OM UC T
ment support . The com-

pany
mu s t
then
communicate its message
on corporate ethics to all
48%
58%
50
-/ °
46 %M
of its constituents includi n g e mp l o y e e s , cu s ° 30%
25 /°
23% 22%
t o mers , an d s u p p l i ers .
20%
J
18%
18% 19 %
Th es e act i vi t i es r an ge
7% 5% 6% 6%
from distribution of the
oM
code to all employees to
G e n e r a l '
Sbal
Finance
Ma na gement
introducing a formal edu c at i o n p r o gr a m. Th e
Development of Code
Implementation
Monitor Com Ala mo
go al i s t o es t ab l i s h an
overall corporate ethical
environment.
For this to be a total
assigned the responsibility to those in staff or supportcompany policy, all employees should be involved, at
ing positions . Fbr example, in some cases , the legal deleast to the extent of receiving a copy of the code. Surpartment has been given this assignment because of
prisingly, our study shows that in only 57 % of the cases
the legal implications involved (Figure 2).
do all employees receive copies of the code ( Figure 3).
Several decisions must be made at the early stages of
While senior management and middle management redeveloping a corporate code of ethics . For example,
ceive the code in all or most cases , staff employees reshould the code set forth general guidelines, or should it
ceive the code only 75% of the time.
be more s pecific wit h det ail ed " do's" and " don'ts "?
Obviously, compani es cann ot rely o n si mpl y di sCritics of the latter approach contend it is impossible to
identify all the " don'ts" and it results in a voluminous
code.
Another decision concerns whether or not the code
FIGURE 3 1CODES OF CONDUCT
should provide disciplinary measures for infractions
Who Approves Code
and for failure to comply with provisions of the code.
Board and /or
Our study shows that 70% of the companies do include
Audit Committee
disciplinary measures in their code (Figure 1).
Approval of Code. Fbr the "tone at the top" to pervade
the ethics initiative, it is important for the code to be
CEO
endorsed by executives at or near the top of the organization chart and by employees throughout the organization . Further, it should be accepted by those subject to
Other
that policy.
Our study indicates that in 95% of the cases, the code
was approved by the CEO or at board level . Figure 3
Who Receives Code
(% of Codes Delivered
indicates that the board of directors or the audit committee represents the approval level almost 60% of the
time ( board of directors only, 44 %; audi t co mmit tee
Senior Management
100°%
only, 10% ; board and audit committee, 5%). The " Other"
category consists primarily of governmental organizaMiddle Management
99%
tions where approval was at the senior operating level.
Implementation of Code. Failure to effectively impleStaff
75%
ment , communicate, and administer the code reduces
its usefulness significantly. The first step is to assign
responsibility for implementation of the code . General
All employees
57 %,
management should be responsible for implementing
the code if it is to pervade the entire company, and if it
is to be a major company thrust . Some believe that beMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJUNE 1990
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tributing the code. Companies have used various approaches to disseminate their message on ethics to
employees and to promote code compliance. These have
been classified into the following groups —in -house activities, external activities, indoctrination programs,
counseling efforts, and evaluation tools. Incidentally,
our survey shows that only 43% of the companies have
formal education programs.
In -house programs include the use of published documents and videos. Some companies use videos in which

TABLE 1/ EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Program

Percent Used by Companies
with Educational Programs

In -House Programs
Video
Publications, Regular
Publications, Occasional

27%
23
29

Outside Ethics Seminars

13

Indoctrination Programs
For New Employees
For Current Employees
For Those Promoted or Changing Positions

58
38
8

Sign -Off Programs
On Receipt of Code
Acknowledging Compliance

60
46

Counseling (Ombudsman) Program

14

In Performance Evaluation

the CEO or chairman sets the tone for the company,
followed by a discussion of the code, including nature of
code, monitoring activities, and sanctions in case of violations. Others include video cases to help employees
recognize actual or potential dilemmas. Table 1 from
our study indicates that 27% of those with educational
programs use videos.
Other in -house programs include publications on a
regular or occasional basis. Regular publications include such things as a regular ethics column in the
company newsletter. Occasional publications include
ethics papers as well as periodic columns devoted to
ethics issues that appear in the company newsletter.
Our study indicates that 29% of those with educational
programs use occasional publications and 23% use regular publications.
Another educational approach is through outside
seminars. Various professional groups, educational institutions, and consultants conduct seminars which frequently use case material to develop ethical awareness.
These are used only 13% of the time according to our
study and generally are addressed to fewer employees.
Some companies are now contracting to bring these
seminars to their company to permit exposure to more
employees, generally at a lower cost per person than at
an outside seminar.
Indoctrination programs have long been used by companies to acquaint new employees with company policies and procedures. Fifty -eight percent of those in our
38

study who had educational programs used this approach to inform new employees of ethics policies. An
adaptation of this approach is to develop ethics indoctrination programs for current employees. While used
less frequently, they can be quite effective. Indoctrination programs for those being promoted or changing
positions are used only in a few cases. This is unfortunate because some positions are much more susceptible
to ethical dilemmas and directed efforts could be quite
effective.
The approach most frequently used involves sign -offs
acknowledging receipt of the code. Sixty percent of
those with educational programs or approximately 26%
of the respondents' companies used this approach. It at
least documents the fact that the employee acknowledges that he or she has been given the code.
A more effective approach is to require the employee
to acknowledge compliance on a periodic basis. Such an
approach encourages the employee to study the code
and become familiar with its provisions. Although this
approach is used by almost half of the companies with
educational programs, it represents only about 20% of
the respondent companies.
A very positive approach used by a limited number of
companies is through internal or external counseling
services in the form of an ombudsman. Generally, an
800 telephone number is used and complete anonymity
is guaranteed. The internal counselor or ombudsman
attempts to help the employee identify the dilemma and
then relate the appropriate segments of the company's
code of conduct to facilitate resolution. Only 14% of the
respondents with educational programs currently
provide such counseling.
Periodic performance reviews also can be used. Specifically, employees' performance can be evaluated to
ascertain whether they have complied with the provisions of the company's code of conduct. Our study shows
that only one - fourth of those with educational programs
use performance evaluation to enhance the ethical environment of the company.
To ensure a viable ethical environment, communication must be extended to all of the company's constituents, including suppliers, customers, and other outside
parties. Currently, many companies are reevaluating
their management and operational systems and adopting tools that have proven successful in other countries.
Just-in-Time (JIT) is one such tool. An ethical environment is essential if JIT is to be used effectively.
Our study shows that 50% of the companies do com-

IGURE 4 /COMMUNICATION OF CODE TO
SUPPLIERS AND CUSTOMERS

57%

44%
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43% 41%

$100M -5M

50% 42%
33% 33%

$5M or less
Net Worth

All Companies
Surveyed
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municate the code to suppliers . When analyzed by net
worth of the company involved , the larger companies
appear to be more likely to communicate with suppliers
than do small companies , as shown in Figure 4.
Surprisingly, only 42 % of the companies surveyed
co mmu n icat ed th ei r cod e t o t h ei r cu s t o mers . Th e
quality in quality costs is defined as conformance to
customer expectations . Therefore, an ethical environment becomes much more significant for those companies concerned with measuring the cost of quality.
An analysis by size of companies in Figure 4 indicates
communication of the code with customers occurs more
frequently in large and medium-sized companies than
in smaller companies.
Administering the Corporate Ethics Program. Three
major activities are involved in administering the corporate ethics program: monitoring compliance , dealing
with infractions , and maintaining the code.
Monitoring compliance involves establishing responsibility for the process , determining how monitoring
shall be accomplished , developing a reporting system,
and providing for compliance auditing . Critical to the
establishment of a workable monitoring system is the
assign ment o f res ponsib ility for t he mon itorin g activities . The respondents to our survey indicated that in
almost 50% of the cases, general management has the
responsibility for monitoring compliance ( Figure 2). In
a few cases, personnel , human relations , or a designated
ethics director was assigned responsibility.
The next step is to identify the highest level of authority to whom compliance is reported . Figure 5 shows
that while the audit committee and/or the board of directors receive the reports in just over half the cases,
the CEO is the report recipient approximately 25% of
the time . The remaining firms report to various others
including presidents , vice presidents , ethics directors,
controllers , and corporate security.
Various methods can be used to monitor compliance.
Our study shows that exception reporting is used by
50% of the companies ( Figure 5 ). Such an approach requires reporting of failure to comply with the code, either by the individual involved or by a superior, peer, or
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subordinate. In 89 % of the companies, employees are
obligated to report both actual and potential conflicts
in which they are or might be involved.
Frequently, compliance sign -off is required once a
year. Such a sign -off could relate to the individual's conduct only or could represent a report.on the conduct of
th e d ep artmen t o r o th er s egmen t o f t h e b u s i n es s ,
thereby summarizing the activities of the individual's
subordinates . Infrequently, companies use counselors or
ombudsmen or establish a conduct and compliance department as a monitoring tool.
To verify the effectiveness of the compliance reporting system, it is necessary to audit compliance. Slightly
over half of the companies conduct compliance audits,

TABLE 2/ PERCENT OF COMPANIES USING'
VARIOUS AUDIT GROUPS
(Companies May Use More than One Group)
Audit Gro up
Internal Auditors
External Auditors
Line Management
Legal Department
Finance Department

Percent of Companies
84%
31
10
10
10

using one or more groups to carry out these audits.
Table 2 set s for th va rious audit gro ups a nd th e per centage of res pondents t hat use ea ch group.

By far, internal auditing is used most frequently. In
fact , 84% of the companies use internal auditing for that
purpose with external auditing being second. In some
cases , departments such as legal or finance are used or
line management may conduct the audits.
If the monitoring process is effective, infractions or
failure to comply with the code will be identified . Disciplinary procedures must be established and specific
sanctions identified and communicated to employees.
Disciplinary procedures should provide for due process, and employees should be informed of their rights as
well as obligations. Further, fair and consistent application of procedures must occur. Our study reveals that
only 73% of the respondents feel that infractions are
dealt with consistently at all levels and in accordance
with disciplinary procedures established in the code.
Employees should be apprised of sanctions that may
be exercised . These sanctions can range from warnings
and letters of censure to temporary or permanent termination . Knowledge as to the significance of certain
deviations from the code can be conveyed by indicating
the sanction which applies in various cases.
A viabl e code of cond uct mus t be maintained, revi ewed , revi s ed , an d , i f n ece s s a ry , r es t ru c t u r ed
periodically. If this activity is to be carried out effectively, responsibility must be assigned to a specific corporate function. General management is responsible for
maintenance of the code in almost 60% of the companies
(Figure 2 ). A limited number of companies assigned
responsibility to an ethics director or the personnel department . Ap pr ox im at ely 40% ar e eq ua lly divide d be twe en delega tin g r esp ons ibility to the le gal de par tm e nt
or to th e fin an ce de pa rtm en t.
39
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43%
38
41
41

Staff
Middle Management
Senior Management
Overall
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result of these ethics initiatives, and the ICMA
amended its Bylaws to require CMAs to comply with
the code. The Standards have been widely distributed
and are published semiannually in the Association's
monthly, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING&
Administration of the Standards is coordinated by
the Ethics Committee, a standing committee of the Association which replaced the Ad Hoc Ethics Committee.
Guidelines have been approved by the Board of Directors setting forth sanctions as well as due process procedures. Several ethics cases have been brought before
the Ethics Committee. When appropriate, the Executive Committee and Board of Directors have terminated
NAA memberships. The ICMA also has moved to revoke CMA certificates when applicable.
A counseling service is available to all members to
help them define and resolve specific dilemmas. The
toll -free number is 1- 800- 6ETHICS. The next step is
the inauguration of a continuing review process and the
possible publication of interpretations.
Significant progress has been made. But we are concerned that additional progress is necessary if we are to
achieve our goals for corporate America.
Specifically, 44% of the companies in our sample do
not have codes of ethical conduct and do not have immediate plans to implement a code. Of those companies
with codes of conduct, 30% do not include provisions for
disciplinary measures, and 43% of the people covered by
the ethics codes are not provided a copy of the code.
Companies are failing to provide ethics indoctrination to those employees promoted or changing positions.
Only 26% of the companies get sign -offs acknowledging
receipt of the code. And, only 11% of companies have
elected to include compliance with the code as a performance evaluation factor.
Although we can point with pride to the progress that
has been made, we must continue to encourage companies to develop, implement, and administer codes of
conduct, starting with a positive "tone at the top." ■
Robert B. Sweeney holds the Thompson -Hill Chair of
Excellence in Accountancy at Memphis State University.
He is an appointed member the NAA Executive Committee and serves on the Ethics Committee.
Howard L. Siers previously served as general auditor
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc. He is chairman
the NAA Ethics Committee.
Both Messrs. Sweeney and Siers have been very active in
the field business ethics during the past 10 years.
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odes of ethics of professional associations help
management accountants improve or maintain
the ethical climate within their companies. These
associations include the American Institute of CPAs
( AICPA), the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), the
Financial Executives Institute (FEI), and the National
Association of Accountants (NAA).
Because NAA's code was not legislated and violations
cannot result in revocation of permits to practice issued
by governmental entities, it differs from the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct. Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants only can be enforced
in situations involving NAA members.
Nonetheless, NAA's code may be quite useful in supplementing a company's code of conduct. In the absence
of a company code, the code may help management accountants perform their professional responsibilities in
an ethical manner and improve the ethical environment of their company. According to our survey, 41% of
the respondents relied on the NAA's Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants and reported
that it had influenced their business decisions.
Our survey also indicates that the code's influence
applies equally to all levels. Table 3 shows that while
there is a slightly larger percentage of respondents at
the staff level who feel their decisions are influenced by
the code, there is no significant difference among levels.
Our survey indicates that three - fourths of the respondents believe the NAA code would be helpful in explaining to a superior the unprofessional implications
of a request to perform an unethical act. It is interesting to note that only 11 % of the respondents have had to
use the code for this purpose. But 20% of the respondents have discussed NAA's code with their superiors.
Another responsibility of management accountants
is the professional development of their subordinates.
The NAA Standards contains both specific and general
guidelines in this regard. Unfortunately, only 23% of
our respondents have used it for this purpose.
Management accountants have an obligation to their
organizations to maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct for themselves and to promote such conduct
in their subordinates. In addition, they should strive to
promote the overall ethical climate of their company.
Interacting with their superiors as well as peers in nonfinancial areas on ethical issues is one way to achieve
this objective. Our survey shows that 26% of the respondents have done so.
The Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management
Accountants was issued as a Statement on Management Accounting after a lengthy study by various committees. Although issued by NAA's Management
Accounting Practices Committee, it was approved by
the Board of Directors of the Association prior to its
release in June 1983.
The implementation phase was directed by the NAA
Executive Committee which appointed an Ad Hoc
Ethics Committee to organize and coordinate these
efforts. The Association's Bylaws were amended as a
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BENEFITS OF ETHICS CODES

TABLE 3/ DECISIONS INFLUENCED
BY NAA CODE

of

An ongoing review to identify whether or not the code
needs to be revised is conducted by 77% of the survey
respondents. Furthermore, our survey shows that 70%
of the respondents have revised their codes.
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Ghosts of

CHRISTMAS
FUTURE
We use convicted white - collar offenders to
teach business ethics.

BY JEFFREY M. KAPLAN
or a number of years, I have
practiced law in what is
generally called the white collar crime field. This

job includes not only defending
individuals accused of business related crimes but representing
companies that are the victims of
such offenses.
I have been struck by how many
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of these persons bear little
resemblance to Ivan Boesky or
other well -known master criminals
who dominate public thinking
about white - collar crime. Out of
this perception has grown an
ethics program that, I hope, has
the potential to reach students and
members of the business
community in ways that
traditional, largely abstract, ethics
education does not.
Let us consider, for a moment,
the public conception of white collar crime. The thought of a
Boesky is frightening on one level.
He is, after all, a man who can
steal millions from innocent
investors and, to some extent, even
undermine public confidence in the
nation's financial markets.
But at the same time, and for the
same reasons, the thought of the
Boeskys is reassuring. The Ivan
Boeskys of the world provide
comfort, for when we think of these
men — greedy, corrupt, master
schemers —we cannot help but see
them as entirely different from
ourselves. Thus, we feel confident
that we could never commit crimes
such as theirs.
But the Boesky paradigm
provides false comfort, for it
obscures the role of the many
others who are not so greedy or
corrupt and who are not criminal
masterminds. They are the
thousands of men and women
(mostly men) who, in essence, go
along with crimes of someone else's
making.
As a group they are not
particularly greedy or, at least, not
much more greedy than most law abiding people. Very often —as in
the case of Doug Adams (see
"Paying the Price," p. 43) —they
made relatively little from their
involvement in crime. They are
not, by nature or nurture,
especially corrupt. Usually they
are corrupted by someone else —a
superior, a partner, a competitor, or
a friend or relative. And they are
not criminal masterminds. The
essence of their wrongdoing is, as
the judge who sentenced Doug
Adams described it, staying on and
helping after they discover what is
going on.
And yet, despite the absence of
any deep- seated evil in these men
and women, the fact remains that
they are absolutely indispensable
to the crimes of the Boeskys. With
41

these people, thus, lies much of the
responsibility for billions of dollars
in lost tax revenue and the
grievous harm that comes to
workers, consumers, shareholders,
and managers from fraud and
anticompetitive behavior. Thanks
to these men and women we have a
less healthy environment, less safe
workplaces, and more dangerous
products. Then add to that the
numerous other costs economic,
social, personal —they cause,
including the cynicism that many
Americans feel about the business
community and the rule of law.
It may be impossible to deter
Boeskys. Genuine evil is rarely
rational and, therefore, not
deterrable. Yet we can take an
important step toward stopping
these master criminals if we can
deter their helpers. But to do so,
we must understand them and
what might be called "the mystery
of white - collar crime." That
mystery is: Why would someone
risk losing everything to gain so
relatively little?
THERISKSOF
WHITE-COLLARCRIME
he risks of involvement are tremendous, for the impact of
prosecution and punishment
can be devastating. It includes:

T

• The loss of reputation to
individuals for whom reputation
is priceless;
• Grievous social and
psychological effects on family
members;
• The scarring effect of
imprisonment;
• The inability, in many cases, for
individuals ever to find
meaningful work again; and
• Actual or near bankruptcy from
fines, attorneys' fees,
restitution, and civil litigation.
Again, why do the helpers, who
typically stand to gain little by
going along with these offenses,
risk all these consequences?
The answer to this mystery, I
believe, is that most of these
helpers simply don't feel in their
gut how much is at risk. They may
know it on an abstract level, but
they don't feel it enough to make a
difference at the critical time.
Newspapers almost daily carry
stories of business crime and
42

punishment, but, I believe, media
accounts are too abstract and
distant to counter the very real
temptations and pressures that
lead decent people to become
involved in white - collar crime.
When a supervisor, a colleague
or competitor, or a friend or
relative begins the seduction
process, it is never abstract. What
is offered (or threatened) is
professional or personal approval,
advancement, and some immediate
(albeit generally small) tangible
reward —the very things that
businesspeople live and work for on
a day -to -day basis.
HOWTOPREVENT
BUSINESSCRIME
ow, practically, can society
counter these very real, very
immediate, pressures and
temptations? We cannot, of course,
have police stationed throughout
the workplace. But we can give
members of the business community a little angel who, at the
critical time, will pop up onto their
shoulders and forcefully remind
them of exactly what is at risk.
We can give them a "Ghost of
Christmas Future." Charles
Dickens's A Christmas Carol is,
after all, in part a story about
business ethics education.
Remember how Scrooge, a
Victorian-era Boesky who felt no
obligation toward others, became a
good and caring man? Remember
that what affected him most
powerfully and contributed
perhaps most significantly to his
redemption was the vision of
himself in his grave, unloved and
unmourned?
It is doubtful that Scrooge had
actually believed, before this and
the other visions, that he was loved
by his fellow men. Intellectually,
he knew exactly what type of man
he was and how the world viewed
him. But until that night, he never
felt it. What made the difference
was being dragged into the future
by the Ghost of Christmas Yet to
Come, to his own barren grave site.
To prevent business crime —to
deter the helpers who are
necessary to the success of the
Boeskys —we need, in effect, to
drag them to their own grave sites
before they drag themselves there.
My colleagues and I at the
Business Ethics Study Team, Inc.

(BEST —a nonprofit corporation
affiliated with the Stern School of
Business, New York University)
tried to do this twice last year. We
brought convicted white - collar
offenders into business school
classrooms, encouraged them to
share their stories with the
students, and hoped the students
would feel the messages.
Apparently our approach worked:
• One student said that the
offender's presentation "was the
single most thought - provoking
session in my business school
career. I thought about his
situation for days, and I still
do."
• Another student observed that,
like the offender, he, too, was
"married with three kids." This
student found particularly
haunting "the thought of doing
what [the offender] had to do—
going home to explain that I've
been indicted...."
• Still another student
commented that, "The best
professor could not teach what
[the offender] talked about. I
could never risk the shame, etc.
[ofl jail. I think I'd rather die."
Based upon these and similar
reactions, we at BEST are
planning to seek out other
offenders who can deliver this type
of message, offenders who, we
hope, will be Ghosts of Christmas
Future for the generations of
businessmen and businesswomen
yet to come.
■
Jeffrey M. Kaplan is a member of
Stanley S. Arkin, P.C., a New York
City law firm, and a director of the
nonprofit Business Ethics Study
Team, Inc., which is affiliated with
the Stern School of Business, New
York University. He can be reached
at (212) 869 -1450.
Note: This article and the one on
page 43, by Douglas C. Adams,
were originally delivered as
speeches at the American
Accounting Association's Seminar
on Professionalism and Ethics,
Montvale, N.J., May 14,1989.
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Paying the Price
I participated in the looting of hundreds of millions of dollars.
Doug Adams is a participant in BEST's program. Doug was no Ivan Boesky, but unfortunately he met, became
friends with, and went to work for a man who, if anything, was worse than Boesky —John Galanis.
In 1988, Galanis, who already had a criminal record, was convicted of racketeering, tax fraud, securities fraud,
bank fraud, bribery, and other crimes. He was sentenced to 27 years in prison, the most severe sentence ever
imposed on a white- collar offender.
The jury found that Galanis had masterminded a far - reaching criminal enterprise that defrauded investors,
financial institutions, and taxpayers of more than $150 million in a wide - ranging series of schemes over a period
of years.
Galanis was described by Assistant United States Attorney Vincent Briccetti, the man who prosecuted him, as
"one ofthis country's most notorious and indefatigable white- collar criminals of the past 20 years." Doug Adams,
who was one ofGalanses associates and who eventually became part of the Galanis conspiracy, was nothing like
this at all. The background information presented to the federal court, which both the judge and prosecutor
credited, showed him to be very much an honest man until he got caught up with Galanis.. But the fact remains
that without men such as Doug Adams and others like him, the Galanises could never inflict the massive harm
that they do.

BY DOUGLAS C.
ADAMS

In high school I was acti ve i n s tu dent go vern me n t , a t h l e t i c s , a n d
y n a me is
oth er scho ol acti vit ies.
Douglas C.
Th e s e i n t e r e s t s conAdams , and I
tinued du ring my s tudy
am a co nvi ctTIN
at St an ford Un ivers it y,
ed cri mi nal , In 1987, I
where I was a member of
pled guilt y to tax fraud
two championship Rose
3.L tLnwcs
an d frau d o n a mu t u al
Bowl teams, president of
fund. If my offenses had
my fraternity house, and
occu rred after t he n ew
act i ve wi t h p r o g ra ms
fed er al s en t en c i n g
such as Big Brothers,
guidelines were imposed,
After graduation from
I would be in prison now.
S t an fo rd I s p en t ei gh t
Thank God I did not fall
years i n t h e rest au ran t
under the new laws. Life
business. In 1980, I was
h as b een ex cr u ci a t i n g
introdu ced to a man by
en o u gh , b u t u n d e r t h e
t h e n a m e of J o h n
current rules it would be
Galanis, and, in 1981, I
much worse.
so ld my res tauran t an d
Doug Adams, who pled guilty to fraud in 1987, leads
I always feel sick when
workshop on values.
en t ered t he t ax s h el t er
I look back at my crimibusiness with him.
nal actions and try to figIn Sep tember 19 87, I
ure out why. How could I knowingly come to violate my
turned myself in to the U. S. Attorney in the southern
personal moral beliefs, convictions I had believed in
district o f New York and pled guilt y to two felony
through my childhood and most of my adult life?
charges, tax fraud , and fr and o n a mutual fund . My
I grew up as an "army brat." My father, uncle, and
actions were part of the loc ting of hundreds of millions
grandfather were all career Army officers. My father
of d ollars from bank ers, savi ngs and loans, mut ual
and his brother were graduated from West Point, and
funds, private citizens, and the U.S. Government.
my grandfather was the a4jutant general of the Army,
at that time the second - highest- ranking general in the
LIFE WITH GALANIS
Army. I grew up at West Point, where my father was the
athletic director. My parents had instilled in me the
hen I joined the Galanis organization, the idea
idea of choosing "the harder right rather than the easier
of criminal acts and jail was the last thing on
wrong."
my mind. I saw it as an opportunity to take the
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because of loyalty to my
friends and organization,
I rati on ali zed my deci sion to support the team.
I would have had to abando n s o me ve r y cl o s e
fri end s, but in th e l ong
run i t wo ul d h ave been
the best thi ng for those
friendships and the best
t h i n g fo r o u r p ers o n al
lives.
I TRAP MYSELF

t this particular
t i me I knew th i s
eci si on
wa s
wrong, but I didn't realize the magnitude of the
trap I was laying for myself. I ma g n i f i e d t h e
d o wn wa r d s p i r a l two
months lat er, wh en, in
February 1984, 1 signed
15 Transpac partnership
tax returns for 1983 that
cl aimed al l o f t h e inJ o h n G a l an i s (l.) and his associate waive extradition in a San Diego Municipal Co urt in 1987.
flated deductio ns. Th is
act was easier to stomach
after
making
the
previous
wrong
decision.
fast lane to success. The excitement of the "deal" beGalanis now considered me an insider. My role in his
came a narcotic for me. I felt, "When I close the next
organization became that of a front man, negotiating
deal, I will be a success." The problem was that there
deals around the country in areas where he could not
was always one more deal, and in order to close them I
venture because of his criminal record. In November
started to compromise my lifelong ideas of right and
1985,
Galanis located a mutual fund management corwrong.
poratio n that managed app roximately $130 mi llion.
The need for success became an addiction, gradually
Continuing in my capacity as a front man, I agreed to
eati ng away at my core values an d d rivi ng me away
work with Galanis and other close associates to buy this
from my moral standards. I was now equating my self firm.
image with the wealth and power surrounding the tax
In early May 1986, we gained control of the funds. I
shelter industry. This need would drive me deeper into
had as ked so me o f my cl os est and mo s t resp ect ed
the Galanis organization and lead to more and more
friends to serve on the board of directors of the funds. In
compromises.
plo tt in g th e t ak eo ver of th e managemen t co mp an y,
I wanted desperately to be part of the Galanis team.
Galanis wanted to make sure I had enough new memGalanis had told me he would never do anything that
bers on the board to allow me control over issues if they
was not legally supportable. His attitude was that the
came to a vote. He was way ahead of me: I chose direclaws were there to stretch. Smart, successful people in
tors for their skills and honesty, not for their votes.
finance made their fortunes by this method.
Even with all the deceit I initiated, I still was trying
By 1983 I was aware of numerous false statements in
to believe th e deal was go ing to work and allow our
the tax shelters I was representing. For example, a cororganization and the funds to flourish. All the time I
poration I owned was the general partner of numerous
knew that I was going to allow Galanis to sell the funds'
oil and gas drilling ventures, but Galanis controlled all
products for the benefit of our organization rather than
of the finances, and I was nothing but a front man. Deep
for the good of the shareholders. I told myself constantly
within, I knew I was allowing myself to be maniputhat all of the Galanis transactions would succeed and
lated, but t he lus t for the image of exterior su ccess
that the funds wou ld benefit from t hese deals. I was
started to tear away my self - respect.
blinding myself to the fact that every deal I had been
One of my closest college friends was president of
involved in with Galanis had crumbled, a result that he
Transpac, our oil and gas company. My partn er and
would blame on the econother close friends were involved. Was I going to blow
omy or the regulators.
the whistle on the organization? I knew deep inside I
was on foul ground, but I chose the easier wrong instead
I bought these lies and
'Tlw c w c o u n tl
co nt i nu ed t o serve hi m
of the harder right. I sold my integrity.
In hindsight, I should have sought outside legal counand my own, by now,
t0 0
Cl p
overwh elmin g n eed fo r
sel to obtain advice on how to extricate myself from the
p o wer an d s u cc es s . I
j Om
quicksand into which I was sinking rapidly. Instead,
couldn't imagine failure
giving in to my need to appear to be a success and

rimary
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even wh e n I was c o n t i n u i n g t o d e s t ro y a l l
friend s and beliefs that
were sacred to me.
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THE LAST STRAW
x t re mel y d amag ing articles started
to a p p e a r
in
va r i o u s E a s t C o a s t
papers
regardi ng
Gal an i s , h i s l i fes t yl e,
an d hi s fai led en t e rpri ses. Th e i ni tial art icles made no mention of
me, but near the end of
June, I was connected to
the Galanis organization.
Suddenly I had tremendous trouble sleeping and
would start every morni n g by t h r o wi n g u p
u n co n t ro l l ab l y i n t h e
shower. Several reporters
called some of the board
members, and the board
called a special meeting
Is winning the only thing? Above, a scene from the hit movie Wall Street.
for July 2, 1986.
Th a t was o n e o f t h e
worst days of my life. Facing some of my closest friends
could bear. I had buried the sense of myself too deep
and continuing to fill them with half - truths and lies
over the past six years.
about my relationship with Galanis was the crowning
The thought of committing suicide had always been
achievement of my craziness —what in hell had I done?
totally remote for me. Now I looked upon that solution
The meeting lasted all day. The board voted to relieve
with a very different eye. My summer consisted of restme of my duti es as t he investmen t advis or unt il the
less nights and retching mornings, followed by hostile
trades and the allegations made in various papers could
days. I was constantly being bombarded by subpoenas
be investigated properly. I agreed to abide by their decifrom the U.S. Attorney and the Securities & Exchange
sion. I was almost in tears, beginning to realize what I
Commission. I continued to go to my office, initially
had allowed to happen and the trouble I had caused my
trying to defend my actions and sell my interest in the
friends on t he board of di rect ors. I p otentially had
corporation. When I wasn't engaged in legal battles, I
opened their lives to tremendous liability because they
was traveling or entertaining prospective buyers for the
had trusted and believed in me.
corporation. In early August I met with the bank in
Galan is fl ew to San Fran cisco , and we met in his
Washington, D.C., and told them I was trying to sell the
suite at the Stanford Court Hotel. It was his consensus
company to cover my debt to the bank. By the end of
that I had done nothing wrong, the trades were legitiAugust 1986, it b ecame clear that none of the firms
mate, and I should sue the board of directors because of
qualified to handle the management of the funds was
their actions! I could not stomach that statement. I had
about to pay anything for my company.
asked my fri ends to hel p wit h our company, li ed to
The next six months were spent hoping I could somethem, and now Galanis wanted me to sue them. This
how avoid criminal charges, but I was running from the
was the last straw! I finally said no. There was absoinevitable. When my closest friend was arrested in Aplutely no way I was going to take that action against my
ril 1987, I told him he needed to cooperate. With his
friends. At least I had not lost all human compassion
cooperation, my fate was sealed.
and sense.
After this meeting I knew I would cooperate with the
THE RECKONING
board on any actio ns they might tak e. I realized the
Galanis organization would leave me dangling in my
n June 1987, I told my at torneys that I wanted to
own noose. E ven t h o u gh I k n ew I was fi n i s h ed , I
surrender to the U.S. Attorney. After an all -day sescouldn't leave his grasp. I
sion wi th them, they agreed to start the process,
stil l could n't bri ng mywhich culminated with my pleading guilty to two felony
s e l f to r e a l i z e t h a t
counts in early September 1987.
Ga l a n i s wa s no t my
That day marked another major step in my effort to
fr i e n d a n d t h a t I wa s
work my way back to no rmalcy. I h ad one court apGGL
not hin g but a fi nanci al
pearance in the morning and one in the afternoon. I had
-I
tool for him. To face that
to submit to mug shots, assignment of a criminal ID
realit y was more t han I
number, and a session with my pretrial probation of-

pr
to xtrwt millions
stors.
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ficer. I was too nervous in the courtroom to recognize
that I was now officially a felon, but in the stark office
of the U.S. Marshall, after my plea, there was no escaping reality.
Back i n my hotel room I stru ggled with the t ruth.
Had the day really taken place or was it just a continuing nightmare? I remember a friend of Galanis's telling
me, in the summer of 1986, that it was only going to get
worse from here on. I did not dare believe him because I
was al ready fright ened h alf t o deat h, and I cou ldn't
imagine the crisis worsening. He was only too right.
Wh i l e a wa i t i n g t h e
Galanis trial and my sentencing, with n o money
fo r ren t , I mo ved b ack
with my folks, back into
my old high school room.
I spent the last quarter
of 1987 and the first half
of 1988 wo rk i n g wi t h
various government agencies involved in the Galanis
case, including two days of testimony at the Galanis
trial.
I was finally sentenced on November 1, 1988. The
wait was agonizing. Others associated with the case
had received stiff jail sentences, and the advice of my
counsel was to prepare for jail myself. In one of the most
joyous moments of my life, the judge suspended my sentence with three years' probation.
As they say, walls do not a prison make, but every day
I bump into invisible walls. I am millions of dollars in
debt. I have lost the esteem of friends. I have to watch
the look in prospective employers' eyes when I tell them
I am a felon.
Sometimes I sit and stare out the window and wonder
what I did for all those years —and for what? In my best
year I made $65,000. It is so frightening to look at the
past eight years of my life and know I denied its wonderful gifts and privileges.

through a wide group of professionals including lawyers, bankers, brokers, financial planners, and savings
and loan operators.
What can be done to help people avoid taking the
quick fix and contributing to the possible demise of our
business culture? Is winning the most important aspect
of our lives? Must we sacrifice everything else for success? If I don't cheat, will I lose my competitive advantage t o th e p ers on o r fi rm d o wn th e b l o ck t h at i s
bending the rules?
IS W I N N I N G
ONLY THING?

`I was toonervous in the
courtroomto recognize
I was now - a felon.'

GALANIS AND THE ACCOUNTANTS
s Jeff Kaplan has stated, a person such as Galanis
is an orchestrator. To run million - dollar schemes
takes a great many people. Galanis's business was
based on raising money from wealthy investors, all intent upon finding tax loopholes.
The account ing p rofes sion b ecame a primary tool
used by Galanis to extract several hundred million dollars from investors. The Galanis organization raised
most of its money through accountants. All too often the
accountants were taking large commissions from the
'Galanis sales force to promote "great deals" to their
clients. How many of the clients were told about the
commissions the accountants received?
The questionable conduct by some in the accounting
profession was not limited to employees in small firms
but included some in Big Eight firms. Two firms performed audits for Galanis companies, one after meeting
an d i n t ervi ewi n g Gal an i s , j u s t mon t h s b efo re t h e
swarms of armed federal agents raided his headquarters. This particular firm, in its quest for short -term
monetary gain, has ended up with horrendo us longterm civil suits.
Obviously, these kinds of questionable actions did not
involve only the accounting profession but extended

A
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THE

e hdere beatthei csa sc an
to
Tb e h et

taught has gone
on for thousands of years.
Socrat es 's po sit io n was
clear: Ethics consists of
knowing what we ought to do, and such knowledge can
be taught. Here are some important points that have
help ed me deal wi t h my s earch i n t o my mo ral
breakdown:

■ Don't fear failure. How many times can you remember your coach lecturing the team, saying words to
the effect t hat "winning isn't the only t hing; it is
everything." This philosophy encouraged me to sacrifice almost everything because of my fear of failure.
Instead of being able to stop and examine a mistake,
my solution was to try to rebound using any means
possible —in effect, pouring gasoline on a fire. Innovative organizations today are supporting people who
take risks. If they encounter failure, they are able to
examine it and learn from it in a fashion that often
brings great rewards to the organization through a
deeper understanding of the process of their work.
■ Be wary of yourself if you find you are thriving on
closed -door "secret meetings." If your decisions aren't
something you would be proud to have announced
publicly, watch out — you're headed for trouble. If you
have any doubts, share them honestly with people
you respect and get their reactions.
THE HEALING PROCESS
have been lucky enough to work with Kirk Hanson
at Stanford University's Graduate School of Business
for this past year while pursuing a Ph.D. in human
and organizational systems at the Fielding Institute.
His guidance and the efforts of the Busin ess Ethics
Study Team, The Foundation for People, and other organizations have helped me dramatically. They have given
me the support I needed to recreate a self and a life.
The healing of my body and soul, racked by self -inflicted wounds, will not be an easy nor a short process.
Sometimes the internal bleeding of shame confuses me
completely. Will I be able to live a normal life, or am I
responsible for total restitution for the wrongs I have
helped commit? Somet imes I can feel these wo unds
healing, but then they are ripped open again by knives
of doubt and confusion, usually when I least expect it.■

I
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BUSINESS &ACADEME:

FORGINGAN
ETHICSPARTNERSHIP
Can students handle ethical dilemmas in the workplace?

BY GARY B. FRANK, CMA, M. H. SARHAN,
AND STEVEN A. FISHER, CMA
day, more than ever, a company's success is depenent u po n bo th t he t echni cal co mp et en ce and
oral character of its employees. An employee's
ai lu re to act et hi cal ly can damage hi s o r her
firm's established reputation.
While companies support corporate cultures that are
conducive to ethical decision making, it is difficult to
regulate decisions made by individuals at all levels of
the organization. Therefore, hiring employees with a
developed ethical consciousness is important to ensuring an ethical corporate environment.
Generally business s chools have deferred responsibility for teaching ethics. Unfortunately, this neglect
has dictated, in effect, that many students are graduated without ever having considered what constitutes
sound business ethics.
lb correct this deficiency, business must become actively involved in a partnership with educators to suppo rt p ro grams t h at h el p develo p st u d en t s ' et hi cal
consciousness. In most professional schools of accountancy, there is a failure to provide instruction on ethical

T
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issues faced by accountants. Despite the encouragement
from the major accrediting body for business schools,
the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, business ethics is an elective course rather than a
degree requirement in most universities.
The results of a survey of accounting educators found
that most accounting students receive only two class
hours of instruction on ethical issues faced by accountants. Furthermore, schools of accountancy fail to ensu re t h at s t u d en ts h ave q u es t i o n ed wh et h er t h ei r
future careers might place them in morally questionable situations where clear guidance is unavailable.
A variety of reasons exist for the apparent unwillingness of business schools to provide instruction in ethics:
• Many business pro fessors subscribe t o functional
economic models asserting that the marketplace is
the ultimate regulator of business ethics.
• Because of uncertainty regarding the use of public
funding in support of a specific philosophy or ideology, public universities generally are not supportive
of instructors' attempts to impart values.
• Class time has become a more precious commodity,
and a large body of required material has caused pro47

fessional schools of accounting to focus on technical
rather than ideological issues.
■ Finally, college educators claim that the ethical and
moral foundations underl ying s tudent beliefs are
estab lish ed l ong befo re t hey attend college, and,
therefore, attempts to influence student values are
futile.
Perhaps the most telling reason why business ethics
is largely ignored in accounting curricula is that professors are generally ill- prepared to address ethics except in philosophic terms. Business ethics is a sterile
topic unless professors and students can discuss the
gray areas of ethi cal behavior. Eth ics becomes trivialized when discussion centers on clear issues, such as
expense account cheating.
Unfortunately, many professors lack current, relevant
accounting experience and, therefore, are unable to do
much more than belabor obvious issues. Even when profes so rs have cu rrent b us iness experi ence, s tud en ts
often discount their virtues as being "Ivory Tower."

RISEOFTHEANTINERO
tudents enter the work force with preconceptions of
business conduct that often bear little relation to
pract i ce. M any st u den t s p res up p os e t h ey have
higher moral standards than do practitioners.
A coroll ary ass umpt ion mad e b y st udent s is th at
those in positions of authority may have advanced on
the basis of shady dealing. These assumptions are not
undercut by the popular press speculating on the ethical mak eu p o f in di vid uals , su ch as Ivan B oesk y or
Michael Milken, who have been glamorized as anti heros. Similarly, successful managers often have been
vi l i fi ed b y th e p res s fo r h avi n g ach ieved s u cces s
through legal business means that do not appear to conform with some nebulous norm of fair play generally
held in the public mind.
Students find it exceedingly difficult to grasp that
standards of corporate behavior are established not to
conform to esoteric levels of absolute propriety, but

Schools of accountancy are
failing to provide instruction
on ethical issues faced by
accountants.
rather to approximate the behavioral expectations of
prudent business people. In that regard, business ethics
are absolute and not situational. But standards of ethical conduct in business evolve over time in response to
c h a n g i n g e n v i r o n m e n t a l fa c t o r s an d p u b l i c
expectations.
For instan ce, 40 years ago sexual haras sment was
to lerated t o a h igher d egree t han it is t od ay. Onl y
within the last decade has sexual harassment become a
major focus of ethical standard setting. Behaviors that
p revi o u s l y were t o l erat ed may n o w b e s u b j ect t o
discipline.
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FOUNDATIONSFORAPARTNERSNIP
he effect of ethical dilemmas on decision making is
understood more clearly by business people than by
ma n y a c a d e m i c s . F r e q u e n t l y , m a n a g e r s
confront decisions that have an impact on individual
lives and economic well- being. Often, those decisions
require managers to apply nebulous criteria to determine appropriate corporate conduct.
While numerous companies have established formal
codes of conduct, these codes tend to prescribe specific
acts and state a corporate philosophy of responsibility
to shareholders and the public. Unfortunately, these
codes provide little guidance when managers make decisions. Without significant support from their firms,
managers must use their internal code of ethics to resolve conflicts.
Conversely, college professors are immune from having to confront choices in which their actions adversely
affect one party to the benefit of another. Professors'
evaluation of students does affect their future economic
success indirectly, but evaluation can be manipulated to
allow the professor to avoid the onus of the consequences
of decision making. Grade inflation is one resulting
phenomenon. Professors also have significant ability to
s t r u ct u r e t h e i r j o b s t o a vo i d e t h i c a l l y u n cl e a r
situations.

T

SNARINGTHERESPONSIBILITY
tudents are not prepared for the business world unless they have examined, discussed, and resolved
how t h ey wo u l d r es p o n d i n b u s i n es s s i t u ations that may involve morally questionable acts. While
professors can help students evaluate their responses to
case situations, classroom discussions alone can never
prepare students to deal successfully with an ethical
di l emma. F u rt hermore, u n t i l faced wi t h havi ng t o
make such a decision, students will not understand the
importance of developing a personal code of ethics.
Accounting practitioners can help students understand the conflicting pressures that confront managers.
They can also explain how career enthusiasm and desire to excel may jeopardize the ability to make ethical
decisions. It is difficult for professors to teach students
that people are unethical not only when they act in direct violation of a company's and society's interests, but
when they place their company's interests above everything else.
Practitioners also can address such issues as how to
reconcile differing ethical standards. For example, companies operating in foreign markets may be placed in
ethical jeopardy when distributors anticipate payments
from suppliers. Such practices skirt the edge of propriety under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).
The FCPA restrictions placed on American multinational companies fail to recognize that other societies'
st an d ard s of b u s in es s b eh avio r freq u en tl y refl ect
norms not accepted in American society.
We believe acco untin g practit ioners are uniq uely
qualified to contribute to the development of students'
ethical consciousness. Students can benefit from learning about the decisions practitioners must make when
there is no guidance available. Their real -world experiences can complement the ethics instruction students
receive from professors.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JUNE 1990

Practitioners can make the following contributions to
developing students' ethical consciousness:
• Discuss t echni cal i ssues , work rel ation ships , and
et h i cal p rob l ems t h at h ave o ccurred d u ri ng t h e
course of business operations.
• Work with students on a one -to -one basis and become
a role model they can emulate.
• Assist professors in the development of ethical case
studies for use in the various accounting and finance
courses.

Students need corporate role
models to emulate.
These cases provide students with opportunities to
become involved in real ethical problems and to develop
a framework to resolve these problems. This approach
enhances students' awareness of ethical problems and
prepares them to handle similar situations they will
encounter during their careers.

NAA 0 CAMPUS
ecently, the National Association of Accountants
(NAA) established the Management Accounting
Coordi nators Program. The pro gram calls for a
member of the accounting faculty in each of more than
500 universities to be designated NAA Management
Accounting Coordinator and serve as a liaison between
the Association and his or her campus. The coordinator
pro vi des facul ty an d st ud ent s wi th al l ed ucati on al
materials — including materials on ethical issues —
devel oped by th e NAA. Th is program i s a valu ab le
so u rce o f t ech n i cal as s i s t a n ce an d ed u cati o n al
materials.
NAA's videotape, It's Up To You: A Management Accountant's Decisions, explores several ethical situations
management accountants may face in their careers. Although the NAA tape does not resolve the ethical problems it poses, it provides students with the opportunity
to incorporate ethical consequences into their decision making processes.

R

NAA's Student Affiliate Group at California State
University, Chico, excelled in 1989.

THE FWIVU
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dents' ethical standards. A partnership between business and academe will enhance the quality of education
and the stature of the accounting profession.
■

of

Gary B. Frank, Ph.D., CMA, CPA, and M.H. Sarhan,
Ph.D., are associate professors of accounting at The University of Akron.
Steven: A. Fisher, DBA, CMA, is an assistant professor of
accounting at The University
Akron. They are members the Akron Chapter N A A .
of

of

orporate accountability is a major social theme for
the 1990s. Unfortunately, many companies fail to
meet the public's standard for corporate behavior.
How successful they are in the future will depend partially on t he degree to which th ey are res ponsive to
public expectations of corporate behavior. Thus, it is
sound business practice for companies to support ethical decision making.
All ethical failings are attributable to individuals;
therefore, the first line of corporate defense has to focus
on the individual. No firm can afford internal controls
that regulate the individual completely. Such controls
would be ultimately counterproductive because they
stifle initiative. Consequently, companies rely on their
employees' standards.
Accounting professionals have both the ability and
the opportunity to contribute to the development of stu-

IT.J. Engle and R. Elam, "The Status of Collegiate Auditing Education,"

Issues in Accounting Education, Spring 1985, pp. 97 -107.
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ETHICS IN BUSINESS:
AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF SUCCESS
Quite simply, ethical practice is good business.
BY ROGER B. SMITH

business. The reputation
of a firm as well as a pert h i c s , s p ec i fi son is the primary factor
cal l y b u s i n es s
in al l r e l a t i o n s h i p s ,
et h i cs , h as bewh et her it i nvol ves th e
come the focus of
sale of a product or the
a national concern followreliance upon a person's
ing the revelations of the
word. People prefer t o
qu es ti on ab le fi n an cial
deal wi t h t h o s e wh o m
market p racti ces o f t he
they trust.
1980s, While the subject
General Motors' manis not new, practices such
agement has long recogas t ho se d ramati zed by
nized that the company's
Th o ma s Wolfe in hi s
reputation i s the aggrebook Bonfire of the Vangate of the pers onal int eg ri t y of al l of t h e
ities or in t h e mo vi e
GM's Roger Smith: Management needs the bad news, too.
people who work or have
Wall Street have rais ed
the question of whether
worked for General Moor not our nation's value system in general and educators. We formalized this philosophy in 1977 with the
tion system in particular are properly preparing people
publication of an employee booklet, "Guidelines for Employee Conduct." In this booklet we point out that, "It
to act ethically in their careers.
would be comforting to have a booklet which sets forth
The key issues are:
clear -cut rules that would apply in all our business
dealings. This would help us b alance the seemingly
• Whether or not our educational institutions are inculcating a sense of ethics in our students, and
contradictory obligations we owe to our fellow stock• Do the nation's various institutions, including busiholders, customers, dealers, suppliers, communities —
and to ourselves and families.
ness, which create value for society, promote an enBut the world is not neat and orderly, and arriving at
viron ment as wel l as valu es an d procedu res th at
an ethical decision can be difficult. It has been wisely
reward ethical behavior?
observed that: `It is easy to do what is right; it is hard to
know what is right.'... In the final analysis, each of us
John Shad, former Commissioner of the Securities &
must exercise individual judgment and answer to our
Exchange Commission, believed so strongly in the need
own cons cience. As Gen eral Mo tors emp loyees, we
for an increased emphasis on the teaching of ethical
should never do anything we would be ashamed to exbehavior that he established a trust fund of $30 million
plain to our family or afraid to see on the front page of
for that purpose at his alma mater — Harvard Univerthe local newspaper."
sit y. The American Accou nti ng Ass ociat io n rais ed
Ethical conduct in business goes beyond this, howfunds from business and the accounting profession to
ever. Fbr example, one of the basic needs top manageinstitute annual seminars on the subject. The National
ment has is to receive reliable data and honest opinions
Association of Accountants, which first established a
from people throughout the organization. Management
Committee on Ethics in 1919, has formulated Standards
needs to hear bad news as well as good news. Too often,
of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants and
subordinates are reluctant to tell all the details of a
inaugurated an ethics column in this magazine.
project or an assignment that has failed or is in trouble.
Is all of this necessary? Has our nation's general beTh i s very h u man trai t o ccurs i n all wal k s o f l i fe,
havior deteriorated from earlier ti mes? Or, have our
whether personal, business, or governmental, and constandards fo r performan ce ris en from earlier t imes?
tributes to the making of bad decisions. In short, ethics
The answer to all of these questions is yes.
is an essential element of success in business.
■
Although history is full of horror stories involving
ethics, such as the Teapot Dome Scandal in the 1920s
and Watergate in the 1970s, it does seem that today, to a
greater degree than ever before, many people are unRoger B. Smith is chairman and chief executive officer of
aware of ethical considerations in their actions. As a
General Motors.
corol lary to t hat, our expectat ion l evel also has increased. We as a nation are less inclined to pass over
unethical conduct than we were in the past.
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Ethics in the
Management
Accounting Curriculum
What is the best way to teach ethical behavior?
BY STEVEN M. MINTZ
nsider trading scandals, gross
overcharges by defense
contractors, fraudulent
practices by management of
savings and loan institutions —the
list of ethics abuses seems to grow
every day. Such disturbing events
have led accounting educators and
professionals to call for increased
ethics education in the accounting
curriculum.
CAN ETHICS BE TAUGHT?
recent study by Gilda Agacer
and Judith Cassidy supports
the contention that ethics can
be taught. The researchers showed
the five vignettes from the National Association of Accountants'
video, It's Up to You: A Management Accountant's Decisions, to
students in a management accounting class. Students were
asked, both before and after seeing
the video, how likely they would be
to do what a member of the management team was asking them to
do. The authors found that in four
of the five situations, student behavioral tendencies shifted
significantly. The results showed
that a more ethical position was
taken in two cases, a less ethical
position was taken in two other
cases, and no significant change
occurred in one case.
The authors discovered that the
theme of many responses as to why
a particular course of action would
be taken was that the individual
was in a position he should not
have been in because of earlier,
ethically questionable decisions.
This was a common theme both in
the responses of students who
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1990

Students must be sensitized to ethical dilemmas. Above, students at Seattle University.

chose a more ethical position and
those who felt they would act
unethically because they had been
boxed in by earlier indiscretions.
Agacer and Cassidy concluded that
this feeling may explain in part
why significant changes in
position were not always to the
more ethical position.'
CRITICAL ISSUES
everal critical questions surround the teaching of ethics to
accounting students. What
should the goals of accounting
ethics education be? How should
accounting ethics be taught? When
in the curriculum should it be
taught?
The Goals. One of the goals of
accounting ethics education should
be to sensitize students to possible
ethical dilemmas that they might
face on the job. If they are exposed
to such situations in the classroom

and have an opportunity to discuss
various positions that can be
taken, they are more likely to
perceive the ethical aspects of
business decisions on the job and to
act ethically when confronted with
difficult situations.
The goal of accounting ethics
education should not be to tell
students what is right or wrong
behavior in a particular situation.
Indeed, accounting educators
should resist the temptation to
give their opinion until an ethics
situation has been discussed fully
with students. In this way, ethics
education can help to foster
analytical and oral communication
skills by requiring students to
take positions on ethical issues and
defend their views with logical
reasons.
The Method. The case approach
to teaching ethics in accounting
courses is an effective way to
sensitize students to ethical
51

dilemmas and to teach them a
decision - making process for
evaluating such situations. Harold
Langenderfer and Joanne
Rockness have presented an eight step decision - making model for
evaluating ethical dilemmas that
can be summarized as follows:
1. Identify the facts of each case.
2. Identify the ethical issues.
3. Identify the stakeholders, that
is, all parties affected by the
decision.
4. Develop alternative courses of
action.
5. Consider the ethics of each
alternative.
6. Evaluate the consequences of
each alternative.
7. Consider any practical
constraints.
8. Decide on a course of action.'
Another effective approach to
use in teaching ethics is to relate
ethical dilemmas to the Code of
Professional Conduct of the
American Institute of CPAs or to
the NAA Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management
Accountants [Standards]. They can
serve as a framework for the
discussion of problems by drawing
on standards of expected conduct,
particularly integrity and
objectivity in the performance of
professional services. Accounting
faculty may feel more comfortable
with this approach because it is
relatively easy to use in the
classroom although it is not as
thorough as the case method.
The Timing. Another important
issue is whether ethics should be
covered in a separate course or
throughout the accounting
curriculum. Integration
throughout the curriculum
enhances the students' ability to
identify and deal with ethical
issues in a variety of
circumstances and stresses the
importance of these concerns in
every aspect of accounting decision
making. However, a large number
of faculty would have to be
sufficiently interested and
adequately trained for this
approach to be effective. All too
often, accounting faculty omit
topics from a course when they do
not have the necessary background
or desire to cover the material with
students.
Fbr this reason, it may be
52

preferable in a given institution to
teach ethics in one specific course
in the accounting curriculum. The
problem with the one - course
approach is that it may create the
false impression that ethical
considerations do not permeate all
accounting decisions but are
relevant only to the issues
discussed in that one course.
SURVEY OF ETHICS IN
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
COURSES
n order to determine the specific
extent of ethics integration in
the management accounting
curriculum, I sent questionnaires
to 1,178 U.S. members of the management accounting section of the
American Accounting Association.
The members were asked to
respond to several questions concerning ethics integration in their
management accounting courses.
Applicable replies came from
266 respondents currently
teaching a management or cost
accounting course and from 67
others who had taught a course
during the past five years. Of these
333 respondents, 175 (52.6 %)
indicated that they integrated
ethics into their courses, while 158
(47.4 %) did not. As expected, most
of the respondents taught either
the introductory management
course or a cost accounting course.
Almost 70% of all course offerings
were of one kind or the other, and

almost all of them were required in
the program.
Teaching Materials. The 175
respondents who integrate ethics
into their accounting courses were
asked to indicate the various types
of teaching materials that they
use. The results are shown in Table 1.
The respondents use a variety of
teaching materials to integrate
ethics into the curriculum. Only
8.3% include textbook usage, even
though textbooks are the most
common teaching material for
management accounting courses.
Textbooks typically touch only
lightly on ethical issues so that
faculty turn to other sources for
ethics coverage, such as journal
articles and case studies. These
materials were mentioned in 20%
and 13% of all responses,
respectively.
One surprising result is the
extent to which codes of conduct
are used to integrate ethics into
the curriculum. Respondents
indicated that they used primarily
the NAA code. That is, of the 121
(27.1%) overall response rate, 82
(67.8 %) used the NAA Standards.
The NAA ethics video, It's Up to
You: A Management Accountant's
Decisions, is used by 71 (15.9 %)
respondents. The five vignettes on
this video are excellent vehicles to
promote discussions with students
about ethical situations faced by
management accountants. Little
training is necessary to use the
video, which is accompanied by a

TABLE 1 /TEACHING MATERIALS
Textbook
Journal articles and other readings
Code of professional conduct
NAA
AICPA
AAA
Not specified
Written case studies
NAA Ethics Video: It's Up to You: A Management

82
14
5
20

Accountant's Decisions
Other video presentations
Arthur Andersen ethics video
Others
Other materials:
Classroom discussion of ethical situations
Personal background /experiences in ethics area
Articles from newspapers /magazines
Work ethics on a case -by -case basis
Other
Totals

4
5
20
9
8
7
17

Number

Percentage

37
89

8.3
20.0

121
58

27.1
13.0

71

15.9

9

2.0

fit
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13.7
100.0
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TABLE 2/ CONSTRAINTS ON ETHICS INTEGRATION
All Respondents
Number Percentage
Curriculum constraints
Lack of subject matter /materials
Lack of interest/desire to
integrate ethics
Lack of ability/knowledge how to
integrate ethics
Other constraints
Totals

217
156

40.2
28.9

97
74

38.8
29.6

44

8.1

31

12.4

84
39
540

15.6
7.2
100.0

44
4
250

17.6
1.6
100.0

Comprehensive Leader's Guide
that provides an in -depth analysis
of the ethics - related issues and
makes suggestions to relate the
issues to the NAA Standards.
The Arthur Andersen ethics video
warrants mention even though
just a few faculty indicated that
they used it as an instructional
tool. The video is new and so
faculty might not be aware that
two of the five vignettes on the
videotape deal specifically with
the internal accounting
environment. Faculty are
encouraged to obtain copies of the
video from the American
Accounting Association.
One final observation about
teaching materials— recounting
personal experiences and
experiences taken from real -world
business situations is an excellent
way to integrate ethics. Another
effective method of ethics
instruction is to invite into class
accounting professionals who can
share their experiences with
students. Local NAA chapters and
CPA societies are usually more
than happy to provide guest
lecturers for ethics discussions.
Constraints. All survey
respondents with experience
teaching management accounting
courses were asked to indicate
which constraints limit the
amount of class time they can
devote to ethics integration. The
results are shown in Table 2.
Curriculum constraints were
mentioned most frequently by all
respondents (40.2%) as well as by
those who do not integrate ethics
into the management accounting
curriculum (38.8 %). These high
percentages are not surprising
because management courses do
not receive sufficient emphasis in
the accounting curriculum at most
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGMUNE 1990

Those Not
Integrating Ethics
Number Percentage

institutions and many educators
perceive these courses as already
too crowded with technical
material to devote any meaningful
time to the coverage of ethics.
Case studies do not have to be
long and detailed with many pages
or numbers. In fact, shorter cases
and video vignettes can be used
effectively to address the ethical
issues in a particular situation.
It is debatable whether there is a
lack of subject matter or materials
to teach ethics, yet 28.9% of all
respondents and 29.6% of those not
integrating ethics indicated that
such a lack was a constraint. As
discussed earlier, ample materials
presently are available to integrate
ethics into the management
accounting curriculum. If there is
a shortage of materials, it is in the
area of good case studies. They
should become more plentiful in
time through the work of the
AAA's Committee on
Professionalism and Ethics, which
currently is collecting case studies
for distribution to accounting
faculty.
One worrisome result is the
relatively high percentage of
respondents who indicated that
they lacked the ability or
knowledge to integrate ethics. Of
all respondents, 15.6% indicated
that this was a constraint, while
17.6% of those not integrating
ethics indicated the same. When
this result is combined with the
8.1% and 12.4 %, respectively, of
respondents who indicated that
they lacked the interest or desire to
integrate ethics, the issue must be
raised whether faculty are
motivated and trained sufficiently
to incorporate ethics into their
management accounting courses.
The majority of respondents who
mentioned other constraints on

ethics integration indicated either
that rewards were insufficient or
administrative support was
lacking for expanded curriculum
coverage of ethics. Part of the
reason many universities have
inadequate reward systems to
encourage meaningful ethics
integration is that accreditation
standards of the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business ( AACSB) are not specific
enough on this issue. Curriculum
standards for business
administration programs require
that the common body of
knowledge in business
administration include "a
background of the economic and
legal environment as it pertains to
profit and/or nonprofit
organizations along with ethical
considerations and social and
political influences as they affect
such organizations."'
In most schools this standard is
met through the inclusion of
ethical considerations in a business
environment course or a social and
political environment course.
Typically, ethics is not integrated
throughout the curriculum;
instead, it is incorporated into this
one course.
AACSB standards for separately
accredited accounting programs
are more specific in that they
require study of the environment
of accounting, including "the
organization of the profession, its
ethics and responsibilities and the
impact of governmental and
private sector organizations on
current and emerging accounting
issues." ' Even so, the standards
are not explicit enough to
encourage universities to do what
is necessary to achieve effective
ethics integration throughout a
variety of courses.
The Treadway Commission
(National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting)
recommended that business
schools should encourage faculty to
develop their own personal
competence as well as classroom
materials to integrate ethics into
the curriculum. The Commission
recognized that to do so, business
schools would have to develop
reward systems that would
recognize faculty contributions to
ethics integration through
innovative curricula development
Topical Integration. Respondents
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TABLE 3/ ETHICS INTEGRATION OF
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING TOPICS
Have Integrated

-VVI-. A- vg.
Response
Organizational behavior
Internal control and
accounting systems
Segments, decentralization,
and consolidations
Cost allocation
Capital budgeting
Operational budgeting
Product costing
Cost behavior patterns
and variances
Cost accumulation, general
accounting, and taxes
Standard costing
Inventories
Economics and government
Quantitative methods

4.72

1

5.45

1

3.81

2

5.24

2

3.65
3.49
3.32
3.26
3.19

3
4
5
6
7

4.25
3.80
3.82
4.46
3.58

5
8
7
4
9

3.12

8

3.44

11

3.03
3.02
3.01
2.80
2.12

9
10
11
12
13

4.18
3.41
3.57
4.75
2.49

6
12
10
3
13

to my survey were asked to
indicate the extent to which they
have integrated ethics into the
courses they teach and the extent
to which they believe that ethics
should be integrated into the
management accounting
curriculum. The results are shown
in Table 3.
An analysis of the results
indicates that respondents have
integrated, and believe that ethics
should be integrated, primarily
into the organizational behavior
area. This can be explained by the
fact that ethics was included as a
component of this category. Other
components include decision making analysis and behavioral
and motivational issues, all of
which have ethical implications.
The rankings of topics by
respondents were essentially
consistent except for those
discussed below. Respondents more
heavily integrated ethics into the
cost allocation and cost behavior
areas than they felt should be the
case. Also, respondents believed
more instructors should integrate
ethics into cost accumulation,
general accounting, and taxes
courses. A possible reason why it is
not done may relate to the
technical nature of tax topics and
the auditing content of the general
accounting area. Many
management accounting faculty
feel unqualified to cover such
topics in their courses.
A similar conclusion can be
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Ranking

Sho uld be Integrated
Wt. Avg.
Ranking
Response

reached with respect to the
rankings of the economics and
government category. Little
integration of ethics exists in this
area of the curriculum, yet it is
viewed as the third most
important for ethics coverage.
RECOMMENDATIONS
or faculty who want to foster
ethics instruction in the management accounting curriculum, I recommend the following:

F

1. Integrate ethics throughout the
curriculum because it is a
legitimate concern in all major
facets of management
accounting.
2. Use a method of instruction
that you feel most comfortable
with. Reference to the NAA
Standards and NAA's ethics
video are recommended
strongly for ethics instruction.
3. Avoid straight lecturing on
ethics. Invite professionals into
the classroom or share personal
experiences with students.
Conduct interactive discussions
in the classroom that get
students involved.
4. Consider role - playing with
students using written case
studies or videos. Putting
students in the position of the
management accountant with
an ethical dilemma is an
excellent way to sensitize them
to difficult issues.

Assign students the task of
writing their own ethics case
study, based either on personal
experience or created from a
fictional situation.
Attend one of the many
workshops conducted at
regional meetings of the AAA.
One final recommendation to
encourage ethics integration is for
universities specifically to
recognize faculty efforts to
incorporate ethics into the
curriculum. Also, AACSB
standards should be revised to
require curriculum coverage of
ethics throughout the business
school curriculum, not just in one
course that deals with other
environmental issues as well.
Management accountants now
more than ever are being held to
higher standards of ethical and
professional conduct. Accounting
educators must recognize that
ethical issues permeate the
management accounting
curriculum. Students should be
exposed to these issues throughout
their curriculum so they become
sensitized to possible ethical
dilemmas that they may face on
the job. They then will be better
prepared to deal effectively with
situations in which pressures exist
to act unethically. We as educators
have a responsibility to our
students and to the public interest
to do no less than this.
■
Steven M. Mintz, Ph.D., is
chairman of the Department of
Accounting at San Francisco State
University School of Business.
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Impairments and Writeoffs of LongLived Assets.
Dov Fried, Michael Schiff, and
As h wi np au l S o n d hi , Augu s t
1989.
In Defen s e o f t h e M an agemen t
Accountant.
Gerald H. Land er, Michael T.
Cro ni n , an d Alan R ei ns t ei n ,
May 1990.
Paying the Price.
Doug Adams, June 1990,
Government
Why Proposed Changes in Government Accounting Won't Work
L. Patrick Samsell, Dec. 1989.
Harmonization
Ralph Walters on Harmonization.
Louis Bisgay and Susan Jay son, August 1989.
Hospitals and Health Care
The Legacy of the $7 Aspirin.
Davi d W. M cF ad d en , Ap ri l
1990.
Strategic Management of Employee
Health Care Costs.
Gordon Barnes and James John
Jurinski, September 1989.
Insurance
Di s ast er! C o u l d Yo ur C o mp an y
Recover?
Steven A. Hirsch, March 1990.
Prep ari ng fo r a C h an gi n g In s urance Market.
David G. Adler, March 1990.
Strategic Management of Employee
Health Care Costs.
Gordon Barnes and James John
Jurinski, September 1989.
Interest Rate Swaps
Swaps: A 1990s Tool for Management of Financing.
Susan L. Malley, March 1990.
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In t ern al Co n tro l
Reshaping Finance at DEC (Q & A
with the author).
Bruce J. Ryan, December 1989.
Where Did the Cash Go?
Mary M .K. F lemin g and K. J.
Kim, July 1989.

In ves tmen t s
Investing Excess Working Capital.
Alan G. Seidner, March 1990.
The New Financial Instruments.
Theresa P. Rollins, David Stout,
an d Da n i e l O' M a ra , March
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Coping with Another Tax Year.
John McGowan and Burt Nissing, December 1989.
Tax Reform 1990? Let's Really Reform the System.
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Beware the New Accounting Myths
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Gerald E. Calvasina, December
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Coping with Change at Martin
Industries.
Russell F. Briner, Michael D.
Akers, James W. Truitt, and
James D. Wilson, July 1989.
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Ralph Walters on Harmonization.
Louis Bisgay and Susan Jay son, Au gu st 1 989.
In v en t o rie s
Im pairm en ts an d Writeoffs o f Lo ng Lived Ass ets.
Dov F rie d , Mich ael S ch iff , a n d
As h w in pa u l S on d h i, A u gu s t
1989.
Shoot Your Inventory.
Dennis S ch n eid e r, Sep t . 1989.

Leases and Leasing
The Lease vs. Purchase Decision.
Ralph L. Benke Jr. and Charles
P. Baril, March 1990.

Pricing Strategies for
Manufacturers.

Thomas S. Dudick, Nov. 1989.
Pr ic in g St ra te gy in t he A ut om ot ive

Leveraged B uyou t (LBO)
Tapping the Hidden Value of Your
Assets,
Scott E. Fredrick, March 1990.
Life -Cycle Costing
Improving Cost Management.
Allen H. Seed, III, Feb. 1990
M an agemen t
Coaching.

Glass Industry.
Robert J. Campbell, July 1989.
Telecommunications for the Factory
Floor.
Richard J. Mielcarz and Aida
Shekib, April 1990.
Mergers and Acq ui s it i on s
Dealing with Intermediaries.
Stephen B. Blum,
October 1989.
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISCAY, CPA, EDITOR
One current project of the MAP
Committee's Subcommittee on SMA
Promulgation is "Determining Occupancy Costs." The project is cosponsored by t h e In d u s t r i a l
Development Research Foundation
and is intended to result in an SMA
that helps establish consistency in
measuring performance relative to
corporate real estate. The article
that follows, written by an industry
representative, describes the kinds
of problems that the SMA should
ameliorate.

BENCNMARKINGANDCORPORATE
REALESTATE -THE SEARCHFOR
PERFORMANCESTANDARDS
BY C. ROBERT HEATON
the focus of the corporate real
es tate fun ct io n con ti nu es t o
hift from passive stewardship
of facilities to active and aggressive
management of the corporate real
estate portfolio, real estate executives are paying greater attention
to definitions and measurements of
performance.
Is t h e co rp o rat i o n p ayi n g t o o
much for downtown office space?
Does the company use more square
feet per employee than its competitors? Are real estate construction
costs too high? Does the corporation
own substantially more of its real
es t at e p o rt fol i o t han co mp et i n g
companies? Is this value reflected
in the company's stock price?
Answering such performance -related questions has never been easy,

A
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often becaus e a l ack of i nd us try
norms and standards has made it
di ffi cu l t to meas u re th e p erfo rmance of corporate real estate portfolios with accuracy. Competitive
benchmarking, an analytical process that enables companies to assess their own activities in terms of
the activities of their competitors,
may offer a solution.
In the last 10 years, the real estat e fu nct io n has evo lved from a
custo dial backwater to a seni or level strategic activity at many of
Ameri ca's mos t su cces s fu l co mpanies. Real estate departments at
these companies have adopted sophisticated financing, property deve l o p me n t , a n d j o i n t ve n t u r e
st rat egi es t o l everage co rp o rat e
tenancy, enhance or preserve portfolio values, and contribute to corporate profits and cash flows.
No w t h a t t h e y re co gn i ze t h e
val ue of measu rin g p erfo rmance
and assessing competitiveness, real
estate executives are investigating
analytical methods that have been
used successfully in other parts of
th ei r co rp o rati o n s. C o mp et it i ve
benchmarking is one such tool. But
as real estate executives attempt to
employ competitive benchmarking
proced ures, they often enco unter
glaring deficiencies related to performance measurements and industry standards. At most companies,
credible methods simply do not exist to account for the performance of
the real estate portfolio.
Most industrial corporations control highly diverse portfolios, for
example, which i nclude general and special - purpose facilities of diverse size, shape, and age that are
governed by a variety of ownership
structures and are scattered across
wo rl d wi de mark ets . In s uch s et tings, calculations of such basic performance metrics as occupancy cost
per square foot or occupancy cost
per empl oyee are no t s impl e ex ercises in arithmetic.
It i s di fficul t to compare s uch
costs when companies are likely to
define occupancy costs differently.
Some include rent, utilities, mainten an ce, taxes, an d in su rance in
the equation, while others may add
the costs of security, mail service,
fu rn i s h i n gs , o r t el eco mmu n i cations.
Internal accounting systems add
to the confusion. Often there is no
eas y way to co rrel at e real es tate
costs with physical and manpower

resources. Corporations may fail to
collect real estate costs by property.
When they do, they may not track
manpower by location but by business segment or ZIP co de — data
t h at may n o t refl e ct wh e re employees actually work.
Accounting principles applied to
real estate assets also complicate
ma t t e r s . Oft en b u i l d i n gs an d
pro p ert y imp ro vemen t s are d epreciated with virtually no recognition of their actual market value,
for in stance. Land as set s may be
carried at original cost rather than
cu rren t valu e. Leas e accou n ti n g
principles often require that rents
be averaged over t he t erm of t he
lease so that the effects of rent concessions, improvement allowances,
and other "year over year" benefits
are disguised.
Lack o f i nd ust ry stand ard s for
space measurement further clouds
th e is s ue. Wh il e th e Bu i l d i n g
Owners and Management Association has developed widely (but by
no means universally) used definitions for office space, similar standards do not exist for "nonoffice"
properties.
In th is en viron men t, co rp orate
real estate executives are attempting to manage assets profitably and
compet itively wi thout havin g the
means to measure how effectively
these assets, or even the managers,
are performing.

MEETHI6THECHALLENGE
Evidence is accumulating, however, that indicates that such measu rement s can be d evel op ed and
that much of the confusion and complexity surrounding the real estate
fun cti on can be redu ced th rou gh
the application of benchmarks that
are useful, available, and definable.
"Useful ben ch mark s" are relevant to the corporation's overall operational
and
financial
performance. Such measures drive
posi tive beh avio r th roughout the
organ izat io n at u ni t, fun ct io nal,
and corporate management levels.
Because annual earnings dominate
performance goals at most public
co mp a n i es , u s efu l real e s t a t e
benchmarks usually correlate with
a n n u a l p r o f i t a b i l i t y o r co s t
reduction.
"Avai l abl e measu remen ts " are
those that can be collected, interpreted, and communicated readily.
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Bench mark s bas ed o n tot al p ortfolio data are unlikely to meet the
availabi lit y t es t, fo r exampl e, as
most corporations cannot account
for total occupancy costs (but can
provide specific information by key
cities or facilities). Simplicity of colle ct io n an d in te rp re ta tio n s u g ge st s
that b e n ch m ark s sh o u ld avo id co m p le x ca lcu lat io n s or a r c a n e
def initio n s.
"Def in a b le b e n c h m ar ks " ar e
t h o s e t h a t a llo w m e a s u r e m e n t s t o
b e c o m e s t a n d a r d b e t w e e n co m panies, acr o ss d iv ers e m a rke ts, an d
am ong d iff eren t fu n c tio n a l ty p es o f
re a l e s ta t e . S u ch m e a s u r e s r e q u ir e
str ic t ad h e re n c e to co n s is te n t d ef inition .

Real estate benchmarks that refleet the qu ali ti es of useful nes s,
availability, and consistent definition tend to fall into three general
groups. The first set measures the
economic performance of corporate
real estate and places primary emphasis on annual occupancy costs.
The secon d grou p deals wit h t he
efficiency of real estate utilization,
The third set focuses on the cost of
acquiring or constructing various
typ es o f corp o rat e faci l i t i es . A
range o f appropriat e benchmarks
falls within these groupings:
■ O ccu p an cy Co s ts

Occupancy Cost per Square
Foot

RESEARCH
PATRICK L. ROMANO, CMA,
EDITOR

ACCOUNTINGPREDICTIONSFOR
2000: REVISITEDANDASSESSED
r. Mary Ellen Oliverio of Pace
University invited me to parti cip at e as a pan eli s t at t h e
American Accounting Association
Mid - Atlantic regional meeting held
in Arlington, Va., April 13, 1990.
The other panelists addressing this
topic, Accounting Predictions for
2000: Revisited and Assessed, were
Dr. William Markel, University of
Delaware, and Dr. Jean Wyer from
the Coopers & Lybrand national office in New York.
Two articles, previously distributed to the panelists, were used as
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Occupancy Cost per Employee
■ Efficiency of Utilization
Square Foot per Employee
■ Acquisition /Construction Costs
per Square Foot
Total Project
Base Building
Ten an t Im pr ovem en ts
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
I f b e n c h m a r ki n g c o r p o r a t e r e a l
es t a t e a c t ivitie s a m o n g c o m p a n ie s
d id n o t h in g m o re th an de f in e a se r ie s o f n a t io n a l a c c o u n t in g s t a n d a r d s f o r d e t e r m i n in g c o r p o r a t e
o cc u p a n cy co sts , it w ould d eliver a
valu ab le benefit t o corpora te Am eric a . A d d it io n a l p o t e n tia l b e ne f it s ,

h o wever, ma y acc o mp a n y t h e
process.
By comparing occupancy costs,
real estate departments can determin e wheth er th ey are provi di ng
quality space at prices comparable
to their competitors' costs. Having
settled that question, they can fine tune issues of staffing, negotiating
st rat egi es , or s t an dard s to meet
thei r co mpan ies' operati ng n eeds
better.
The value of benchmarking construction costs parallels the benefits of measuring space utilization.
Actual dollar expenditures per
sq u are fo ot on bas e building, tenant
bu ild -o u t a n d to t a l project
costs
p .l

can be compared clearly and then

the basis for discussion and presentation. They were: "CPAs /Auditing /200 0 +" by Howard S tett ler,
CPA, Journal of Accountancy, May
1968, pgs. 58 -60, and "The Accounting Discipline in 1999" by Charles
Horn gren, C PA, The Account ing
Revi ew, January 1971, pgs. 1 -11.

Drs. Markel and Wyer addressed
th e t o p ic fro m th e ed u cat o r an d
CPA profession points of view. They
pro vi d ed sp i ri t ed , in ci si ve, an d
provocative predictions for the attendees. My comments focused on
the management accounting sector
and t he Ho rngren article. I chose
this area simply because I am more
closely in touch with this field.
Let me refer more specifically to
th e Ch arl es Ho rn gren art icl e. In
summary, Horngren indicated that
the accounting discipline and education from the'60s on has been impacted by:
■ Quan t it ati ve met ho d s — u si n g

adjusted by corporations. A greater
value may come from a comparison
of criteria for location, image, and
quality of facilities and from com pari n g iss ues rel at ed t o multi tenant versus single - tenant design,
In a period of intense global com pe t itio n , w id e sp r e a d c o r po r a t e r e st r u ct u r in g,
and
rap id
technological change, U.S. corpora t io n s a r e d e m a n d in g p e a k p e r f o r m ance fro m all co m pan y re sour ces,
in c lu d i n g lan d an d b u il d in gs ,
which ha ve a va st e con om ic po te nt ia l . A s t h e c o r p o r a t e r e a l e s t a t e
fu n ct ion m at u re s in so p his t ic a tio n
an d im po rt an ce , th e ne ed f or a cc ura t e p e r fo r m an c e m e a su r e m e n t in ten sifies. E viden ce is a cc um ula ting

to i n d i c a t e t h a t c o m p e t i t i ve
benchmarking of corporate real estate is not only possible but that it
may provide an important tool for
measuring performance in an area
that heretofore has defied reliable
assessment.
■
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director,
management accounting practices.
C. Robert Heaton is managing
director of LaSalle Partners, New
York, N.Y.
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decisi on mo d el s in ch oo si ng
a mo n g a s e t o f a l t e r n a t i ve
courses of action in light of some
objective,
■ B e h a vi o r a l sciences —wh ich
focused on the user of accounting
information —the decision maker,
the m ana ger, th e in vest or, and

■ Computers.
This mo ve toward analys is and
decision making differed from the
previo us cu rricu la i nvol vin g description and procedure.
From his mock stance at the end
of the century, Horngren noted that
the final third o f the cen tury was
marked by:
1. The Accounting Education field
becoming first -class citizens in
the universities,
2. Sch oo l s t hat co ncent rat ed o n
what they do best — teaching the
bas ic d is cip li nes th at un derl ie
decision making and implemenMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1990

tation, and
3. Accounting occupations generally becoming more attractive
because ". . we responded
positively to the demands to
broaden our scope and elevate
our rigor."
I do hope that I can agree that it,
too, will be a gratifying occasion for
me on August 19, 1999. Fbr right
now we have an awful lot of work to
do in management accounting.
World -wide competition has
wrought major changes in the organization and technology of manufacturing operations. Much of the
intellectual base that has been
taught and researched in manageme nt a c c o un t i ng ha s be en
undermined.
Lagging far behind manufacturing process changes being implemented by innovative companies
are their accounting systems—even
in companies with traditional, little changed, manufacturing technologies. The users of accounting
information have not been served
well. Since the early `80s they have
been telling us that.
The academics' use of a single
product, single process model for illustrating cost accounting concepts
has been challenged. These simple
models and procedures have given
birth to distorted product costs, especially when applied to companies
producing hundreds and thousands
of varied products.
The simple fact is that accounting
research has tended to isolate itself
from accounting in practice. Academic accountants have found more
stimulus in the study of the abstract than of practice. They prefer
"pure" to applied research because
pure comes more easily, is more
fashionable, and offers better career prospects.
Practitioners, consultants, and a
number of academics have been
working together over the last five
years fashioning better cost accounting, cost management systems. Whether it's activity -based
costing, resource accounting or accounting simplification —all these
approaches have provided useful informa t i on and e n ha n c e d
communication.
Along with this progress, there is
a need for university -based researchers to spend more time dire c t l y
wi t h
i nn ov a t i ve
organizations. They must observe
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJUNE 1990

and discover for themselves. This
can only lead to progress and better
management accounting.
By 1999 we might have it all in
place. Cost accounting /cost management may have regained its elegance. This time around, however,
there will be no need to become
smug about our achievements. Cost
accounting /cost management is
only one of the major elements, required to be operative in order to
achieve world -class status. Fbr we
have now learned we have to
benchmark our competition, motivate our people better (participa-

tive management), plan on intensive employee training, acknowledge the supporting role that technology plays (our competitors can
just as easily purchase technology),
and practice continuous improvement with constant attention to the
basics at all times.
■
Patrick L. Romano, CMA, is
director of NAA research.
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" I need a top -notch CFO"
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This is a job for
ROMAC
From CFO to bookkeeper, ROMAC has the solutions to your staffing
problems. For 1-4 years ROMAC has attracted the best specialists because
we're specialists ourselves, with an insider's understanding of the positions
you're trying to till. Rely on ROMAC for your permanent staff and
temporary assignment needs.

Full Time, Part Time, All The Time
This is a job for ROMAC
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Prime franchise locations available. For information call Rick Sandler at (8f1O)3414)263.
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CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Orion Systems offers PYRAMID
2000, a PC -based consolidation
accounting package that provides
multisite and multinational
corporations with the means to
consolidate accounting procedures.
PYRAMID 2000 is designed for
financial and management
reporting including actuals,
budgets, plans, operations data,
and statistics. The software
specifically collects and
consolidates accounting
information from diverse
geographic locations and allows
financial reports to be generated
easily. It addresses foreign
currency conversion, nonstandard
account structures, intercompany
eliminations, reorganization, and
restatements. PYRAMID 2000
places data collection,
consolidation, and report
preparation control into the hands
of financial managers. The
software interfaces with Lotus

Your planning strategy
has just improved!
■ Instant financial planning,
budgeting, modeling and analysis.
• More control, quicker decisions and
numerous options. Easy to use.
• Increase your cash flow and
ROI. Used with Lotus, Excel
& SuperCalc.
■ BottomlineV - 7 business financial
models & 4 budget /cash flow
programs. 12,000-1- installed.
Order Today!
Reg. 5595
Special $3 99
1- 800 - 7 7 7 - 4 9 2 0
ILAR Systems Inc., 334 Baywood Drive
Newport Beach. CA 92660
714 -759 -8987

1 -2 -3, several popular graphics
packages, automated general
ledger systems, and flat files or
files of data from a database.
Circle No. 27

program lets users select options
that fit their job definitions and
shields them from having to learn
accounting. The menu is arranged
according to the tasks the user
wants to perform instead of by
module as other accounting
packages are. With this software,
businesses can track an unlimited
number of customers, vendors,
inventory items, and general
ledger accounts. The program
creates invoices, purchase orders,
statements, credit memos, and job
quotes. It uses preprinted forms or
will generate a form on plain
paper. Companies can tailor the
program to fit the requirements of
the company and adapt it to the
existing accounting structure.
Accountant, Inc. Professional runs
on a Macintosh Plus with a hard
disk and requires 1 Mb of memory.
Circle No. 29

MICA has released MICA Payroll
System, designed to simplify
business planning for
implementing a cafeteria plan.
Using cafeteria -plan deductions,
employers can set aside a portion
of an employee's salary on a
before -tax basis to be used for
health -care expenses or
dependent -care costs. MICA IV
Payroll enables employers to
establish individual deduction
plans for each employee. The
system then will calculate all
taxes in accordance with the
Internal Revenue Service
regulation 125 IRC. Deductions
can be specified to be withheld for
employer- administered expenses
or be included in the employee's
check for expenses paid by the
employee. Provisions are included
for reporting these deductions on
both magnetic media and printed
W -2 forms. The program also
handles 401K processing and
multistate payrolls. The MICA IV
Payroll System is available for the
IBM PC and compatibles.
Circle No. 28

Softsync, Inc. has released
Accountant, Inc. Professional, the
first Macintosh program to
incorporate an innovative "task"
approach to accounting and
finance. It is a fully integrated
package offering a general ledger,
accounts payable, accounts
receivable, inventory, payroll, job
costing, project management, and
complete financial analysis. The

CPAid now includes Expert System.
CPAid has added a unique
customer - support database to its
Master Tax package. The Expert
System knowledge base from
CPAid includes a distillation of
the company's customer support
experience, combined with a
hardware and software
troubleshooting guide. The Expert
System database is included as a
supplement to the Master Tax
program. With this knowledge
database, if a user is in the
Master Tax program and a
question comes up, he or she
probably will be able to get the
answer in seconds on the computer
screen instead of having to call a
support line. CPAid plans to make
this customer - support database a
regular and expanding feature of
Master Tax.
Circ le No. 30

Circle No. 15
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Macola has developed a fully
integrated Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) module for its
Macola software. The Macola EDI
module integrates transmitted
files directly into Macola customer
order processing and accounts
payable modules. It also creates
files to transmit from the
customer order processing and
purchase order and receiving
modules, without requiring any
additional file transfer or
manipulation. The EDI module
supports the retail industry
subset of the ANSI X.12 EDI
standards. It provides four
capabilities: basic purchase order,
invoice, voucher, and functional
acknowledgment.

database after a workstation
failure. Process fault tolerance
eliminates the need to rerun long
accounting processes completely if
they are interrupted due to power
outages or workstation failures.
The software lets the user resume
a process from the point where it
was interrupted. Media fault
tolerance helps network users
avoid reentering accounting data
in the event of an equipment
failure. It lets the user bring
backup databases up-to -date
without any need to rekey the
accounting information.
Circle No. 33

Circle No. 32

TLB, Inc. has introduced version
6.1 of Solomon III, its high -end
microcomputer accounting
package. The most unique feature
in the new version is multilevel
fault tolerance. Physical fault
tolerance ensures that when a
system software, hardware, or
power failure occurs, no physical
records are placed in the database
without their related indexes and
pointers. Logical fault tolerance
ensures that only complete
transactions are returned to the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JUNE 1990

Circle No. 35

Price Waterhouse has published
Doing Business in the Soviet

Circle No. 31

ICMS Software, Inc. has
released CMS -PC, activity -based
cost management system software
for the personal computer.
Conventional cost systems are
based on the assumption that
products consume resources. In
contrast, an activity -based system
assumes that activities are what
consume resources, and products
consume specific activities. CMS_
PC software uses data from a
company's existing general ledger
coupled with activity analysis to
provide the user with activity based product cost, nonvalueadded cost analysis, performance
measurement, and decision making information for target
costing, pricing, and business
process improvement. Standard
output reports include Bill of
Activity Product Cost, Target
Cost, Value and Nonvalue -added
Cost, Business Process Analysis,
and Performance Measurement.
The software operates on IBM and
compatible computers.

A separate newsletter covering the
latest pending legislation, trends,
consulting studies, surveys,
hearings, or other developments
will be issued semimonthly. The
guide provides comprehensive,
easy -to -read coverage of employee
benefits, including cost
containment, funding,
administration, labor contracts,
reporting, and compliance as well
as topics such as long -term health
care, maternity /family leave, and
child care.

The Ricoh FAX105 can receive wide
documents.

EQUIPMENT
Ricoh Corporation has
introduced the FAX105, the only
facsimile machine on the market
that can receive 11- inch -wide
documents without reducing the
document. The unit accommodates
two individual paper rolls. Users
can load the machine with 8 1l2inch, 10.1 -inch, or 11 -inch rolls.
With different paper widths
installed, the machine
automatically selects the
appropriate roll to match the
incoming document. This tabletop
unit offers a 133 - station
autodialer, an automatic document
feeder, error - correction mode, and
64 shades of gray for reproduction
of photographs. A 128 -KB memory
is standard. The FAX105 has a
built -in, full - featured phone with
a free - floating handset.
Circle No. 34

PUBLICATIONS
Commerce Clearing House has
published Employee Benefits
Management, a five - volume loose leaf guide with monthly updates.

Union, a guide for potential
investors in the Soviet Union. The
book covers business environment
factors, foreign trade and
investment opportunities,
restrictions on foreign investment
and investors, banking and
finance, forms of doing business in
the USSR, accounting principles
and practices, and taxation of joint
ventures, representative offices,
and foreign individuals.
Circle No. 36

SERVICE
Micro Code Technologies, Inc.
(MCT) has started an on -line
service for the financial industry
called THE FINANCIAL
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE (FSE).
Financial organizations, software
and database vendors, tax
specialists, and professional
associations manage their own
sections on the FSE network
instead of implementing and
maintaining costly on -line
information networks of their own.
They can provide'product
information and downloadable
demonstration packages to the
public, and newsletters,
spreadsheets, data files, and
software upgrades to their
customers and branch offices. The
FSE network includes an on -line
shopping mall, electronic mail,
teleconferencing, special interest
groups, and a company and
product index.
Circle No. 37
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ANewPublicationintheNAAClassicSeries:
RELEVANCE REDISCOVERED
Reading the ideas of accountants and managers from the
past may give you a solution
to a current problem, or at
least put it in perspective.
Does your company record
and reduce scrap as efficiently
as the General Electric Company did? How can marketing
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costs be controlled? What did
James O. McKinsey say about
the accountant's relation to the
g rY P
program?
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Relevance Rediscovered is an
anthology of 25 articles from
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machine -hour rate system,
which fell out of vogue in the
1950s but has come back as
we have entered the age of
robotics. It is an example of
an idea that has regained
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the 1919 -1929 Bulletins and
Yearbooks of the National

I

Association of Cost Accountants (as the NAA was known
in its early days). It contains
answers to these and similar
questions. One article describes the financial control
policies of the General Motors

I

I

I

I

Corporation in the 1920s.
Another tells about cost accounting in the production of
motion pictures in the days of
silent films — a procedure
that has changed surprisingly
little up to the present time.
An article by Clinton H.
Scovell discusses the scientific

I

relevance — only one of many
you will find in this volume.
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INACCOUNTING
EDUCATION

RALPH L. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGER H. HERMANSON, EDITORS

AC C O U N TI N G I N
THE SOVIET UNION
BY ADOLF J.H. ENTHOVEN
ince 1987, the Soviet Union has
been opening its economy to
foreign investment as part of
the needed restructuring of its
economy called "perestroika." The
Soviets are eager to cooperate with
U.S. and other foreign companies
in order to revamp and restructure
the Soviet economy. They recognize
that international — largely Western— technology, know -how, and
capital investment are badly
needed.
Soviet officials also recognize
that the accounting systems and
standards for East -West joint
venture operations should be
synchronized. They are exploring
ways by which the accounting and
auditing systems, standards, and
procedures between Soviet and
Western business partners could
be linked up.
Recently, the U.S.S.R. Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, in
conjunction with the United
Nations Center on Transnational
Corporations (UNCTC), organized
a three -day workshop on
"Accounting for and by East-West
Joint Ventures in Centrally
Planned Economies."
More than 120 Soviet and
Western practitioners were invited
to the workshop held in Moscow.
Several major international
accounting firms from Europe and
North America, including Arthur
Andersen, Coopers & Lybrand,
Ernst & Young, and KPMG -Peat
Marwick, participated as did a
number of academics from the
U.S.S.R. and the United States.
The specific purpose of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1990

workshop was "to promote the
understanding of accounting
procedures used in joint ventures,
to explore ways of improving their
comparability and identify areas
for future training, as well as to
design a curriculum for
accountants in centrally planned
economies." A series of 20 papers
had been prepared by various
experts beforehand, and these
papers were presented and
discussed at the workshop.
An important component was
the panel on "Curriculum for
Accountants in Centrally Planned
Economies," which tried to develop
curricula for training students,
practitioners, and academics in
accounting for joint venture
operations. The organizers felt that
to make Soviet accounting more
suitable for joint venture
accounting operations, an
understanding of international and
Western accounting and auditing
systems and procedures is
required.
Most Soviet accountants and
government officials consider their
existing system quite sufficient to
cater to the Soviet objectives,
although several would like to see
some radical changes in their
methodology. The existing Soviet
system is not suitably geared to
East -West joint venture accounting
requirements, as recognized by
most concerned. Several curricula
were considered warranted, and
they are expected to be
implemented in the near future
under the auspices of the Soviet
Government and UNCTC. They
would include:
• Short -term Academic Program.
Students in their last year of
studies would be required to
complete approximately 60
hours of class hours, either
spread over the semester period
or in the form of an intensive
two -to -three week program.
• Short -term Intensive Program.
Practitioners would attend a
workshop for two to three weeks
with six class hours per day.
• Program to Train the Trainers.
This course would require
trainers and educators selected
for the program to complete 12
to 15 hours of study per week
for an entire semester.
These programs would cover a
mixture of Western and Soviet

accounting and focus on
comparative issues between Soviet
and international accounting
practices. In addition, these
programs include: legal aspects
regarding joint venture
accounting; financial accounting,
disclosure and reporting;
management/cost accounting;
corporate finance; auditing —
financial and operating plus
taxation; and accounting
information systems.
■
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the Arthur Andersen Alumni/
Journal of Accounting Education
Professor at James Madison Univ.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni professor
and Regent's professor at Georgia
State University in Atlanta.
Adolf J.H. Enthoven is professor of
accounting and director of the
Center for International Accounting
Development at the University of
Texas at Dallas.
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CROSSROADS:AJITSUCCESS
STORY
Robert Stasey and Carol J. McNair,
Dow Jones - Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge
Road , Homewood , IL 60430, 1990,
290 pp.—The presentation in this
bo o k r e f l e c t s
t h e u s e of an
innovative tech- CROSSROADS
niqueinexplajning h ow a Justi n -t i me ( J I T )
man u fac t u ri n g
system is implement ed . In t h e
form of a novel,
the techn ical
discussion cleverly interweaves
with the story. The effect is an educatio nal t ool t hat makes learning
interesting and easier than would a
more conventional approach.
The book is based on a major U.S.
corporation's actual JIT implementation process. All the characters
are fictional, as is the name of the
company, but the sequence and natu re o f t he even t s d es cri b ed are
based on an actual JIT implementation. Facts from the authors' experiences were added, combined with
d r a m a t i c l i c e n s e to e n h a n c e
readers' interest.
JIT is a "hot " area in cos t management, and this book does a fine
job of teaching in a much more palatable form what otherwise might be
dry, technical material. I think both
managers and students would benefi t from read in g it . The b oo k is
part of the Coopers & Lybrand Performance Solution Series of which
Dr. McNair is editor. She is assistant professor at the University of
Rhode Island and the lead author of
three recent books on accounting in
a JIT environmen t. Robert Stasey
i s a p art n er i n t h e M an agemen t
Consulting Services practice in the
Boston office of Coopers & Lybrand.
68

He specializes in the manufacturing secto r, with particular expertise in operations improvement and
productivity.
Louis Bisgay
Director of Management Accounting
Practices, NAA

BUYING AND SELLING A
BUSINESSSUCCESSFULLY:A
PROVENGUIDEFOR
ENTREPRENEURS
Arnold S. Goldstein, Dow Jones -Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Road, Homewood, IL 60430,1990, 292 pp.—This
prolific writer and attorney teaches
at Northeas tern University and is
president of a business brokerage
firm. Thus, he brings solid credentials to this well- written and helpfu l bo o k . Th e vo l u me i s a i med
pri maril y at p u rch asers o f b us i nesses as opposed to sellers. Useful
chapters on financing, negotiating,
assuming leases, and developing an
"i ron -cl ad p urch as e agreemen t "
would help any prospective buyer,
r e g a r d l e s s o f t h e si ze o f t h e
transaction.
Alfred M. King

JOINTVENTURESANDOTHER
ALLIANCES: CREATINGA
SUCCESSFULCOOPERATIVE
LINKAGE
Alan I. Mur ray a nd Ca ren S iehl,
Fi n a n ci a l E xecu t i ves R es ea r ch
Foundation, 10 Madison Ave., Morristown, NJ 07962, 1989, 100 pp.—
The Financial Executives Research
Fbundation is to be commended for
sponsoring and publishing a valuable additio n to the li teratu re on
joint ventures. The number of corporate joint ventures is increasing
substantially, in part, the authors
indicate, because of "globalization."
Jo i n t ven t u res are a co n ven i en t
method of dealing with barriers to

new markets. The authors found in
their research that joint vent ures
are appropriate "when a company
ei t h er l ac k s th e n eces s ary resources or is unwilling to commit
the resources necessary to compete
in d ep en d en tl y. " Th e ch ap t er o n
cultural differences within both organizations and the impact on future joint venture success is very
valuable.
A company that is contemplating
a joint venture, or even one with an
ex is ti n g jo in t ven tu re, wil l fin d
helpful material here.
AMK

RATIONALACCOUNTING
CONCEPTS:THEWRITINGSOF
WILLARD J. GRAHAM
Edited by Harold Q. Langenderfer
and Grover L. Porter, Garland Publishing, Inc., 136 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10016, 1988, 508 pp.—
Wi l lard J . Grah am, who di ed i n
1966, was a giant in the worlds of
acco unt ing an d executi ve edu cation . Th e p refatory recoll ecti ons
and accol ades by s ome who were
to u ch ed b y hi s l i fe at tes t t o h i s
prowess in many areas: He was an
extraordinary teacher and writer;
he p io n eered ad van ced management education at the University of
Chicago and continued in this vein
at t h e Un i vers i t y o f No rt h C arolina; he served on many committees d e al i n g wi t h pro fessi on al
accounting standards; and his editing at Richard D. Irwin Publishing
Co. prompted that organization after his death to designate its series
i n ac co u n t i n g t h e Wi l l ard J .
Graham Series in Accounting.
Pro fes sor Lan gen d erfer, who
worked with and for Graham, and
P ro fes s o r P o rt er, a s t u d e n t o f
Graham's, have painstakingly, and
wi t h great app reci at io n , p u t t o gether a collection of Graham's articles from a variety of publications
th at s p an t h e p eri o d fro m 1 9 2 6
through 1965. Each article is prefaced by a comment from one of the
edi tors. The articles deal mai nly
wi th co s t an d man a gemen t accounting, financial reporting, and
accounting and business education.
The book offers fascinating insights
fro m th e pers pect ive of o ne who
very early recognized the value of
accoun ting to th e man agement of
an enterprise.
Louis Bisgay
MANAGEMENT AGCOUNTING4UNE 1990

Vincent M. O'Reilly, Murray B.
Hirsch, Phillip L. Defliese, and
Henry R. Jaenieke, John Wiley &
Sons, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY
10158, 1990, 1,150 pp. —This comprehensive desk reference focuses
on auditing from the perspective of
the independent auditor. The latest
edition of this well -known "auditor's bible" includes the effects of
the 10 new auditing standards promulgated by the Auditing Standards Board of the AICPA. As three
of the four authors have been or are
heavily involved in auditing practice at Coopers & Lybrand, the logical result is a thorough, well -documented reference book. Virtually
all areas of auditing are covered in
great detail with the exception of a
somewhat superficial treatment of
auditing of income tax liability.
Given the current complex state of
the accounting treatment for this
item, it is surprising that only limited coverage, involving a total of
seven pages, is given to this topic.

This book would make a fine addition to a library of anyone intereste d in fi na nc i a l a ud i t i ng,
particularly internal auditors who
are involved in improving the way
that their work dovetails with the
work of their CPA firm counterparts. It also is useful for financial
managers who would like to better
understand the viewpoint of the independent auditor.
J.B. Schiff CMA

plied, Synchronous Manufacturing,
based on the theory of constraints,
has enabled manufacturing operations to achieve very significant
performance improvements indeed. Specializing in the implementation of these techniques,
these management consultants explain why many manufacturing
operations have trouble meeting
schedules, why despite our best
efforts inventories always seem to
grow, and why traditional attempts to solve such production
SYNCHRONOUS
problems as poor delivery perforMANUFACTURING: PRINCIPLES mance, long production lead times,
FORWORLD-CLASSEXCELLENCE poor quality, and escalating product cost more often than not miss
M. Michael Umble and M.L.Srithe target.
kanth, Spectrum Publishing Co., 25
The book is based on actual client
Science Park, New Haven, CT
work performed by the Spectrum
06511, 1990, 270 pp.— Building on
Management Group —some of these
the work of Eliyahu M. Goldratt,
case studies have been described at
author of both The Goal and The
NAA conferences —and thus the
Race, his former colleagues at The
book has a practical orientation.
Spectrum Management Group
AMK
have developed the concepts of
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Measures for Manufacturing
Excellence
edited by Robert S. Kaplan
The second volume in
the Harvard Business
School Series in
Accounting and

Control
In this pathbreakingg
new book, Robert S.
Kaplan (co- author of
Relevance Lost: The Rise
and Fall of Management
Accounting)and other
authorities from around
the world describe now
some of the most forward- thinking companies
are usingg operations and accounting measures
to win the battle for manufacturing excellence.
Issues discussed include measuring organizational improvement, facilitating organizational
learning, motivating product design improvements, and evaluating production planning.
425 pages #229 -1
$35.00

Harvard Business School Press

Operations Department, Boston, MA 02163
Phone: 1 -800-545-7685
FAX: (617)495-6985
Please mention telephone code 154A when placing order.
Book
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ASSOCIATION
NEWS
RICHMOND
CHAPTER
CELEBRATESSOTH
ANNIVERSARY

Chapter received
proclamations last
September from the
mayor of the city and the
governor of Virginia
declaring October 1989
as National Association
of Accountants' Month.
Both the mayor and
governor honored the
NAA and its management accountants for
their "significant
professional contributions to our business,
to our communities, to
our cities, to our state,
and to our country."
■

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES
(ELAs)
Charles W. Calhoun,
Elmira Area.
Roger N. Clark,
Madison.

With bagpipers to kick
off the event and lead in
the celebrities, more
than 260 members
celebrated the Richmond
Chapter's 50th
Anniversary on May 10
at The Hyatt House in
Richmond, Virginia.
NAA Chairman
Earnest Huband, a past
president of the
Richmond Chapter,
reflected on the
Chapter's historic past,
its members, and its
service to the
community and area
businesses. He recounted
the efforts of the 40
charter members who
first organized the
chapter on May 12, 1940.

Two charter members,
W. Hugh Goodwyn and
Eugene Ho1sc1aw, were
honored with 50 year
pins. Mr. Goodwyn, past
president 1945 -46, was
also honored as the
oldest past president.
Also present at the
celebration was NAA's
President Thomas
O'Toole. He looked to the
next 50 years as a period
of even greater growth
for the Richmond
Chapter as management
accountants are called
upon to meet the new
challenges of global
competition. He
expressed appreciation to
the Chapter's current
president, Cara Gray, for
her dedication and
commitment, as well as
the Anniversary
Committee, during the
past year.
TheRichmond

NAA Chairman Earnest Huband pins W. Hugh Goodwyn,
a charter member and president in 1945 -46 of the
Richmond Chapter.

Roanoke.

James B. Dallas,
Golden Triangle.
Charles C. Deininger,
Lehigh Valley.
O. Howard Edwards,
Mobile.
Buford O. Firebaugh,
Burton H. Ginther,
Rochester.
Samuel P. Gould,
Chattanooga.
Horace A. Haas,
Charleston.
President Thomas M. O 'Toole congratulates Richmond
Chapter President Cara Gray during celebration.
40

Herbert C. Meyer, Jr.,
Dallas.
William L. Neiman,
San Jose.
William A. P eet,
Kalamazoo.
Max C. Rankin,
Wichita.
Richard R. Sandburg,
Orange Coast California.

IN MEMORIAM
Arthur Appleman, 60,
Miami, 1982.
John M. B aker, 44,
Rochester, 1979.
Francis X. Griffin, 59,
Alameda County- South,
1957. ELA.
Russell R. Jones,
Raleigh Area, 1969.
ELA.
Henry M. Klein, 63,
St. Louis, 1953.
John Lingner, Jr., 72,
Cleveland, 1978. ELA.
Paul J. Magruder, 69,
Louisville, 1948. ELA.
Norman B. Moffat, 56,
Elmira Area, 1970.
Leo Moguel, 72,
Long Island, 1980.
Helen S. P age, 69,
Cleveland, 1966.
Lawrence G. Regner,
95, Milwaukee, 1981. ELA.
R.D. Sturgeon, 70,
Pittsburgh, 1965. ELA.
E. Tadlock, 51,
Diablo Valley, 1977.
Tom

DEBORAH LYNCH, EDITOR
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CLAS-SI-FIED
INFORMATION
SERVICES
E f f i c i e n c y . Th e CP As
STATE TAX FORMS SERVICE. Reproducible forms with
instructions for all states and
U.S. cities. Complete, updated,
o r ga n iz e d , an d in d ex e d .
Credits, Amendments, Extensions, and mu ch more. Free
Fbrms Assistance on demand.
800 -541 -7197.

EDUCATION
FULLY APPROVED
UNIVERSITY DEGREES!
Economical h om e stu dy for
Bachelor's, Master's, Ph .D.,
approved by California
fully
State Departm ent of Education. Presitgious faculty counsels for independent study and
life experience credits (5,000
enrolled stu d en ts, 400 facult y) . Free in fo rma ti o n —
Richard Crews, M.D. (Harvard), President, Columbia Pacific University, Dep artment
3E76, 1415 Third Street, San
Rafael, CA 94901. Toll free:
(800) 227 -0119; California:
(800) 552 -5522; or (415)
459 -1650.

OPPORTUNITIESIN
ACCOUNTING&
FINANCE
WE ARE A LEADING authority in the placement of Acc o u n t i n g an d F i n a n c ia l
professionals nationwide. We
are a ctive ly re cru it in g f o r
positions which include VPs of
Finance, Controllers, Cost Accountants, Credit Managers,
Financial Analysts, Staff Acco u n t a n t s, a n d A u d it o r s .
These positio ns range fro m
$35,000 to $130,000. If yo u
want an exciting growth opportunity in many desirab le
lo c a t io n s , p le a s e c a ll
803- 788 -8877 and mail your
resu m e t o : F-O -R-T U-N -E
Pe rs on ne l Co n s u lta n t s o f
C o l u m b ia , 108 Co lu m b ia
No rt h ea s t Dr ive , F o r t u n e
Square, Columbia, SC 29223.
You may fax your resume to us
at (803) 788 -1509. Our client
companies pay our fees.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE
DEPRECIATION /FIXED
AS S E T MAN AG EM EN T.
Over 500 users, many call this
th e b est pro gram availab le.
IBM- PC/XTIAT/PS2 and compatib les. Federal, State and
Book detail by month. All normal m etho d s in clu din g SL,
SYD, DB, ACRS, MACRS, and
SHORT TAX YEAR_ Full
screen editing of detailed records, variable FYE and more.
Optional custom reports with
so rting, sp litting an d m ergin g. Versio n 4.00 $95.00.
Cu s to m R e p o r t s $8 0 . 00.
MONEY BACK GUARANTE E . VISA /MC accep ted.
SOFTLINK, P.O. Box 2433,
Stuart, FL 34995 Phone (303)
224 -0281.
FINANCIAL PLANNING
F OR BUSINESS: Th e 3D
Planner, 24 -m onth financial
projections. Complete "what
if" m od elin g for the p ro fessional accountant. Simple but
complete. Pro jected Financia ls , St a t e m e n t o f C a s h
Flows, grap hics, tax estimation, ratio analysis and more.
Fbr XT or AT PC, Only $395
money -back guarantee from
Lakesid e So ftware, 78 Lake
Fran kst o n , Fra n kst o n , TX
75763,(214)876 -2224.
BU S I N ES S P L AN N I N G
SOFTWARE! Create m ultiy ea r b u sin es s p ro jec tio ns
q u ic k ly a n d e a s ily . Pr e pro gram med, integrated inco m e st a t e m e n t , b alan ce
sheet, cash flow, b reakeven.
Requires LOTUS 2.01 or compatible. Includes manual. $45,
money back guarantee. MC/
VISA. To order Business Blue Print, or for information, call
1.800- 735 -5581.

TAXFORMS
FORSALE
FI R ST FE D ER A L F OR M
1040 (Year 1913) with instructio n s. Ex act rep ro d u ction!
Real conversation piece! $7.50
(2/$14.50). Norman Fialkow,
Lin co ln Bu i ld i n g , S u it e
B4026, Boca Raton, FL 33434,
Dept. 15.
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1913 FORM 1040. Complete
first tax return including instructions authentically reproduced on single 8 1/2 x 11
parch m ent paper. $8. We
brought it to you first in 1985;
guaranteed best quality, best
price. Deluxe Version Available $49.95. (501) 782 -5942.
Executive Marketplace, P.O.
Box 3988 -MA, Fort Smith, AR
72913.

EARN CP E CREDIT for
passing open -book exams on
PRACTICAL ACCOUNTANT,
JO UR NA L OF A CC OUNTANCY, TAX ADVISER,
TAXATION FOR ACCOUNTANTS, MANAGEMENT ACC O UN TI N G ,
or CPA
JOURNA L. QUARTERLY
CPE EXAMS, 1500 -P Independence, Greensboro, NC
27408. (800) 443.8248, Extension 1040.

OPPORTUNITIES
"DOWNUNDER"

BENEFITSSOFTWARE

LOOKING TO EXPAND TO
Australia? Research & Reporting offers market studies, indu s tr y / p ro d uc t r e p o r t s ,
strategy planning, com mercial negotiations, other business intelligence PLUS an
informative monthly newsletter. Full particulars via airm a il fr o m A u s t r a l i a n
Downunder, 10 Angorra Road,
Terrey Hills, Sydney, NSW,
2084 Australia.

CMAREVIEW
NEW ENGLAND CMA REVIEW will present classes in
the Boston area starting in
September 1990. Fbr information, please call Professor John
Slipkowsky, CMA, CPA (508)
685 -6681.

STARTYOUROWN
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICE!
NEW CLIENT DEVELOPMENT, streamlined accountin g s y s t e m s , c o m p le t e
training, continuous home office support, etc. Inquire today. Join the fastest growing
national accounting franchising network; over 100 offices
throughout the U.S. and Canada. PADGETT BUSINESS
SERVICES, established 1966,
1 -800- 323 -7292.

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
COMP UTER CP E QUARTERLY. Self -study CPE using
Computers in Accounting,
P C Magazine, P C World,
othe rs. FRE E I NFOR MATION PACKAGE. Also, FREE
ISSUE of CPA Com puting,
the monthly PC information
newsletter for accounting professionals. Information Access
Group /MA6, 17610 Midway
Road, Suite 134360, Dallas,
TX 75287.(817)430 -4866.

Reti rem ent P l an Adm inistrators. ALLOCATE saves
time performing allocations of
defined contribution profit sharing or m oney purchase
plans. Allocates contributions,
forfeiture reallocations, income and expenses with or
with ou t int egra tio n. A ls o
prints participant letters and
full range of administrator reports. Runs on Lotus 1 -2 -3 Release 2.01 or 2.2, requires
640K RAM. Disparity testing,
"what -if" capability for contributions and more. Call (303)
465 -4669 or write AQS, P.O.
Box 1344, Broom field, CO
80038 for information.

INVENTORYLEVELS
INVENTORY FORECAST
ING (IBM/compatibles)—
inventory program enhancement. Moving average demand
history. Demand forecasting
(4 options). EOQ ordering/
holding cost determination.
Leadtime forecasting. Safety
levels (3 options). Reorder
points, menus, help screens,
manual $49. Lotus tem plate
$29. MICROFLOW, Box 1128,
Alexandria, VA 22313.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
PROFITABLE ACCOUNTING & TAX businesses for
sale. Owner financing Western, Midwestern locations.
AFFILIATED BUSI NE SS
C O N S UL TA N TS , (719)
548-8888.

NOMESFORSALE
ATTENTION—GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (Ur e p a ir ) . D e l in q u e n t t a x
property. Repossessions. Call
1- 602 - 838 -8885 Ext, GH15922.

TYPING SERVICE (established 30 years) specializing
in financial statements, trust
and estate accoun tings. Top
quality work. Excellent references. Pickup and delivery .
MARGERY DEVLIN (212)
475 -1832; FAX available.

NELPWANTED
CALIF ORNIA AND NATIONWIDE. We currently
represent over 100 career opportunities in Industry (Fortune 1000 plus exceptional
em er gin g bu sinesses) and
Public Accounting (`Big 8 ",
high quality locals) for experienced Tax, Audit, Accountin g,
and
Co n su ltin g
professionals. Relocation assistance available. Resum es
to: Execu tive Reso urce System s, 27 281 Las Ram b las,
Suite 200A, Mission Viejo, CA
92691, (714) 367 -0777.
500+ ACCOUNTANT JOB
OP ENINGS nation wide in
our weekly POSITION REPORT. Graduate accountants,
CPAs, jobs both public and private from entry level to CFO
by region. $39 / 4 wks, $99 / 12
wks, by m ail o r co m p u ter.
DAVID J. WHITE & ASSOC.,
INC., 600 N. McClu rg Ct.,
Suite 3805A, Dept. MA, Chi cago, IL 60611. 800- 962 -4947.
VISA /MC (Co mpu ters dial
312 - 951- 0694).
CHIEF F INANCIAL OF FICER. A leading acute care
h o s p it a l in S o u t h e r n
C a li f o r n i a is s e e k in g a
qualified financial man ager.
Ideal candidate will possess a
minimum of 5 years of experienc e in fin an cial m a n ag ement. Ex cellen t salary an d
benefits. Fbr immediate consideration please send resume
in con fiden ce: AMERICAN
CONSULTING GROUP 3185
A ir w a y Av en u e , S t e . J,
Co s t a Me s a , CA 9 2 6 2 6 ,
(714) 556 -2228, Attn: Eileen
Ivers.
72

Assistant Corporate Controller, 40 hrs/wk, 8 -5, $70,000 /yr.
Preparation & consolidation of
all foreign country & division
fin an cial data & rep orts, includ ing fin ancial statements
& m a n ag e m e n t r ep o rt s .
Provide accoun ting & financial suppo rt to a po rtfolio of
foreign operating units including development of accounting
practices, procedures & contro ls & fin an cial rep orting
procedures. Analyze results of
operation s & assist with investm en ts /acq u isitions in
various cou ntries & p repare
reports & business plans for
managem ent. Supervise record keeping functions for divisio n h ead qu arters including
establishing accounting practices, procedures, & controls.
Min Reqs: MBA in Accounting
(or BBA with CPA certification). 5 years in accounting,
auditing, & financial/accountin g co n s u ltin g in e it he r a
large national or international
public accou ntin g firm or at
the m anagemen t accounting
level of a large multinational
corporation. 1 yr in managing
the corporate accounting functions of a large multinational
co mp an y (inclu ding the development of operating, capit a l & ca sh b u d g et s) , in
managing project teams with
nation al & internatio nal clients in vo lving the design &
implementation of new financial sy stem s, p ro cedures,
train in g p ro gram s, & com puterizing financial systems,
& in merger acquisition analys is . Ap ply at t h e Texas
Em p lo y m en t Co m m ission,
Dallas, Texas, or send resume
to t h e Tex as E m p lo ym ent
Commissio n, TEC Building,
Au stin , Tex as 787 78, J.O.
# 54 581 89. Ad p a id by a n
Eq u al Emp lo ym en t Opportunity Employer.

(201) 573 -6280.

READERS,
TAKENOTE
Readers:
Be sure and use
the READER SERVICE
CARD in this issue of
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING ®! If you
see an advertisem en t,
new product or
service, or article
that intrigues you,
or, if you are m erely
curious and would just
like som e additional
inform ation, USE THE
READER SERVICE CARD
to get the inform atio n
sent to you expeditiously.
The READER SERVICE
CARD is there for your
convenience...so USE IT
EACH AND EVERY
MONTH.

Change of Address:
Se n d p r e s e nt a d d r e s s lab e l a n d n e w a d d r e s s inc lu d in g zip co d e to
Me m b ers h ip R e c ord s ,

N A A , M on tval e, NJ
07645 -1760.

READER
SERVICE
CARDNO.

ADVERTISERS'INDEX
Audio Digest
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11
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21
15

Doyou
want to
reach hundredsof
thousandsofcorporate
accountantswith your
productor service?
Call
Doryne Gerstein
(201) 573 -6275

Business software? Career
opportunities? Business for
sale? Position wanted? New
pr od u ct s? Le as e s? W h at ever you want to sell —use
th e
MA N AG E ME N T
ACCOUNTING® classified
dep art m e nt to do it . N AA
h a s 96,000 r e a d e r s a n d
pot ent ial cu sto m er s. Ca ll
Nan cy
Ma lva s i
at

12
1
3
2
5

CMA Examination Review
Com merce Clearing House
Com share
Control Data
CPAid
Equit able
Fast -Tax
Flagsta ff E ngineer ing
Harvard Business School
ICMA
ICMS
Ilar System s
NAA Research Publications
Padgett Business Services
Relevance Rediscovered
Robert. Half
Romac Associates
Ross Systems
Xerox
Xerox Fax
-

BUSINESSSERVICES

&

CLASSIFIED

96,000 Customers!

I N TE R N A L A U D I TO R :
CONDUCTS independent
protective & constructive audits to review controls effectiveness, financial records &
operations. Examines records
to insure proper recording.
Reviews systems to determine
efficiency & protective value.
Reviews data regarding assets, equipment, manpower to
determine utilization degree.
Analyzes data for evidence of
controls deficiencies, effort duplication, fraud. Reports to
managem ent scope of audit,
conditions found & source &
application of funds. Audits
contracts, orders & vouchers &
reports to m anagement. Designs accounting system s &
prepares budget to provide expenditures control. Responsible
for
makin g
recommendations improving
operations & financial position. Min. bachelor's Accounting ¢ 2 yrs. exp. sam e job;
verif iable ref eren ces. Hrs:
Mon —Fri 9 A.M. --5 P.M.; Sat.
10 A.M. -3 P.M. Salary: $450/
Wk. Submit resum e only to
Job Service of Florida, 701
S.W. 27 Ave., Rm 15, Miami,
FL 33135, Ref: Job Order #FL
0258041. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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Benefits are hot!
Employees want more and better.
Employers want the best for less. And
Congress, the courts and administrative agencies are changing the rules of
the game on a weekly basis.
The pressure's on, and it's tough
for benefits professionals like you to
have time for a personal life, much less
an extra cup of coffee... unless you've
got the right help — Employee Benefits
Management from CCH.
This comprehensive, new, five volume service is designed to be your
"one- stop" benefits resource for the
'90s and beyond. It gives you fin ggertip
access to thorough yet concise, plain English explanations (and full -text reporting when needed) of the tax and
non -tax aspects of every type of employee benefit, with special emphasis
on plan design , evaluation and administration, and critical guidance in communications and data analysis.
No more wasted time combing
through countless sources to piece to-

gether the kind of complete, accurate
information you need on Insurance,
Dependent Care, Retirement, Stock Options and Nonqualified Plans, Nondiscrimination Rules, Administration,
Reporting and Disclosure, Employment
Taxes, Labor Contracts, Benefits Management and the literally dozens of
subtopics branching out from these
major areas.

F

YES! Enter my subscription to CCH's
Employee Benefits Management (8909)
for the period indicated below, with
monthly reporting starting next
month. I understand that I will receive
all back issues of Directions along with
my loose leaf volumes. (Sales or use tax
will be added where appropriate.)

Employee Benefits Management puts it
all in one place, topically arranged, precisely cross- referenced and constantly
updated with monthly Reports.
And no reference work is more specifically tuned to your special research
needs. From its uniform and consistent
format, to its unique, alphabetically arranged Benefits by Topic volume, to Directions, the thought-provoking, biweekly
benefits newsletter (included at no extra
cost), this Reporter has what it takes to
help you work faster and smarter.

� �1495�per�year�for�two�years, beginning August 1,
1990, payable annually as billed.
� $545 for one year, beginning August I, IM. payable as billed.
1 � �Please�have my local CCH Sales Representative
I
contact me.
Call Toll -Free 1. 800 - 248.3248
For the CCH Sales Office Nearest Youl
Name
Signatu

No. & street
(We do not ship to P.O. Boxes.)

Give yourself the benefit of Employee Benefits Management. Use the
handy coupon, or contact your local
CCH Sales Representative today!

Spea ki ng of servi ce .. .
As with every CCH product, personal service is included in the purchase price. Your professional
CCH sales representative will be there to install your new Reporter and teach you and your people
how to use and maintain it to best advantage. Don't hesitate to call before or after your purchase
for additional information, advice and assistance. Your complete satisfaction is our business.
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IFYOU'RE HAviNGTkouBLE

HIRINGTHE RIGHT PERSON,
YOU SHOULD
SEE A SPECIALIST.
A

1 hat

specialist is Kobert Halt. 1heworlds
most experienced personnel recruiter in accounting,
finance, banking and information systems. We concentrate on
finding just the right employees tofitour clients' specialized
requirements— regardless ofthelevel. From bookkeeper toCFO,
from data entryclerk toMIS director, we're the recognized
experts. Thai'sbeen our storyforthelastfortyyears. For
a second opinionofour abilities, just ash your peers. In a national
independent survey, personnel executives rated Robert Half
the best service of its bind -4 to 1 over the runner up. Soifyou,
want your placement needs diagnosedcorrectly, seethe
specialist. We don't earn anytbing unless we fill the position. With
more than 150offices in the U.S., Canada, and Europe,
there's a Robert Half office near you.
Circle No.1
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